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TURF,

My Blood

TURF, FARM AND HOME.

Became overheated, causing pimples all over me,

developing into large and Dreadful Running

FARM AND

ARION 2.07 3-4,

HOME.

along that same road.
explanation?

Who will offer an came to Waterville on the mixed train
and stopped until morning when they re
sumed their journey eastward on anoth
We wish we could impress upon every er mixed train. Of course if it had been
one of our readers how much it improves their wish they could have been whirled
the looks of their places to mow their along in a private car drawn by a special
road sides cleanly; and not only mow engine, but both gentlemen are practical
them but rake them. We know of a business men who took this quiet way to
farmer not far away who invariably see how the public are served. A pretty
mows his roadsides and as invariably fails good way too.
to rake them up. This is a slack, sloven
This would seem to be big farming in
ly habit. The passer by forms his idea
of you and your place from what he can some sections, but nothing very alarming
for Mr. Hill. He had 200 tons of hay
see from his carriage.
out all at one time last week, and when
There seems to be a tendency on the he began hauling in, put in 08 loads in
part of Maine farmers to go into special one day. That’s farming in Maine.
ties rather than continue farming in all
its branches. Dairying seems to be tak
Mr. Hill is never happier than when
ing the lead just now, and a gentleman seated behind his brown roadster spin
who visits all parts of the state remarked ning over the country. He drove us from
to us the other day that the dairymen are Corinna to Exeter, a distance of nine hard
the only farmers in the state who are miles, the hottest day of the season in
making any money. This may be so, but just 33 minutes. Who says the roadster
the orchardists and small fruit men ought is extinct?
not to be forgotten. They certainly have
A well known manufacturer on the
a good thing. Good fruit always sells
well and the dangers attending it are no Kennebec thinks pretty well of No. Con
more than the casualties connected with way and its institutions. Last year he
any business. Then there is the poultry said he had much trouble with his men
business which certainly cannot he called owing to their habits. He sent five of
over done as long as the State of Maine his best men to No. Conway and now
has to send beyond her borders for a sup says he has an ideal crew. • Three cheers
for No. Conway.
ply of both eggs and poultry.

One of the most likely candidates for
the stallion crown is the young horse
whose name heads this sketch.
Arion 18,000, bay horse foaled in 1889,
bred by Leland Stanford, Menlo Park,
California. Arion was by Electioneer,
the greatest sire of trotters, and his
dam by Nutwood, the greatest living
sire. His second dam, over which there
has been considerable controversy, is
now given as Emblem, by Tattler 300, son
of Pilot J r. This is trotting blood: and
while the thoroughbred blood is found
sufficiently close to give a certain conso
Mrs, Caroline II. Fuller
lation to the thoroughbred theorists,
Londonderry, Vt.
the trotting blood so predominates that
Sores, the worst on my ankle. I could not step the trotting-blood-in-the-trotter enthusi
Soon after I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla
asts point to Arion as a proof of the
the sores healed, and two bottles entirely cureo
me and gave me renewed strength and health strength of their theory.
Mrs. C. H. Fuller, Londonderry, Vermont
The subject of our sketch was early put
to work upon the Palo Alto kinderg.rrten
and showed evidence of speed, but later
Hood’s Pills cure all Liver Ills, Biliousness had to be retired for a time on account
of an accident. It was in his two-yearold form that he electrified the world by
lowering the two-year-old record to 2.10%
He was purchased by J. Malcolm Forbes
of Boston, owner of Nancy Hanks, and
(Successor to dr. albert lethiecq)
as a tliree-year-old reduced his record to
2.10%. As a four-year-old he cut this
The people quickly recognize merit,
mark down to 2,07% at Lexington. Ky.
Maine seems to be blessed with a boun
and
this is the reason the sales of Hood’s
He should be a better horse this year tiful supply of summer guests despite
SPECIAL ATTENTION
than ever before, and in the hands of the general depression of business all Sarsaparilla are continually increasing.
GIVEN TO SURGICAL OPERATIONS.
Hood’s is “on top.”
Budd JDoble should wear the stallion over the country. Not even the labor
OFFICE, Bangor House Livery Stable,
crown before the season closes. Many disturbances have made, any diminution MR. E. F. HANSON ONCE MORE TO THE
RESIDENCE, Bangor House,
believe that he will. His dam, Manette, in the tide of annual sojourners on our
FRONT.
.BANGOR, MA INE.
is the dam of Oro Fino 2.18.
shores. The fact that the numbers ex
ceed all previous years this season, would
Ever since Mr. E. F. Hanson retired
EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
seem to show that the business is as yet from the management of the Dana Sar
in its infancy, and when it gets firmly saparilla there has been much guessing
Did it ever occur to any one what a established it will be something worth as to where he would strike in next. No
saving could be made in the wear and having, as in fact it now is.
one who knew him supposed he would
tear of horses and carriages if our road
long be idle and he has not been as he
ways were nearer perfection? If our
Manufacturer^ and Retailers of
Maine has another sure hold on the has been engaged in litigation in securing
thoroughfares were smooth and hard we purses of the wealthy who reside in the his rights from the firm from which
should not need to load down our horses large cities, and that is her ice crop. De he retired. Having adjusted these mat
with so heavy carriages. Wheels could spite the arts of man to manufacture ice ters he has now organized a strong com
Big stock, goods and prices he made a great deal lighter, for if there
the demand for nature’s pure and una pany and entered upon the manufacture
Right, Satisfaction
were no stones to pound over no such dulterated article continues. Ice has been of an entirely new remedy which is ex
Guaranteed I
weight as is now used would be called manufactured for years, but it is not a pected to be a great seller.
The com
Mail and express orders promptly filled. for. This would save the expense of the
pany is a strong one and under Mr. Han
satisfactory
article
nor
never
will
be,
Goods sent C. O. D. privilege to examine carriages and save the wear and tear of
hence the demand for the Maine article. son’s management cannot fail to be a
to any address. Try our make of cloth
the horses. Let’s have a reform in our
ing and you will use no other.
great success.
A news dispatch from
roads.
We are short of papers for our files of Belfast tells the facts of the case as fol
255 Middle Street,
the date of February 10th, 1894. Any lows :
The average citizen has but a slight
PORTLAND, MAINE,
Another patent medicine company has
one who will kindly furnish us a copy
idea of the desperate character of many
been organized in Belfast.
It is called
will confer a great favor.
of the tramps that invest the country
the Nutriola Co.
The following are the
directors: Edgar F. Hanson, Robert F.
now a days. No better idea of their
The Maine Year Book is out once more Dunton, Wm. a. Clark, F. II. Faancis
recklessness can be had than the state
and T. R. Wiggin.
W. A. Clark was
C. A. PARTRIDGE,
ment made by Conductor Sprague when and Mr. Dunham will be in Waterville made president, F. II. Francis vice presi
the train wreckers were on trial at Pitts and vicinity delivering them this week. dent and T. R. Wiggin clerk and treas
field last week. He said after driving No wonder such a volume took the prize urer. All the officers belong in Belfast.
Treats all diseases of domestic animals. the men off his train they would run at the World’s Fair! It has al ways been The capital stock is fixed at $150,000
Special attention to all operations and
a handy volume but this last issue is far with shares at $100 each. The company
treatment of all kinds of lameness, ahead and when the train overtook them
will be incorporated about Aug. 1st,
Colts and Stallions castrated by most going at a rate of speed approaching 20 ahead of any previous numbers. It is 24 when the stock hooks will be opened.
improved method, at $2 for colts and $5 miles an hour, they would catch onto the pages larger than ever before and every The medicine will be placed upon the
The
for aged horses, when there are 5 or truss of the cars and swing themselves way superior. No business man can af market some time in September.
medicine is wholly the work of Mr. E. F.
more at one place, and traveling expenses
ford
to
be
without
it.
and guarantee as good a job as anyone under the car and onto the truck framesHanson, the gentleman who boomed the
Dana Sarsaparilla company.
can do. Have castrated 6 years and never A man who can do as line a piece of high
A visitor to Exeter at this season will
lost one.
and lofty tumbling as that ought to he
Orders by mail, telephone or telegraph in better business.
see a sight worth driving miles to behold.
CLOVER MEDICINE CO.
will receive prompt attention. Office at
Hon. F. W. Hill has on the old Hill farm,
The first semi-annual meeting of the
A. D. Horn’s Livery Stable,
Every one who glanced at the hardened the former residence of Col. Hill, his stockholders of the Clover Medicine Co.,
Farmington, Maine.
faces of the train wreckers as they passed grandfather, a field of 20 acres of oats. of Augusta was held, Thursday afternoon,
through this city last week, realized the They were sown early so did not get the in its office. II. II. Rice of Farmington,
ettcct that their manner of life had upon effect of the rust which is destroying was re-elected president, Richard Palmer,
them. Sleeping in box cars and dining so much late sown grain. The stalks are treasurer; board of directors, II. IL Rice,
on crackers and cheese in fence corners all well filled and Mr. Hill estimates that J. J. Maher, Dr. A. II. Card, Aina, F. D.
is not conducive to fine caste of counten he will get fully 100 bushels to the acre Jenkins, Pittsfield, and Richard Palmer
or 2000 bushels from this one field alone. of Portland. J. J. Maher was elected
ance.
~ — O----clerk. The stockholders expressed them
Driving from Fairfield to Benton Falls
Some of the officials of the Maine Cen selves more than pleased with the show
across the “neck road” so (Killed, tlic tral have a way peculiar to themselves of ing during the past six months. The
traveller has noticed an unusual sight observing the manner in which the pub company has two fine teams traversing
this season. On both sides of that hard, lic is served by some of the slower trains New England, and has .four travelling
clayey road is seen a beautiful crop of on the road and at the same time looking men on the road. This linn has wonder
white clover growing almost to the very into the routine work of the employees fully developed a paying business. It
Owing to the still increasing demand [
shall have two loads of horses each week wheel tracks. Where it came from is an of the company. Taking the early mixed started with three hands manufacturing
Tuesday and Thursday mornings, until oft repeated question, as this is its first train out of Waterville the other morn the medicines and now 17 are employed
further notice. All good young, sound, season. Some one suggested that it came ing wc found President Wilson and Di
in the laboratory. The business manage
well broke horses suitable for all pur
from seed scattered from hay hauled over rector Hill among the passengers. They ment has been excellent and the fall
poses and the prices lower than ever.
the road, but if that is so why has it had been attending a Director’s meeting outlook is promising. There is some
JONAS EDWARDS.
never occurred before, for hay has al the day before in Portland, and took the thought of moving the plant to a larger
AUBURN-. MAINE,
ways been hauled in large quantities evening passenger train to Augusta, then city.

Hood’s

Cures

C, F. DWINAL, D. ¥. S.

STANDARD

CLOTHING CO.,

First Class Clothing for Men and Boys.

W. C. WARE, . Manager.

VETERINARY

SURGEON.

TURF,
BATH

HORSES-

The ship building city is quite a horse
town. The people take as much pleas
ure in a good teafn as in a swift sailing
ship, and why not? Ships go exceedingly
slow when ashore, but Bath horses aie
lively roadsters.
The Turf made a pleasant call on oui
old friend Dunning, the stable man. “It
is my aim to please the people,” said he,
“for then they please me.” He keeps 35
horses and has a wood shop, iron shop
and paint shop all connected. His seemed
the busiest place in Bath.
Perhaps Samuel Bailey has about as
handsome a hitch as anyone when riding
in his victoria behind his matched span
of blacks. They are both of the Knox
blood and can trot together in three min
utes. Mr. Bailey has a chestnut horse
by Gen. Lyons, out of a Drew mare, that
can do 2.40 any time. He is a very intel
ligent horse and a beauty.
John McKeiner showed us a good sty
lish horse,40 years old, weighs 1155 lbs.,
and has trotted a full mile in 2.38. He
has no mark but has won the second
measure of oats on the ice.
II. S. Lord has Bessie Wilkes, a prom
ising three year-old by Winthrop Wilkes,
dam Sagadahoc Belle.
H. A. Ilewes showed us his Nelson colt
Daisy D., dam by Ethan Allen. She is
a handsome bay with black points.
John W. Campbell’s Rebecca M., by
Record’s Black Hawk, is quite a roader.
W. II. Page has a fast growing filly,
Grace P. by Broadway; dam by Shaw’s
Black Hawk. She is four years old, stands
15-1 high and weighs 910 lbs. There is
no reason why she should not make a fast

FARM

and also at the Maine State Fair. They
have two other promising colts, Oozalluc,
a three-year-old filly, and Metalluc, a
two-year-old gelding; both by Dictator
Chief, out of Elmira, by Dirigo. Mr.
Shaw believes in keeping the old Indian
names revived, so named these last two
for a Chief and his squaw who once tent
ed up in Franklin county.
A. M. Duley has a good family horse,
Susie Patchen, by Billy Patchen, out of a
Drew mare. Although 18 years old,
-when Mr. Duley wants an outing after a
hard day’s work, Susie will not let him
be bothered with th e dust of others.
While on our way to the driving park
we called on C. F. Peterson and saw his
bay stallion Winthrop Wilkes, by Mes
senger Wilkes, dam Molly M. by Win
throp Morrill.
This horse is so well
known that it is unnecessary to do more
than mention his name. His get pre
viously mentioned speaks more for him
than anything else. Mr. Peterson has
Ethel M. 2.41%, by Nelson 2.09, that is a
beauty; also Geneiva, by the same sire.
Both are promising mares aged six and
four respectively. Mr. Peterson also has
Amos F., a good family horse that stands
10-1, is five years old, color brown. He
was’sired by Broadway. Anyone look
ing for a safe family horse would do well
to call on Mr. Peterson.

AND
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HOME.

witout urging. He is a bright bay, good
style and not afraid of anything.
John S. Wiggin showed us his brood
mare Nellie W., by a grandson of Gen.
Knox, out of a Witherell mare. She
seems to be very knowing. Near her
stands her five-year-old colt Ruby Wilkes,
by Winthrop Wilkes. She has never been
trained to the track but is a very clean
made colt, and shows a good gait.
C. W. Welsh at Hotel Phoenix, has a
good one in Knox Medium, by Mambrino
Medium, by Happy Medium; dam Gerrish Knox, by Gen. Knox. He is eight
years old, and a few days ago he took
him over to the track and jogged him a
full mile in 2.58 without any training.
Mr. Welsh also lias a three-year-old filly
by Messenger Wilkes, out of a Hying
Eaton mare, and a four-year-old gelding
by Winthrop Wilkes. Both are promis
ine ones for general purposes.
°
E. J. H.

Same day 2.40 class. Purse $40, divided.
French Allright, b li by Allright Chris-„
Dumont, b g by Dean Swift,
3 2
Little .Joker, b g by Harry Messenger, Dr.
Deuoyer,
Maud E, b m by Dean swift,
~ 4
Time, 2,52, 2,52^, 3.00.
Same day Green Race. Purse $20, divided.
Mill River Maid, b m by Milton Hero,
Smith
1
l
Femin, ro’g by French Jr, McDonald,
2 12
Wenona, b m by Administrator, Ramsay, 3 3 3
Time, 3.2f, 3.17, 3.12, 3.19.

3
4

2
3

FILEMAKER THE CHAMPION.

Wlien the first announcements by the
Adam Forepaugli Shows were sent out,
a distinctive arenic novelty was promised.
It created a considerable amount of spec
ulation when it was remembered how
scarce such things as novelties in a cir
cus are and how difficult they are to ob
tain. But the management of the shows
maintain their reputation as usual, and
so they will introduce to the public the
first appearance in a circus of the cham
pion jumping horse of the world. The
RACING AT TIGNISH P. E- I.
term champion is not used in this in
stance without consideration for its mean
The trotting meeting on Riverside ing, for it is the champion Filemaker,
Park July 12 was a success financially that is referred to. All horsemen know
although the rain began to come down that he holds the record for the highest
before the first race, the two-year-old jumping in the world, and know also that
was called. There were about 1200 per he has never before been exhibited to the
sons present and in that ciovd you public in this manner. His record is
could not hear one angry or profane clearing a bar 7 feet, 4% inches high
word used by spectators, judges or jock with his mistress, Mme. Marantette in
Edward Kennedy, trainer for G. C eys. The judges were Mr. A. A. Me the saddle. It is difficult to believe that
Moses, recently bought a two-year-old Neill starter, Mr. Geo. Green Mummgash
a horse can jump so high, and yet it is
filly, Katy Kelly, by Winthrop Wilkes, and Mr. Daniel O’Brien, Tignish, Mr. J.
a fact. Filemaker is a large horse, 17
that he has just begun to handle. She F. Buote, Tignish acting secretary for
hands and 1 inch high and weighs 1340
has made quarters in 43 seconds and a the day.
The two-year-old had only pounds. Mme. Marantette, who is the
half in 1.30 in the road cart. Mr. Ken two starters, Honest Tom and Convincer. greatest horsewoman that ever lived,
nedy showed us Oakwood 2.32, owned by This was half mile heats, best thre-- in
will also introduce Jupiter, a little im
G. C. Moses; sire Wedgewood 2.19%, dam five to harness.
Honest Tom won in ported Welsh pony who stands only 48
Driving Wind 2.23, that is giving promise straight heats.
The next race was the inches high and yet has a record of 5 feet,
one.
of making a good mark this season. He 3.00 in which good ones answered the
C. A. Davenport has a nice family horse is also training Nellie Shaw by Goldleaf, ring. They were Jay Bee, Smuggler, 7% inches high—a performance even
in his Benny. He is eight years old, of Johnny Lightfoot by Charlie Ray and Chief Boy, Pathfinder and Tickling Nel more wonderful than that of Filemaker,
everything considered. She also owns
French and Morgan strains; compact, and Oliver by Upmas. Mr. K. thinks the
lie. Jay Bee is a fine stallion with a and will show at each exhibition the
a very showy animal.
most promising one that he is training is pure trotting gait and when well handled
champion park and saddle horse of the
Through the kindness of Mr. Franklin Emma Nelson by Nelson 2.09; dam Black
will be fast. He had an easy time win world, Evergreen, who is said to be by
Reed the Turf enjoyed a ride to the smith Maid. This latter one is owned by
ning under a strong pull all around the far the handsomest horse ever foaled in
driving park near Harding’s Station. It
track. Next came the favorites, the the State of Kentucky, the birthplace of
is unfortunate that the park is so far S. S. Jordan.
G. G. Brown showed us Rena by Rob 2.40 and the crowd that had stood the the finest horses in the world. They
from the city. If a track could be built
inson D., dam by Whalebone Knox. She rain for so long began to take more in will be seen on August 11th when the
near <town the horse interest in Bath
The owners and Adam Forepaugli Shows will be here.
is five years old and has a trial maik of terest in the horses.
would be greatly increased. The drive
drivers
asked
for
a
postponement
on ac
to the park was through beautiful and 2.33.
count of the wet but the judges and
Geo.
A.
Brown
has
a
dark
bay
mare,
A CHANCE FOR THE BOYS.
changing scenery. The track itself is ex
spectators were determined to see that
Duchie,
seven
years
old,
that
has
done
a
cellent. We rode behind Mr. Reed’s
trial mile in 2.38. Duchie is by Sagada race and the horses were ordered out.
We want a boy in every locality to send
chestnut brood mare Aspasia, by a de
The track was now nearly three inches
scendant of Fearnaught. She is eigh hoc, dam a thoroughbred pacing mare under brick mud and water. It required and get one of our watches and then
commence canvassing for them. Re
teen years old and has reared five foals, that came from York State.
J. II. Ramsey, the keeper of the ceme good pluck for both horse and man to member boys, four new subscribers for
all of which have proved themselves first
tery, gave us a ride around the grounds go over it. Nevertheless four good horses the Turf and $4.00 gets you the watch,
class. Aspasia has a trial mark of 2.25,
answered the bell.
These were French
won several years ago; and today even at that he cares for so well, behind his mare Allright, Dumont, Little Joker and chain, and charm all complete. Remem
Gypsy. It would take many days to find
ber it is no plaything, but a genuine time
her age, if put to the track would make
Maud E. First heat Maud E. took tlie keeper warranted to do good service for
many of the steppers hustle. Mr. Reed her equal as a family horse; only a few
lead on the first turn with French Allhas three of her foals, aged respectively, days ago when driving fast the shafts right at her wheel. This position was a year at least.
broke
letting
the
crossbar
down
on
her
Anyone who gets one of these watches
one, two and three years. We saw the
maintained until the home stretch when
three-year-old filly Sally Wilkes, by Mes heels, yet she did not kick or appeal French Allriglit won by a neck, the and is not pleased with it can have his
frightened. She is handsome and speedy
money refunded. That is worth remem
senger Wilkes, and the two-year-old stal
others a little back.
The crowd was
lion Dictator King, by Dictator Chief, and ought to make a good showing on jubilant as this was the prettiest heat bering.
the track. She has never been trained to
-worked out. Mr. Reed drove Sally Wilkes
they had ever seen trotted, neither horse
The great drawback to the American
and Edward Kennedy, Dictator King the track but used only for driving pur having lifted their nose. Ihe time hung
farmer is too many waste places, too
Both showed up well. Sally Wilkes has poses.
out was 2.52 and was counted better than many nooks and corners, which yield no
Charles Clieltra has a finely put up
shown quarters in 38 seconds, and Dicta
2.35 on a good dry track. Second heat income.
Haven’t you several such
tor King did not appear in the least to be mare that he calls Baby. She is rather
French Allright took the lead and was
places on your farm?
in too fast company as they were being small but is compactly put together. He
never headed, Maud E. having broken
takes her over to the track occasionally,
-worked.
badly soon after the start and was set
Is your pasture full of big weeds? If
and she has worked a half in 1.16. He
We called on A. II. & W. M. Shaw,
back to fourth place. In the third heat it is so ydu should find time to cut them
also owns Harmoun Jr., a black stallion
owners of Slippery Tom, that got a mark
by Ilarmoun 24857, by Watchmaker 2564. French Allright took the lead and was down. They not only present a bad
,f 2.25% at Rigby last week. Slippery
Harmon Jr. is one of those rare stallions never headed, Maud E. and Dumont liav appearence, but if allowed to seed make
L'om is four years old, by Island Chief;
that is perfectly clever. He paces very ing broken badly were set back, Maud extra work another year.
lam Gypsy, by French Lyon, by . Flying
E. to fourth and Dumont to third posi
easy showing quarters in 38 seconds.
frenchman. He was not harnessed unW. D. Oliver has an undeveloped mare tion. By this time you could hardly tell
Any kind of a female animal has been
il two years old, and in a short time was in Roberta C. She is four years old, by horses or jockeys apart on account of
thought to be good enough for a motlior.
iroken and given a mark of J2.41%. At Geo. Knox, by Sagadahoc, by Gen. Knox; mud. French Allriglit is a fine stallion
The future breedder will have to change
hrec years he made it 2.31%, and now dam by Gideon. She is light bay with good trotting action and with very little
his mind.
to early in the season has made it 2.25%. white face and has a good gait. Mr. handling ought to beat 2.30.
Messrs. Shaw have Jessie Shaw, a four- Oliver has a good five-year-old that he
Riverside Park, July 12, Two-year-old class
A Good Appetite
rear-old pacer by Cleveland, by Sagada has named Oliver Twist, that is a half- Purse $20, divided.
Honest Tom, cli g by French Allright,
ioc, by Gen. Knox; dam Daisy by Bay brother to Roberta C.; dam Nettie God
1 l l Always accompanies good health, and an
Convincer, hlk c by French Allright,
absence of appetite is an indication of
ifred Taconda, by Gen. Knox. She made
dard, of Morgan blood.
McCarthy,
- z 1
something wrong.
The universal tes
i mark last month at Augusta of 2.32.
Time, 1.52K, 1-52K, 1.52Chas. II. Mason has a lady’s driver that
timony given by those who have used
I'hey consider their two-year-old Albert
SAME DAY 3.00 class--Purse $30, divided.
111 Hood’s Sarsaparilla, as to its merits in
IL, a bay stallion by Warrener, dam Top he says he shall keep as long as he lives. Tav Bee b li by Administrator, Birch,
2 2 2
Smueeler, b g by Dean Swift, Smith,
jy B., by theNtrout Horse, as their best He is a P.*E. I horse and a good roader, Chief Bov br g by Island Chief, Murphy, 5 3 3 restoring the appetite, and as a purifier
pSttndlr, brgh by Dean Swift, Fitz>ne. He was on the track some last sea just in his prime, eleven years old and a
3 5 5 of the blood, constitutes the strongest
recommendation that can be urged for
son and this season has worked a full jet black. Another horse, Teddy, is six Tickling Nellie, b m by Abdallah Mes
4 4 4
senger, Keougli,
mile in 2.55, the last half in 1.24. He is years old, has never been worked to the
any medicine.
Time, 3.07, 3,09><, 3,04en tered for the races at Rigby in August, track but roads easily 10 miles ap. hour
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TURF,

TURF, FARM AND HOME

FARM

Bud by Redfern, in a field of eight. The
second heat went to Expressive in 2.18,
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
while Red Bud’s heats were trotted in
BY THE
2.20%, 2.19, 2.20%. The 2.24 trot for a
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY purse of $8,000, brouglit out sixteen start
ers and J. M. D., a bay gelding by Favor
31 and 33 Lockwood St., Dunn Block,
ite Wilkes, won in straight heats in 2.13%,
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
2.16%. 2.15%. Robert J. was the favor
ite in the free-for-all pace and he won in
E. P. MAYO, Managing Editor.
straight heats in 2.09%, 2.08%, 2.08%.
J. W. THOMPSON, Associate Editor.
On Thursday came the 2.15 trot for
O. M. HATCH, Associate Editor.
A. I>. QUIMBY, Associate Editor. $2,000, and Azote, a bay gelding by
Whips, won it in straight heats in 2.09%,
TERMS$1.00 per year in advance, $2.00 if not 2.12, 2.12%, in a field of eighteen start
paid strictly in advance.
ers. The 2.15 pace went to Bullmont by
Entered at the Post Office at Waterville, Me., Blue Skin, but it took six heats to decide
as second class mail matter.
it, the fastest being 2.12%, won by Ed.
Easton. In the free-for-all trot, Lord
WATERVILLE, Me.,FRIDAY JULY 27. Cliinton, by Denning Allen, won in
straight heats in 2.09, 2.11%, 2.11%,
beating such cracks as Pixley, Alix,
TROTTING EVENTS TO OCCUR.
Pamlico, Walter E., Belle Vara and Night
[Secretaries are requested to notify The Turf,
ingale,
the two latter being distanced.
Farm and Home as soon as convenient, dates se
lected for meetings. Changes of dates will be made On Friday a storm broke over the track
or any inaccuracies will be corrected promptly on after two heats had been trotted in the
notification.]
2.12 class, the first of which was won by
JULY.
Ryland T. in 2.12%, and the second by
Fairfield......................................................................... July24—25
RifJ’.v..............................................................................July24—27
Ellard in 2.14, and the 2.21 pace had pro
Pittsfield........................................................... July 27--28
ceeded as far as one heat, which was won
AUGUSTNorridgewock....................................................Aug. 7—8 by John R. Gentry in 2.13. The storm
Exeter....................................................................Aug. 11
Old Orchard,.................................................Aug. 14 17 caused a postponement until the next
Augusta,.........................................................Aug. 14—15 day, when Ellard won the third heat in
Bethel..................................... ......................Aug. 15—16
Bluehill................................................................... Aug. 16 2.11%, and the fourth in 2.15. Ellard was
■...............................................................Aug. 18
Rigby Park,................................................... Aug. 20—24 bred in Massachusetts and is by Charley
Fannington.................................................. Aug. 21—22 Wilkes; dam Daisy by Fearless. John 1
Fairfield,..........................................................Aug. 21—23
Livermore Falls.....................................August 27—29 Gentry wound up the 2.21 pace in two
£r»y>.-..................................................................Aug 28—30 heats in 2 09%, 2.11. Then came the
Cornish...........................................................Aug, 28—30
Bangor, Eastern State Fair,.....................Aug 28—31 Horseman stakes, second section, open
Saco.................................................................. Aug. 28—31
for those who were beaten in the first
SEPTEMBER.
Sanford.................. .......................................Sept. 4—6 and it was won by Altivo by Electioneer
Lewiston, Maine State Fair,....................... Sep. 4—7 in 2.18%, 2.18%, 2.18%, losing the second
Ellsworth ...............*......................... s.*'";,4,; heat to Wistful in 2.18. The Merchants
No. Berwick,..
• Sept. 11—13 and Manufacturers consolation 2.24 trot,
Monroe..............
Sept. 11—13
East Pittston..............................................Sept. 11— 13 was won by Cobwebs in straight heats in
Springfield....................................................Sept.’ 12— 14
Cobwebs is by
I airfield,........................................................ Sep. 18-20 2.19%, 2.14%, 2.14%.
South Paris..................................... .......... Sent
18—20
Canton............................................................ sept. 18—20 Whips, sou of Electioneer; dam by Gen.
Exeter............................................................Sept. 25—27 Benton.
Alar by Alcantara, won the
Farmington,................................................. Sept. 25—2
first, second
Skowhegan...................................................Sept. 25—27 2.18 trot, winning the
Boston, New England Trotting Horse
Breeders,................................................ Sept. 25—28
w and fifth in 2.15, 2.14%, 2.17%, and los
South Windsor............................................ Sept. z5—27 ing the third and fourth. The double
team race was won by Pansy and Cora,
OCTOBERRigby Park.........................................................Oct. 2—5 both by Almont Jr., after losing two
Casco........................................................................
2—4
Best time 2.20%.
Norridgewock..................................................Oct. 17—18 heats.
Springvale,................................................... Oct. 2—3--4
* * * *
Acton,........................................................ Oct.
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so long looked for.
Much valuable and
indispensable information will be con
tained in its pages, as in its compilation
extending over a peri >d of nearly ten
years over a hundred thousand letters
have been written and Mr. Battell has
personally visited most of the States of
the Union, and some of them several
times, and made repeated excursions
into the Provinces of Quebec and Ontario
and also visited Mexico. Neither trouble
nor expense lias been spared to learn all
pertinent facts concerning every pedi
gree. No sucli persistent effort lias ever
been made by any compiler and an irvaluable mass of information must be
the result. Mr. Battell says:
“The in
vestigation of the pedigree of nearly
every Morgan horse involves the exam
ination of several others in collateral
lines. In the nearly five thousand pedi
grees registered in this volume, a large
proportion of the noted horses of Amer
ica are named. Of course no breeder of
Morgan stock can know all that is to be
known of the origin of his own stock
without an exhaustive knowledge of the
pedigrees of those animals whose blood
comes in collaterally to the main line.
Many of them of necessity must be out
side the Morgan family.”
* * * *

HOOF PRINTS.

There is a great entry list for Haver
hill this week.
Arion 2.07%, has not been entered in
any races as yet.
Lord Clinton 2.09, holds the champion
record for geldings.
The much touted Rex Americus could
get no better than third position at De
troit.
A circuit has been formed in Vermont
which includes Morrisville, Barre, Water
bury and South Royalton.
The Village Farm stable have sent
home Mocking Bird, Merry Chimes, Ex
cellence, Electmont and Carillon.
There were over 40 heats trotted and
paced at Old Orchard, and only three of
them slower than 2.20, and the fastest
was 2.10%. The average was 2.16.
George Marsh of Dixfield, has placed
the pacer Dr. Dix, by Albrino, dam by
Daniel Boone, in the hands of William
Gregg of Andover, and he is reported as
working well.

Ten Manchester, N. H. citizens have
leased the track at that city, and regular
The pacer is getting to be one of the meetings will be held there the balance
most prominent factors in the racing of the season, including the Breeders’
contests of the country. He crops out Meeting the last week in August.
in all families, pacing and trotting, those
Socks the little chestnut pacer which
from the latter being fully the equal of
the former. He comes to his speed quick has become such a favorite by his game
er- and with less strain on the limbs than ness as well as speed, has been laid by
the trotter, and every colt inclined to the for the present. Two hot races a week
gait is encouraged to go that way by both have had their effect on him.
breeders and trainers. The Pacing Stan
Glassware Girl started and won at Old
dard is gradually absorbing the trotter,
Orchard. Her breeding if known is not
and as under the rules, every dam of a
given. W. II. McCarthy better known as
2.25 or better pacer is a standard pacing
Knapsack” McCarthy drove her. She
mare, while all the produce of standard
is owned by Nathan Straus of New York
pacing mares by trotting stallions and of
City who formerly owned Majolica.
standard trotting mares by pacing stal
lions are standard bred pacers, there
I he pick of the whole Eastern country
seems to be nothing hut the pacer in was at Ohl Orchard.
California, Ken
sight. The situation is such that no one tucky, Alabama, Tennessee and many
can predict what the next decade may other states were represented, and on
develop.
Wednesday no heat was trotted or paced
as slow as 2.20.

As we mingle among the horsemen of
The New York Turf, Field and Farm
this and other states in attending the
They went faster at Old Orchard for
The Grand Circuit, to whieh the Sag
races, travelling on the trains, at hotels speaks as follows regarding the necessity $500 purses on Wednesday, than they
inaw meeting was merely an introduc
hear of tracks joining the National Associa did for from $2000 to $8000 purses at the
tion, opened at Detroit on Monday the and other public places, we
nothing but good words for the new tion in order to secure the benefit of the Grand Circuit meeting at Detroit, and
16th, with fine weather. The 2.40 race
-Turf, Farm and Home. It is gaining enforcement of its rules. It so nearly the latter races were over Mr. Griffin’s
for two-year-olds was won in straight
rapidly in circulation and influence, and agrees with our own ideas, as outlined new “fastest track on earth.”
heats by Bucyrus, bay gelding by Wilton;
one of its departments, that of its Sale last week that we reproduce its remarks:
dam Nutgall by Nutwood. The time was
Among the prominent spectators at the
columns, has reached an importance
2.26%, 2,27%. The 2.25 pace was won
“Under the National Trotting Associ Old Orchard races was Mr. W. C. France
whicll should be very gratifying to its
in straight heats by Rubenstein, by Bar
ation plan, every reputable track can be
patrons as well as the publishers of the come a member by paying a fee and of Lexington Ky., the owner of Red
on Wilkes, and the time was 2.10%, 2.12,
paper. Here parties in want of a good agreeing to live up to the by-laws; and Wilkes and proprietor of Highland
2.16. The 2.27 class trotting, brought
horse look to find something to fill the each member has a voice in shaping the Farm. The story of his recent sale of
out a field of 12 starters with Sixty Six,
rules and in selecting the men to admin- Red Pointer is told in another column.
bill. It is very important then that every
ter them. A man or horse is not out
by Chimes, the favorite. Clemmie G.
description published should be accurate. lawed for com pc ting on a track not in
won the first heat in 2.18%; Sixty Six
At Maplewood, Bangor, Tuesday, Chas.
If your horse can show a four-minute membership. Disqualification from one
the second in the same time, and then
G. Andrews drove his bay gelding Dr.
track
in
membership
means
disqualifica
gait, don’t represent him as being able
Eloise, by Kentucky Prince, dam Camille
to show 2.50. If he weighs 950 or 1000 tion from all. The arm of discipline is Day a mile in 2.41, last half in 1.16%.
strengthened by making membership as Frank Andrew’s bay gelding was driven
by Hambletonian 10, won the race in
pounds, don’t describe him as weighing numerous as possible. Under this repre
2.18%, 2.19, 2.17.
On Tuesday there
a mile in 2.41%, last half in 1.15%. Gip
100 or 150 pounds more. This causes ex sentative plan, jealousies are kept with
were about 7000 people present. The
sy M., a mare owned by Con. Brennan,
pense, disappointment and disgust to the Ti the narrowest possible limits, and an
2.21 class trotting, came first and it was
earnest desye is manifested to work for was driven a mile by George Fairbrother
would-be purchaser. By seeing the ad. the
common good
won by Roseleaf, by Goldleaf, in straight
in 2.41%.
in the Turf, Farm and Home, the state
heats in 2.16%, 2.15%, 2.16%. The 2.18
ment regarding the good qualities of the
Manager Porter evidently has but little
pace came next and was won by Joe
MAINE 2.30 LIST FOR 1894horse is given a semi-endorsement, and
faith in printer’s ink, and furnishes no
Patchen by Patchen Wilkes, best time
it hurts us, as well as the seller, when a
accommodations for the members of the
2.13%. The first section of the Horseman
mis-statement is made.
Be accurate, ladoura, gr m by Gideon; dam by
press. This is the only track with any
stake for foals of 1890 came next and ten
Gen. Knox........................................... 2.2
horses faced the starter Altivo, Unka- and honest in your st dements and de Jol. Pitt, b h by Wilkes; dam by 28% pretentions to being lirst-dass, in the
met, Bernadotte, Wistful, Lea and Gold scriptions as you would in any other
Constellation...................................... 2.27’., eastern country where there is no place
business matter. In this way, and in Cleveland Roy, b g by Lotliair Jr.2.28
set aside for the news-gatherers, to do
Coast, were behind the money and had
this way only, can this department, be a Damosclla. b m by Nelson; dam
their work.
a right to compete for the remainder of
by Gideon................... ......................... 2.25
success, and of any permanent value.
the stake on Saturday. Dancourt won
Don’t throw out a flattering description Fauntleroy, ch h by Albrino; dam
Capt. Thos. P. Beals, of Portland, lost
by Daniel Boone................................ 2.23%
the first, fourth and fifth heats and race,
as a bait, for it will only result in the larvey Russell, b h by Harbinger 2.29'., a valuable mare in a peculiar way one
while Nemoline won the second, and fast
disgust of die would-be purchaser. If ,ady Franklin, hr m by Franklin. 2.27% morning last week.
she was lame
est, and third. The time was 2.16%,
you are no judge of speed, and have no Max, b g by Black Ben; dam by
2.16, 2.15%, 2.17, 2.17. Dancourt is by
Flying Eaton........................>.. .'.2.24% from a kick received at the watering
opportunity to give it. a fair test, you can Nichols, blkli by Victor Patchen. .2.29% trough last week from another horse in
Ambassador; dam Lowland Girl 2.19%,
it least give the exact height and weight Prince Fearnaught, b h by FearAnsel Sawyer’s stable. His head groom
while Nemoline is a black mare by Jersey
of the animal described.
naught Jr........................................... 2.23% hitched the mare up to jog home to
Wilkes; dam Nemesis by Nutwood, and
Prince Harbinger, b g by Ilarbinbreakfast when she stumbled slightly
we saw her take a three-year-old record
r/er.............................. ...........................2.30
Tilton, hr g by Constellation...........2.24% and it was found that one of her hind
of 2.19 last year at Providence, R. I.
We have received from the author Mr.
There was a large crowd on Wednesday Joseph Battell of Middlebury, Vt., ad I’omali, ch g by Edgardo.— ,..2.23% legs was broken. Dr. Lord was called
PACERS.
and after examination dispatched the
and the purse for foals of 1891 was the vance sheets of his forthcoming book
first disposed of, and was won by Red ‘The Morgan Horse,” which has been Parker, ch h by Nelson......................2.24% mare as she was hopelessly disabled. It
Annie Boone, b m by Daniel Boone 2.25% is probable that the leg was shivered by
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the kick and a vfery slight misstep* was correct in your next issue, lest some Al promptly hauls her load but of the way. race in 2.09 or 2.09% instead of 2.10% as
liuhg out. This may be true, but still
Portland Argus.
cyone fellow should jump on me.
sufficient to complete the fracture.
Thfe Sun does not believe the Old Or
Robert J., is now reckoned the fastest chard track is a whit faster than Rigby,
The slowest heat at Old Orchard on
Flying Jib was distanced in the first
Wednesday was 2.19% and on Friday pacer of the year, and capable of lower unless the differeiice in the shape of thfi
iieat at Detroit last Wednesday.
ing the pacing record of 2.04 when called kite track is in favor of a horse trottlfig
2.19%.
upon.
or pacing to the extreme limit of his
The American stallion Flush, has cap
The Wilkes strain is the heaviest con
tured the two-mile Russian record in
It is too bad that Early Bird was not speed. The time made at Old Orchard,
tributor to the 2.20 list so far, and the
4.44%.
entered
in the $5000 2.15 trot at Buffalo, as officially given out, and which must
Almont line comes next,
lie ought to have made a good showing be the standard to go by, was 2.10%.
We will gladly furnish sample outfits
The day the track everything was favor
Rain interfered with the Grand Cir in that race.
of our paper to any who wish to canvass cuit meeting at Cleveland on Monday,
able to fast time. Nelson has trotted the
foi’ it to get our watch.
The every-day-alike, level-headed trot track at Rigby in 2.09, and those who
and only fout heats were trotted.
ter is the only kind that it pays to take were present know the day and the track
Darker (p) by Nelson, lowered his rec
In Azote 2.09%, and Cobwebs 2.14%, away to the races. The speedy but ill- and the other conbitions were not favor
ord to 2.24% at Worcester last Wednes Whips has two of the fastest trotters
behaved horse will go to the bottom of able to the horse making an extreme ef
day, and Silver Street won the 2.24 trot. now on the turf by any one sire.
the longest pocketbook if he is only cam fort. Without intending to say anything
disparaging of the Old Orchard track,
Chas. L. Cushman
of
Auburn
An Austrian paper claims that Dirigo paigned long enough.—Horse World.
The Sun still believes Rigby is the fast
who used to own scores of horses, and by Principe is the fastest trotter that
Some of our exchanges claim that Ru est track in the world—Lewiston Sun.
brought out several sensational colt trot ever crossed the Atlantic. He is rated
benstein holds the four-year-old pacing
ters in the last few years, sold them all as capable of trotting there in 2.10.
record of 2.09%. In 1893 Diablo, by
CHOOSE A SUITABLE NAME.
last winter at auction, and now rides a
Charles Derby 2.20; dam Bertha (full
The
bay
pacing
mare
Evelyn
2.24%
by
bicycle.
“A horse by any other name would go
Robinson D. 2.19% has produced one sister to Bayard Wilkes 2.13%) by Alcan
The Directors of Maine Central Driv foal, now two years old, by Griffin 2.29%. tara, made a record of 2.09% at Wood as fast,” does not seem to please the
ing Park, Dexter, have voted to give a It is owned by D. M. Foster, Canton land, Cal. He was four years old and a breeders, trainers and drivers in 1894 it
pacer.
seems, if we are to judge by the sum
meeting August 18th with $180 in purses. Point.
maries of races that have taken place.
$100 for 2.30 class and $80 for 2.40 class.
The stupid puritanical spirit seems to In the South, it is a natural weakness
A call at the stable of John C. Horne
Efforts will be made to gave a good
on Silver street, disclosed the fact that be very active in Massachusetts just at among the colored people to name their
meeting.
he had gone to New York with twelve the present time. At Fitchburg, last children after illustrious people, and it is
Any bright boy can easily get four sub horses which he shipped to I. H. Dahl- week, pool selling was interfered with, no uncommon thing for the census takers
and at Worcester it is proposed to stop to hear an old colored matron give the
scribers to the Turf right about home
it this week. The Chief of Police, Ray surnames of the children as follows:
For doing this we will send the prize
Our old friend I. C, Mosher formerly
mond, has notified the president of the George Washington, Abraham Lincoln,
watch advertised elsewhere, and guaran
of Maine, but now of Oregon won two
Driving Park Association that pool sell Wendell Phillips or Henry Ward Beech
teed to keep good time. The money will
races at Portland recently.
The 2.30
ing will not be allowed. It looks as if er ; and family after family would include
be refunded if watch is not satisfactory
race for trotters, fastest heat 2.29% with
trotting sport is in danger in that State. among the members curly-headed, blackwhen received.
An Alene and the 2.18 pace, fastest heat
—Spirit o f the Times.
eyed, little picaninnies that will not be
The directors of the Milo Driving Park 2.22% with Combination George.
able to pronounce their long names cor
The kite track at Old Orchard was
announce a two days meeting to occur
Good judges concede that the pacer is
rectly until they are ten years of age.
August 20 and 21. Purses amounting to likely to be the first to reach the two- never faster than this week, but there is
The glory of naming a child after an il
$400 are offered as follows: 2.50 olass, minute mark, if it is ever reached. There but Httle pleasure in watching a race
lustrious individual seemed to be the am
$75; 2.33 class, $100; 2.40class, $100; 2.28 are more pacers in the 2.10 list than over it. Away they go straight from
bition of every gentleman and lady of
class, $125. These classes are open to there are trotters, and just twice as you, perhaps in a cloud of dust which
color in the land of cotton.
forms behind the horses and hides them.
trotters and pacers. One fare for the many to reach the 2.04 limit.
The same ambition seems to have taken
At the lower turn they are so far away
round trip is offered on all the railroads.
a
firm
grip upon the majority of the own
Harry Williams who was obliged to that the naked eye can scarcely distin
ers of young trotters and pacers this
Col. Edwin Morse of Boston, represent give up the management of Mr. Hill’s
guish the different animals and drivers,
ing a syndicate, closed the deal at Old stables at Exeter, owing to ill health, has and as they round into the stretch they year. It is not only bewildering to all
who are interested in horses, but it is
Orchard whereby he secured a lease of retired to a woods camp where he is fast
come directly towards you.
No, there
the Nashua, N. II. trotting track. The improving, and there are good indications is no pleasure in watching a race over a radically wrong. Arion’s, Palo Alto’s,
Hulda’s, Nancy Hanks’, Dexter’s, Dictastringent enforcement of the pool law in that he will soon be able to train agrin.
kite track.
tator’s, and other well-known famous
Massachusetts is leading horsemen of
In the races to be held at Wyman
kings and queens of the turf, are very
that state to look elsewhere for an op
The old story of the sailor who after
Park Ellsworth, on Saturday, the 4tli of
plenty this year, that is their names ap
portunity to trot their horses.
sailing the seas over returned home to be
August, the following are the classes
pear with startling regularity in the sum
That the kite at Old Orchard is a phe and purses for each as offered by the drowned in a brook, was recalled to many maries of horses that are eligible to the
nomenally fast mile is without question, Hancock County Fair Association: 2.40 last Monday morning when Mr. Alex. 2.50 classes.
and opinion is divided as to whether it trot and pace, purse $100; 2.35 trot, purse Yates, the expert reinsman and all round
It is about time to stop this system of
horseman, was driving up Main street
is faster than Rigby. One point is in $150, and 2.26 trot, purse $200.
naming horses. Secretaries should in
and turning into Common street sharply
disputable—Maine has two more speedy
sist upon not taking any entries of horses
Another Massachusetts track has was overturned quickei' than a wink
trotting places than any other state in
that are stolen from others which have
New England, and which will bear com closed its gates Recause the local author Horse, carriage, and driver were upside worked hard to make those names fa
parison favorably with any in the ities insist upon enforcing the law down in a twinkle; but not a scratch or
against pool-selling.
At Worcester and a tear resulted. It was a dizzy sight to mous.
country.—Boston Globe.
When anyone makes an entry like
Springfield the turf managers say they behold and one that the participants
Tomah was coughing after the race at cannot hope for successful meetings would not care to repeat just for the fun “Minnie,” for instance, the secretary
should, as soon as the entry is opened,
Old Orchard, and was not on edge, al when pool-selling is prohibited.
of the thing.
write at once to the owner and tell him
though he had shown nothing to indicate
In view of the enforcement of the law
it before the race. This is one of the
Mr. Wm. A. McLain of Rockland, that there are in the Year Book thirtyglorious uncertainties of the business. against pool-selling Massachusetts horse writes as follows in regard to the breed three other claimants to that name and
Sometimes when a horse is thought to men are looking about among the other ing of the mare Annie Boone, for which therefore she is not entitled to it. Add
the name Murphy, Simpkins, O’Donohue,
be fit he proves to be just going off, and New England states and have an eye on we inquired recently:
New
Hampshire.
If
pool-selling
is
en
“Yours of July 10th received and con Smith, or any other, so that it will be
sometimes when he is started with mis
givings he goes the best race of his life tirely stopped in Massachusetts, New tents noted. I have been waiting to find distinguishable from the other Minnies.
Hampshire tracks will take a boom.
out the breeding of the dam of Annie Nancy Hanks or Nell Flaherty are becom
Joe Mooney must have rare judgment
Boone before I answered your letter. I ing very nice sounding names when their
Mr J. S. Roberts of West Newton,
in picking out a pacer.
Last year he
am on the track of it now and will know owners are making them famed either in
came up from Tennessee with Gil Curry Mass., writes us as follows concerning in a few days. Annie Boone is eight trotting or running races.
If breeders would only use a little judg
and sold him to Ham Brock, and this Pickpocket sire of Pickpania: “Hemade years old, sired by Daniel Boone; color
year he caused a sensation with Dr. II. one season in Iowa where he got Pick- solid bay, very small star; bred by Alvin ment and care in naming their colts and
and kept Roan Wilkes in reserve until pania 2.14% then came to Oregon, Ill., McLain, Rockland, Me.; a pacer and has fillies much trouble would be avoided.
Wednesday when he marked him in and made five seasons and got Margaret started in four races this season and won In Australia there was a horse named
2.11%. When Joe Mooney comes from M. 2.19; dam Lady Hittinger by Chen- three first moneys and one second money. Musket; his colts are named after pieces
ery’s Gray Eagle. I owned both sire and
of ordnance: Howitzer, Nordenfeldt,
Tennessee with one or two green pacers
dam and kept Margaret M. until seven She won the 2.30 race here the 4tli of Carbine, Mitrailleuse, Martini-Henry,
next year, it will be well to keep an eye
months old. He was then purchased by July in three straight heats and did not etc., and this system of nomenclature is
on them.
Messrs. Fox & Pike, Cornish, Me.
Mi go to a break in either heat; time 2.27%, noticeable all through the English stud
2.25%, 2.25%. CQuld have done better.
Roberts formerly lived in Oregon, Ill.
The following letter from F. G. N. will
She raised a colt last year by Edgardo books. We may be able to breed, raise
explain itself and correct an error of the
A mare belonging to E. C. Chase, which 2.13%, that I think will be hard to equal and train trotters far better than those
compositor in our last issue:
they work chiefly upon Franklin wharf for size and looks. He is a beauty now. “across the pond,” but we are far behind
“In reading over the article relating at the New York and Boston steamer I will find out the breeding of hef dam hem in the art of naming our best horses.
If all the turf journals will make as vig
to Nelson which I sent you last week, I sheds gives an example of the quick in and let you know later.”
orous a fight against this growing evil as
notice that while I gave Alcyone credit telligence of the horse kind. When
The friends of the kite track at Old they did against the initializing of fast
for seven in the list at 11 years, the com cars are to be shifted the brakemen
positor was less liberal and allowed him shout “clear the track” to warn the Orchard are justly jubilant over the rec trotters and pacers, it will only take a
but one. However, when I think of it, my drivers of the teams that are standing ord breaking performances made over it few months to bring the trotting horse
figures are sometimes a little eccentric, upon the line to move. When the mare the past week, and claim it is without a men to realize that “a horse by some
and I am perhaps the greater sinner of in question hears the order, without rival in the world. It is claimed that other name than the one they have stolen
the two, but I really wish you would requiring any hint from her driver she Henry F. paced the second heat of his would go as fast.—breeder $ Sportsman.
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Ross Glines, So. Andover, Me., blk h
Eclare, Jr., sire Eclare.
C K Richards, Falmouth, Me., b li
Glendale, sire Glenarm.
J B Benson, Quincy, Mass., b g Ilarrie
Newton, sire Ethan Wilkes.
R M Durland, Lynn, Mass., ch li
Donne, sire Donpezan.
J B Erskin, Colebrook, N. II., blk g
Frank M, sire Kennebec.
II T Hall, Derby Line Vt., ch m Lady
Lee, sire Abdallah Wilkes.
Ira Woodbury, Portland, Me., b g Ned
Rowling.
F Blanchard, Palmer, Mass., b g In
wood.
F Blanchard, Palmer, Mass., b m Lillie
B.
Henry Titer, Medford, Mass., b g Capt
Turney.

THURSDAY, JULY 36.
3.19 Class, Pacing, Purse #600.

Ross Glines, So Andover, Mass, blk h
Eclair Jr, sire Eclair.
C K Richards, Falmouth, b li Glendale,
sire Glenarm.
W S Bailey, E Hardwick, Vt, gm Helen
M, sire Cobden.
C II Nelson, Waterville, ch li Parker,
sire Nelson.
J B Benson, Quincy, Mass, b g Ilarrie
Newton, sire Ethan Wilkes.
R M Durland, Lynn, Mass, chh Donne,
sire Donpezan.
J B Erskine, M D, Colebrook, N II, blk
g Frank M, sire Kennebec.
H T Ball, Derby Line, Vt, ch m Lady
Lee, sire Abdallah Wilkes.
Ira Woodbury, Portland, b g Ned Rawling.
T Blanchard, Palmer, Mass, b g Lin
wood
, T Blanchard, Palmer, Mass, b m Lillie

Charles Laurence, Concord, N II, b li
Ilderim, sire Wade Hampton.
S R Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa, b li Chief
Eastern Circuit Races.
Thorn, sire Hawthorn.
S R Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa, b g Hai
ry, sire Dauntless, Jr.
Rigby Park, July 34, 35, 36 and 37, 1894.
Clark Spaulding, West Somerville,
Mass, b g George K, sire Gold Beater.
Al Locke, Salem, Mass, br m Helen,
TUESDAY, JURY 34.
sire Melbone King.
3.34 Class, Trotting, Purse #600.
A II Williamson, Norway, Me, br in
Frank R Wilson, Medford, Mass, b m
Jennie J, sire Daniel Boone.
Rosewood, sire Redwood.
J J Conley, Lexington, Ky, b in Wildbriar, sire Forest Glencoe.
George F Terrill, Sherbrooke, Que, b g
Fred Mack, sire Davis Horse.
Dick Wilson, Binghampton, N Y, b m
Fatherland Farm, Byfield, Mass, b li
Corneta, sire Cornet.
Callisto, sire Alcantara.
C II Nelson, Waterville Me, blk h Ells
S E Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa, ro m
worth, sire Dictator Chief.
Flosswood, sire St Luke.
Bard Palmer, Franklin Park, Mass, ch
WEDNESDAY, JULY 35.
Robert Grady, Academy, Ala. b m
m Maud Elnah, sire Harry Knox.
Free-for-all—Pacing. Purse #600.
Almontine, sire King Almont.
Jas Dennis, Hartford, Ct, b g Bopeep.
Geo II Hicks, Allston, Mass, b g G O
S R Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa., b li
Academy Hotel stable, Baltimore, Md,
Wm Sheridan, Medford, Mass, b g Taylor, sire Ben Franklin.
Subscriber,
sire
Jim
Scriber.
b g James Morrison, sire Gov Sprague.
Kentucky Star.
Henry Titer, Medford, Mass, b g Cap
F A Newell, Boston, Mass., b g, Bunco
B F & F H Briggs, Auburn, Me, br li Jr.,
Same Day—3.37 Class, Trotting, Purse #600. tain Turney.
sire
Bunco.
Gene Briggs, sire Messenger Wilkes.
M Demarest, Patterson, N. J., b g The
G F Merrill Kennebunkport, Me, b g Same Day—3.31 Clars, Trotting, Purse #600.
G O Wilson, Baltimore, Md, chh Willis
Geo Scattergood, Philadelphia, Pa, b h
Duke, sire Elevator.
Harold M, sire Dr Franklin.
A, sire Alcantara.
E L Robinson, sire Epulet.
J
Scott
McCoy,
Springfield,
Mass.,
b
li
Geo
F
Terrell,
Sherbrook,
P
Q,
b
g
Henry Goodwin, Biddeford Me, b li
J F Haines, Old Orchard, br g Quar
Riley Medium, sire Happy Medium.
Fred Mack, sire Davis Horse.
Cunarda, sire Vego Hambletonian.
L E Simmons, Lexington, .Ky., Prima
Fatherland Farm, Byfield, Mass, b h tette, sire Richwood.
J J Conley, Lexington, Ky, b li Sidney
W M Roberts, Bar Harbor, br li Dawn
Donna, sire Betterton.
Callisto, sire Alcantara.
McGregor, sire Robert McGregor.
Mills & Webber, Boston, Mass., b g
J W Daily Mt Kisco, N Y, b m Kadi- R, sire Alcantara.
Riverside Stock Farm, Newmarket, Jc, Guinetta.
Fatherland Farm, Byfield, Mass, b li
jali, sire Red Wilkes.
N H, bg Roger, sire Harry Clay.
Harvey Clapp, Attleboro, Mass., b g
B F & F TI Briggs, Auburn, Me, b g Callisto, sire Alcantara.
Silver Lawn Stables, Waterville’ Me,
M Demarest, Paterson, N J, b s Nation
Joe Egbert, sire West Egbert
Grenadier,sire Messenger Wilkes.
b m Silver Srteet, sire Nelson.
M J Mooney, Nashville, Tenn., bli Di
PF&F II Briggs, Auburn, Me, br h al, sire Wellington.
Dick Wilson, Binghampton, N Y, b m
Robt. Grady, Academy, Montgomery
II, sire Tom Hal Jr.
Gene Briggs, sire Messenger Wilkes.
Gladys, sire Jersey Prince.
Dick Wilson, Binghamton, N. Y., b h
Crestland Fa.1111, Great Neck, L I, N Y, Co, Ala, br g Brown Jim, sire Conversa
A N Kingsley, Ashwelet, N H, b g
tion.
b m Brown Lace, sire Volmer.
Hollster.
& Henry F, sire Princeton.
G O Wilson, Baltimore, Md, br li Col.
J
Scott
McCoy,
Springfield,
Mass.,
bi
Clark
Spaulding.
West
Somerville,
Ira woodbury, Portland Me, b
ll Smith, sire Peoria.
Mass, b g Charlie Kesler, sire Jerome Kuser, sire Stranger.
Harold M, sire Dr Franklin.
E E Cross, Portland, g g King Clifton,
J M Galvin, Medford, Mass, blk m Same Day—3.19 Class, Trottiug, Purse #600 Eddy.
J II Nay, Readville, Mass, ch 111 Mattie sire Volante.
Eunice.
E W Marble, Wilkinsonville, Mass, ch
Geo Scattergood, Philadelphia, Pa, S Wilkes, sire Simmons.
Wm Sheriden, Medford, Mass, b
b m Happy Minnie, sire Happy Russell.
P T Radiker, N Y, ch h Walter Mac, li Benton M, sire Gov Benton.
Little Ethan.
Silver Lawn Stables, Waterville, b m
Geo Scattergood, Philadelphia, Pa, b sire Hambletonian Dow.
J C Mahon, Truro, N S, b li Brazilian.
in Mary Mac, sire Lumps.
W T Green, Hopkinton, N H, ch li Sim Silver Street, sire Nelson.
Same Day—3.16 Class, Pacing, Purse #600
Orlin Edner, Buffalo, N Y, br li Dele
W M Roberts, Bar Harbor, b h Dawn brino, sire Ilambrino.
Harvey Clapp, Attleboro, Mass., b g R, sire Alcantara.
W C Wade, Hartford, Ct, blk m Lady gate, sire Hamlin’s Almont.
Joe Egbert, sire West Egbert.
James Golden, Medford, Mass, b m
Fatherland Farm, Byfield, Mass, blk h Jefferson, sire Thos Jefferson.
Lookout Farm, So. Natick, Mass., cli li Donald, sire Geo. Wilkes Jr.
John Riley, Medford, Mass, b m Glim Norliawk, sire Norwal.
Rockaway, sire Gold Mine.
J M Galvin, Medford Mass, blk m
S R Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa, b m mer, sire, Nelson’s Wilkes.
S R Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa., b m Reality, sire Reliant.
C II Nelson, Waterville, Me, b m Am Eunice.
Clara J, sire Rattlers Brooks.
Henry Titer, Medford, Mass, b g Rod
M Demarest, Paterson N J, b li Nation ber, sire Nelson.
Academy Hotel Stable,Baltimore, Md, al, sire Wellington.
C II Nelson, Waterville, Me, b h Col. ney J.
b g Rebus, sire Cliesterwood.
Henry Titer, Medford, Mass, b m Tiny
Robert Grady, Academy, Ala, brm Ar- Pitt, Sire Wilkes.
Jerry O’Neil, Medford, Mass., b g tella, sire Artillery.
A N Kingsley, Ashwelet, N H, b g HolJack, sire Harkaway.
J C Mahon, Truro, N S, b li Brazilian.
Academy Hotel Stable, Baltimore, Md, lester.
E A Boutelle, E. Syracuse, N. Y., ch li blk g Puck, sire Tacony.
T Blanchard, Palmer, Mass,b li Amber.
Claybourne, sire C F Clay.
There is more Catarrh in this section
G O Wilson, Baltimore, Md, br li Col
Mrs I F Crosby, Boston, Mass, ch m
Clark Spaulding, W. Somerville, Mass. Kuser, sire Stranger.
Emma B, sire Highland Gray.
of the country than all other diseases put
b g George K, sire Goldbeater.
Geo W Leavitt, Boston, br h Merry Bird, Chas E Abbott, Boston, Mass, b m Cora together, and until the last few years
M J Mooney, Nashville, Tenn., ro li sire Jay Bird.
Barium.
For a
Roan Wilkes, sire Tenn. Wilkes.
J O’Neil, Boston, b h Frank Jones,
Henry Titer, Medford, Mass, ch m was supposed to be incurable.
Dick Wilson, Binghampton. N. Y., blk sire Prince Charles.
Lucy K.
great many years doctors pronounced it
m Allegro, sire Alcantara.
E E Cross, Portland, g g King Clifton, Same Day—3.34 Class, Pacing, Purse #600. a local disease, and prescribed local rem
Wm. McFarland, & Co., Bridgeton. N. sire Volante.
J., ch h Ben D, Sire Red Buck, Jr.
Frank R Wilson, Medford, Mass, ch h edies, and by constantly failing to cure
J II Nay, Readville, Mass, b in Protein,
by local treatment, pronounced it in
Wm. Sheridan, Medford, Mass., b m sire Glenwood.
Jed Davis, sire Alcantara.
Merrylegs.
Hyhlawn Farm, Lee, Mass, b m Olive curable. Science has proven catarrh to
P T Radiker, New York, ch h Richard
Mills & Webber, Boston, Mass., g g Lambert, sire Daniel Lambert.
sire Alcantara.
be a constitutional disease and therefore
Walter Roberts.
J J Conley, Lexington, Ky., bm Maria
Riverside Stock Farm, Newmarket Jc,
requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s
Theresa, sire Hambletonian Gem.
Same Day—3.30 Class, Trotting Purse #600. N H, blk h Vega, sire Woodbrino.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
C
K
Richards,
Falmouth,
Me,
b
li
Glen
Orlin
Edner,
Buffalo,
N
Y,
br
li
Dele
J W Daily, Mt. Kisco, N. Y., b m Lin
dale, sire Glenarm.
gate, sire Hamlin’s Almont.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only
da Stanford, sire Stanford.
P. T. Radiker, New York, cli li Rich constitutional cure on the market.
James Gordon, Medford, Mass, b in
B F & F H Briggs; Auburn, Me., br m
It is
ard Lambert, sire Ben Franklin.
Director’s Flower, sire Director.
Sadie L, sire Young Rolfe.
taken internally in doses from 10 drops
W
S
Bailey,
E
Hardwick,
Vt,
g
m
Meredith
Stock
Farm,
Neredith,
N
H,
Crestland Farm, Great Neck, L. I., N.
to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the
Helen M, sire Cobden.
b m Mischief, sire Mambrino Wilkes.
Y., br h Thornley, sire Rumor.
John Riley, Medford, Mass, g g Valley blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
M T Pooler & Son, Skowhegan, blk li
Clark Spaulding, W. Somerville, Mass,
Chief, Jr, sire Valley Chief.
Mahlon, sire Alcantara.
b g Charlie Kesler, sire Jerome Eddy.
They offer one hundred dollars for any
C II Nelson, Waterville, Me, ch h Par
Bard Palmer, Franklin Park, Mass., b
Geo. W Leavitt, Boston, Mass., b li
case
it fails to cure. Send for circulars
ker,
sire
Nelson.
m Emma E, sire Jim Fisk.
v al, sire Vasco.
E E Coggswell, Concord, N II, b g Big M T Pooler <fe Son, Skowhegan, Me, b g and testimonials. Address,
Chas. Record, Portland, Me., b li Phe
Becker, sire Cohannett.
F, sire Broken Leg.
nol, sire Prescott.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
R M Durland, Lynn, Mass, ch li Donne, S^’Sold by druggists, 75c.
J M. Galvin, Medford, Mass, b in Ag
P T Radiker, New York, ch li Walter
sire Donpezan.
gie.
Me, sire Hambletonian Dow.
Jos Dennis, Hartford, Conn, b g BoCH Nelson, Waterville, Me., b m Am Same Day—3.40 Class, Trotting, Purse #600.
The annual cry for the breeding of
peep, sire Just Right.
ber, sire Nelson.
Frank R Wilson, Medford, Mass, b h
George II. Hicks, Allston, Mass, b g performers in the report of race-meetings
M T Pooler & Son, Skowhegan, Me., Prince
Williams.
G O Taylor, sire Ben Franklin.
is heard in all parts of the land, and yet
br g Carl Redwood, sire Redwood.
Frank Jones, Portsmouth, N II, ro li
Chas E Abbott, Boston, Mass, g m Rea. a large number of the people who report
J B Benson, Quincy, Mass., b li Ben Mickey,
sire
Jay
Bird.
Nevess, sire Edgemark.
FRIDAY. JULY 37.
races fail to give it in their reports.
J B Daily, Mt Kisco, NY, b m Belta,
Richard Williams, East Hartford, Ct.,
3.15 Class, Trotting. Purse #600.
sire Tempest.
Especially is this true of those who re
b g Prince Williams.
Crestland Farm, Great Neck, L I, N Y,
T Blanchard, Palmer, Mass., b g Am
b m Myrtle R, sire Mo port races for the daily press, and the
b m Honeywood, sire St Bell.
ber.
rocco.
papers go on printing mere skeleton
Geo W Leavitt, Boston, Mass, b h Val,
Hyhlawn Farm, Lee, Mass, b m Geor
J M £alvin, Medford, Mass., b m Emma
summaries
that are almost valueless to
sire
Vasco.
B.
gia II, sire Alcantara.
their readers, although in the great
Chas Record, Portland, Me, b li Phenol,
W T Greene, Hopkinton, N. II. ch h
Fatherland Farm, Byfield, Mass, blk h
sire Prescott.
Simbrino, sire Suninons.
world of newspaperdom there are two
II N Allen, Waltham, Mass, b m Nancy Douold, sire Geo Wilkes, Jr.
AM Garcelon, Lewiston, Me., b m
notable
exceptions, namely the Chicago
S R Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa, g g
Rice, sire Alcantara.
Seersucker, sire The Seer.
Charlie C, sire Sam Purdy.
/nter-Ocean
and the Louisville CourierP
T
Radiker,
New
York,
ch
li
El
RamT
Wad.e’ Hartford, Ct., blk m Lady
Winnepockct Stock Farm, Webster, four nal, both of which give race reports
mi sire Wildnut.
Jefferson, sire Thos. Jefferson.
Dick Wilson, Binghampton, N Y, b m N II, b m Thetis, sire Mambrino Wilkes. that are race reports in every sense of
John Riley, Medford, Mass., b in Glim
Geo W Leavitt, Boston, Mass, ro h the word. Many secretaries of racing
Pink, sire Alcantara.
mer, sire Nelson’s Wilkes.
C II Nelson, Waterville Me, b li Nel- Early Bird, sire Jay Bird.
associations have as yet to learn that
Geo. H Hicks, Allston, Mass., ch li
James Golden, Medford, Mass, b m summaries with the breeding of the per
cea, sire Nelson.
Tom Gillig, sire Gillig.
Caprice,
sire
Kentucky
Wilkes.
formers left out are of little value and
Chas. E. Abbott, Boston, Mass., b m C II kelson, Waterville, Me, b m Queen,
James Golden, Medford, Mass, b m continue to send them out in the incom
sire Nelson.
Cora Barium, sire Louis Napoleon.
Purity
Wilkes,
sire
Kentucky
Wilkes.
plete form that was acceptable 20 years
J II Taylor, I’cnacook, N II, b li Vik
Same Day—3.30 Class, Pacing, Purse #600 ing, Jr, sire Viking.
Same Day—3.37 4,’lass, Pacing, Purse #600. ago. What the public wants is infor
Lookout Farm, So. Natick, Mass, blk
J B Benson, Quincy, Mass, b li Ben
Frank R Wilson, Medford, Mass, ch m mation, and the secretary who wishes
m Juliet, sire Kaiser.
Nevess, sire Edgemark.
to make his meetings a success should
Lady
Logan, sire Gen Logan.
Hyhlawn Farm, Lee, Mass b m AlIra Woodbury, Portland, Me, b li Ar
lcain that tact at once and in giving it
Hyhlawn
Farm,
Lee,Mass,
b
m
Aleinta,
cinta, sire Alcantara.
thur Cleveland, sire Alcantara.
he also gives his
track a firstsire Alcantara.
David McCarthy Boston, Mass, b g
class advertisement.—Raymond iu Horse
T Blanchard, Palmer, Mass, br ni Cad
Hyhlawn
Farm,
Lee,
Mass,
b
m
Olive,
Capt. Gressie, sire Gen. Hancock.
World,
die Stout.
sire Alcantara.
Crestland Farm, Great Neck, LIN
J M Galvin, Medford, Mass, b m Em
David
McCarthy,
Boston,
b
g
Capt.
Y. b h Abbott, sire Ilambrino.’
ma B.
Hood’s Pills cure all liver ills, bilious
Crsssie, sire Gen Hancock.
George Miliken, Portland, cli
Gold
Chas E Abbott, Boston, Mass, blk h
J F Barrett, Agent, Deering, b h Wave- ness, jaundice, indigestion, sick head
Dust, sire Gold Bird.
Winnebago Chief.
land, sire Westland.
ache. 25c.

TURF,

FARM

AND

HOME.

r

ished the mile easily in 2.13, winning the 2.16%. The race had to go over at this
point.
heat and race.
It was a great day’s sport, twelve heats
O
ld
O
rchard
,
July
17
and
18—Purse
$500
for
Last Thursday, in the three-year-old
trotted and paced, the fastest in 2.11%,
race, the speedy hut uncertain Red Point Old Orchard Kite Beats all Previous 2.40 class trotting.
Almontine, b m by King Almont, Grady,
111 and the slowest 2.19%. Such racing was
Records.
Honeywood. b m bv St. Bel, Smith,
3 2 2
er acted so badly, breaking in the home
Val, b b by Vasco, O’Neil
2 6 3 never seen before in Maine.
stretch in each heat, that at the end of
Glassware Girl, b m, McCarthy,
5 3 4
b m by Tempest, Phelps,
4 o /
Third Day.
the third, Mr. W. C. France, his owner, THE FIRST CIRCUIT MEETING EVER HELD Bella,
Winnebago Chief, Abbott,
6 4 5
Thursday was another fine day and
became fretted and declared he should
Remus,
b
m,
Wilkins,
7
7
6
IN MAINE.
there was a good crowd in attendance.
Time, 2.19%, 2.20%, 2.10 %.
not return to his barn. Mr. E. A. TipOld Orchard, July 18--Purse, $500 for 2.16 The first race on the programme was the
ton, who was standing near and over
JA 'W'eelv of Rare Sport. class pacing.
unfinished 2.19 trot, of which race Merry
heard Mr. France’s denunciation of the
Roan Wilkes, ro h by Tennesee Wilkes,
Mooney,
~
1
1
1
Bird and Gretchen had each won a heat
grey gelding, asked that gentleman what
Dude,b g by Elevator, Demarest, '
16 4 3
Claybourne, ch li by C F Clay, Battelle, 3 2 2 4 in 2.16% when darkness caused a post
he intended to do with the horse.
The first New England Circuit meet Rebus, b g, Parberry,
5 3 6 2 ponement. Gretchen was the favorite
“Kill him, sell him, or give him away; ing ever held in Maine was inaugurated Rockaway, ch b, Coakley,
4 3 3 E
Joe
Egbert,
b
g,
Woodard,
.
7 5 a 5 before the race, and a still greater one
I will not take him away from here,’’ re at Old Orchard on Tuesday the 17tli inst, Clara J. b m, Birney,
6 7 7 7
before the start on Thursday. In scor
plied the proprietor of Highland Farm.
Time,,2.17%, 2.15%, 2.11%, 2.13.
with clear skies, a good attendance, and
ing Mischief threw a shoe and this caused
“What is your price on him?” inquired exceptionally fine racing. It was ladies
A grand field of nine horses appeared
a delay, and it was nearly 3 o’clock when
the genial Secretary of the Association.
day, and they lent the encouragement of for the 2.21 race trotting, with Norliawk
“You may have him for $250,” an their presence to such an extent that at the pole. Tomah was picked for the the horses got the word in the first heat.
Merry Bird got the word back in the
swered Mr. France.
manager Porter extended an invitation winner on account of his recent victories,
“He is my horse,” said Mr. Tipton, to them for the remainder of the week. but he got away in the bunch, and at the hunch and making a break was out of
the fight for the heat. Mischief was the
and the trade was closed.
The first race called was the 2.19 class half Golden had a long lead with Nor
Afterward Mr. Tipton went to Mr. pacing and nine horses appeared for the hawk. Tomah came fast in the stretch first at the quarter and led into the
France and told him that he did not de word. The first heat went to Jack in and finished a good second. There was stretch where Gretchen came at her and
sire to take advantage of his anger at the 2.14%, and after losing two heats to Ben a strong breeze blowing up the home beat her for first place as did Vega for
horse and offered to withdraw from the D. he came back in 2.13% and again in stretch but the time was fast, and 2.16% second. The time was 2.16%.
In the fourth heat Mischief went away
trade; but Mr. France insisted that the 2.12% the fastest heat ever trotted or was hung out.
in the lead and led at the half where
trade was made, and that the horse should paced in Maine up to date in a race. The
In the second heat Tomah drew away Aleta took up the fight and led into the
not return to his barn under any consid
summary.
and was first at the quarter. At the half stretch where Gretchen showed in front.
eration, and that if Mr. Tipton did not
Old Orchard, July 17—Purse $500 for 2.19 Norhawk was a close second, but a break Here Vega came fast and she gave up
want him he would sell him at the same class pacing.
lost him a few lengths. He came again the light, and Vega came on and won in
price to some other buyer. Mr. Tipton Jack, b g, by llarkawav, O’Neil,
14 8 11
Ben D, cli h by Red Buck Jr. Moore,
2 112 2 in the stretch and outfooted Tomah who just 2.16% the exact time of the three
who has “an eye single” to business, Harry, b g, Demarest,
-7 2 2 5 6 made a short break and reached the wire
previous heats.
3 3 6 5
then accepted the situation and became George K, b g, Draper,
Corneta, b nr, Wilson,
4 9 4
. first in 2.15%.
Before the fifth heat was called Reality
5 < 7 /dr
the whilom owner of Red Pointer. A Maud Elenah, b m, Palmer,
As they were scoring up for the third and Director’s Flower were drawn. Vega
Olive, b in, Sanborn,
8 6 6 5dr
few minutes later Mr. Irvin Railey, the Wildbriar, b m, Conley.
6 8 dr
heat, in turning, Flosswood driven by was going fast when the word was given
well-known horseman of Woodford coun
Time, 2.14%, 2.16, 2.16, 2.13%, 2.12%.
Barney Demarest, reared, and it was the and Aleta was on a break, but she re
SAME DAY—Purse $500 for 2.24 class trotting,
ty, came along and offered $400 for the
old story, the sulky run under her and covered quickly. Gretchen was in the
Happy
Minnie,
b
m
by
Happy
Russell,
horse, and the offer was accepted. But
Scattergood,
3 13 11 she fell over backwards on her driver and lead at the half and came on and won the
Mr. Railey was not destined to the per Sidner McGregor, b h by Robert McGregor,
injured him so badly that he was taken heat and race, with Vega a close second.
Conley,
13 14 2
petual ownership of the speedy animal, Little
Tobe, b h by Pamlico, Demarest, 4 2 2 2 3 from the track in a carriage. This caused
Time 2.17.
for Mr. J. Q Abbott, a wealthy gentleman Gladys, b m, Wilson,
2 £ 2 2 '?
Old Orchard, July 19—Purse $500 for 2.19
Willis A, cbli, Sanborn,
7 7 J 7,4 quite a delay. - Birney was put up behind
from Connersville, O., took a fancy to James Morrison, bh, Parberry,
5 5 4 dr
the mare and they finally got the word. class trotting. .
Rosewood,
b
m,
Wilson,
G
•>
G
dr
him and bought him for $800. About
Gretclien, b m by Scuyler, Isabel,
5 1 1 31
Tomah went away boiling and was never Vega, blk h by Woodbrino, Marsh,
Time, 2.18%, 2.17%, 2.19%, 2.23, 2.22%.
2 3 2 12
five minutes afterward Colonel Robert
Merry Bird, b h by Jay Bird, Bowen,
1 4 C 66
The last race on the programme for headed, reaching the half in 1.06% and Mischief, 1) m by Mambrino Wilkes,
.
Hunt, of Chicago approached Mr. Abbott
Riley,
,J 3 D «>
and offered him $1,250 for the grey son the day was the 2.40 class, trotting, and winning the heat in 2.16%.
Aleta, b m by Artillery, Grady,
7 6 8 2 3
Tomah got a little the best of the send Donald, blk bby Gebrge Wilkes Jr ,
of Red Wilkes and Minnie Patch en, which Almontine, by King Almont won two
6 5 5 4 4
Dodge,
offer Mr. Abbott refused to accept. Later heats, the first in the fast time, for a off in the fourth heat and had a long lead Director’s Flower, b m by Director/ 4 7 6 7 dr
Golden,
8 8 4 8 dr
on Andy Welsh, the bookmaker, was 2.40 race, of 2.19%. After winning the at the half. From this point he took it Reality, b m by Reliance, Birney,
Time, 2.10%, 2.10%, 2.16%, 2.16%, 2.17,
willing to invest $1,300 in him, which second heat in 2.20% the race was post easy, winning the heat in 2.19%.
The next race called was the 2 30 trot,
With two heats apiece it was a fight in
Mr. Abbott also declined to consider, and poned until Wednesday.
the fifth for first money. Golden had and nine horses appeared. The first heat
Second Day.
fixed his selling price at $1,500.
Red Pointer is now in the hands of
The day was again fine, with an invig- not sent Norliawk for what he could do went to Glassware Girl, a mare of un
James B. Riley, who is handling other oratiug salt breeze blowing off the water. in the fourth. When they went away known breeding. Tliornley, driven hy
horses for Mr. Abbott at the fair grounds The attendance was good, exceptionally Tomah led past the half, with Norliawk Hiram Smith, an old Oxford county boy,
Riley, on Saturday morning, took him to so for Old Orchard. The first race called second, but just above the distance To but who has not been in Maine before for
Welch and had his shoes removed and was the unfinished 2.40 class of which mah broke and Norhawk came on and fifteen years, was an easy second. The
time was 2.21%.
tips put on, and in the afternoon drove race Almontine had won two heats when won the heat and race in 2.17%.
him a good easy mile, the last half of darkness came last night.
Sanborn behind Dawn R. was thrown -The second heat went to Glassware
When the
which was trotted in 1.07, last quarter in word was given the bay daughter of King out and the horse came in on the run Girl in 2.19%. Tliornley was again sec
32 seconds. Riley claims that the trouble Almont went away and won the heat and and was caught without injury. Sanborn ond and making a good bid for the heat
with the gelding is that he hits his hocks race in 2.19%.
himself escaped with a few bruises and when he broke a few lengths from the
wire.
and that if this can be remedied he will
The second race called was the 2.16 a sprained ankle.
In the third heat Glassware Girl got a
be one of the swiftest horses in the coun pace. Socks who was counted as an im
Same day—Purse S500 for 2.-21 class trotting.
good
send off, and was never headed,
Norliawk
b
g
by
Norval,
Golden,
113
2
1
try. But whether he will race hereafter portant factor in the race was lame, and
Tomah, ch g by Edgardo, Bowen,
2 2 1 1 2 winning the heat and race in 2.20.
remains to be seen. The experiences of at the request of Mr. Garth, his owner National, b h, Mart Demarest,
, 52 3 4
Same DAY—Purse $500 for 2.30 class trotting.
L Robinson, b li, Wilson,
0 77 4 3
Red Pointer in less than one hour were and driver, the judges permitted him to E
Quartette, br g, Haines,
3 4 o J / Glassware Girl, b m Me Carly,
1 1 1
Flosswood,
ro
ni,
B
Demarest
and
Bir
perhaps never equaled in the history of be drawn. This left seven to contest the
Tliornley, b b by Rumor, Smith,
2 2 4
ney,
? r e 7 q Marston C, br li by Piedmont, Hyde,
9
4 2
the trotting turf. It is said that his race. Rebus drew the pole and went Dawn R, br h, Sanborn,
4 6 6 7 9 Cora Barium, b in Abbott,
•> %
King Clifton, gr g, Noyes,
<> | ’.0 8 Glimmer, b in, Riley,
5
3 6
present owner has “stacks” of money, away ahead, but at the quarter Roan Brown
Jnn, b g, Grady,
5 9 9 8 5 Charles Kesler, b g, Spaulding,
4 5a
and is willing to await developments.— Wilkes had taken first place. Around
Time, 2.16%, 2.15%, 2.16%, 2.10%, 2.17%.
Lida Stanford, b m Phelps,
6 6 7
Sucker, b m Hutchins,
7 7 8
Kentucky Stock Farm.
It was nearly six o'clock when the 2.19 Seer
the lower turn he led, and well down the
Amber, b m, Nelson,
8 8 9
class,
trotting,
was
called,
and
if
the
Time, 2.21%, 2.19%, 2.20.
stretch, when Mart Demarest was seen
Their Name is Legion.
The next race called was the free-forRider £ Driver could have taken a look
Reader, there are many blood purify coming out of the bunch with the Dude,
at the horses engaged and not apologized all pace, and Henry F., Bunco Jr., Gil
and
by
masterly
driving
he
landed
him
ing medicines. There is but one Hood’s
for their slander of the American trot Curry and Blanche Louise were the start
Sarsaparilla. Do not allow high sound at the wire first in 2.17%.
In the second heat they got a good ter as big-headed, slab-sided, crooked- ers. At the word Henry F. went away
ing advertisements or other devices to
on the pole a little ahead, but as they
turn you from your purpose to take send off, but shortly after leaving the hocked, etc., etc., we should consider
swung into the turn Gil Curry was on
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, because in this pur wire the Dude made a bad break and them past redemption. Director’s Flow
his wheel and Blanche Louise in third
er,
who
made
a
two-year-old
record
of
pose you are right and will not be dis dropped back to last place, and at the
place was lapped on Gil Gurry. It was
2.20
last
year,
Mischief,
Gretchen,
Merry
appointed in the result. Hood’s Sar half Roan Wilkes was in the lead, and
the prestiest heat ever seen as they came
saparilla is an honest medicine, honestly was never headed to the wire, winning Bird, and Donald, are as handsome a
on without a skip and finished in those
gang
as
any
of
the
fancy,
door-yaid
advertised, effects honest cures, and the heat in 2.15% with Claybourne a
positions. The time was officially an
breeds,
can
turn
out.
Merry
Bird
drew
gives every patron a fair equivalent foi good second.
nounced as 2.11%, although outsiders
his money. What more can you reason
In the third heat Roan Wilkes went the pole. After several scores, they got
the word, Mischief cut out the work and made it 2.10%. Thus the track record
ably ask? A fair trial guarantees a com away on the pole and was never headed
reached the half first, but inside the was again lowered.
plete cure.
for the heat. Claybourne came very fast
In the second heat Henry F. went into
three-quarters Merry Bird overtook the
“All things come to him who waits”— in the stretch and finished at the leader's leader and passed her at the distance,and the turn in the lead with Blanche Louise
if he works hard enough while waiting. saddle in the fast time of 2.11%, lower won the heat in 2.16%.
on his wheel, and they kept these po
ing the track record of 2.12% made yes
Nothing is so comfortable summer or terday by Jack, and coming the last half
In the second heat by an oversight, sitions until past the distance, when
winter, as rattan furniture, and if well in the face of the strong wind in 1.05%. Reality was sent off behind on a break Bowen gave up driving the mare and Gil
made it will last a lifetime. You can
Merry Bird went away in the lead, hut it Curry slipped into second place. The
Mooney was a little behind with Roan
time was faster still and 2.10% was
not wear it out. A special catalogue of
Wilkes when the word was given in the was too dark to distinguish the animals marked on the board when the heat was
rattan furniture, with prices, has just
fourth heat but going a two-minute shot, on the further end of the track, and when
over.
been issued by Paine’s Furniture Co., 48
and had a long lead at the quarter in 32% they came down the stretch Gretchen was
Henry F. was never headed in the third
Canal St., Boston. Send three 2-cent
in
she
lead
and
she
was
given
the
heat
in
| seconds and at the half in 1.04, and fin
stamps for it.
SALE OF RED POINTER-

EAST

TIME.

heat and Mart Demarest made a great
drive with Bunco Jr. in the stretch and
landed him second and thus secured
third money. It was from the stand
point of time made the fastest race ever
trotted or paced in Maine.
*

Z.ZO CLASS, PACE AND '

PURSE $200.

G C-Edwards, Fairfield,
b g Ned If.
R G Dunn, Canton,
b m Evelyn
E H Berry, Rockland,
b g Otto
Linn & Buker, Hartland,
b g Tough End
J B 1’ Wheelden, Bangor,
b g Elgin
Silver Lawn Stables, Watt •rville.
br g Currier
M D Haley, So Gardiner,
g m Combine
G R. Palmer, East Dover,
b m Lady Franklin
C H Nelson, Waterville,
b g Testator
C H Nelson, Waterville,
ch h Parker
Lester Nye, Fairfield,
g m Jennie S.
P B Gilman, Waterville,
b g Cheerful Charley
Ralph Foster, Canton,
cli li Elsmere

THE STORY OF THE HORSE TOLD.

wind gave out, and the jockey who rode
me would lash me and lash me to keep
Once upon a time I was a little colt, me running, until my back smarted and
frisking about in green pastures by my I was all covered with foam. Sometimes
mothers side; hut soon a boy came with when I had done my very best I would
Same Day-Purse $5 to. Free-for-all Facing
a bridle, which he put on me, and get get a sharp cut of the whip, because I
Henry F, br h, by Princeton, Wilson,
1 l l
ting on my back, lie drove me this side had not won the race against a better
Ini Curry, g g by Almont Boy, Brock,
2 2 4
Bunco Jr. b gby Bunco, Demarest,
44 2
and that side trying to make me go as lie and ileeter horse. Ob, some of these
Blanche Louise, b m by Red Wilkes,
Bowen,
3 3 3 STAKTEKS AS FAR AS KNOWN IN 'I’llE 2.37 PACE. wished me to go until I was nearly frantic. human beings are cruel and Unjust.
W F Walker, Augusta,
«• Little Aetor
Time, 2.11V, 2-10%, 2.10%.
One day [ was left standing in a
A Sawyer, Waterville,
br h Barber Boy This lie called “breaking me in.” He
Jos Giroux,
b e-Phili.os had a fine time breaking me in, for I did draught, and after that I was not good
Fourth Day.
Lmn A Buker, Hartland,
b g 'rough End
not want to be broken in. I just wanted as a race-liorse. I simply could not go;
Friday the fourth and last day was
to frisk about the green pasture all day my joints were as stiff as rusty binges.
again pleasant, with but little breeze and
GRAY NOTES.
long. My mother told me that it would So the jockey doctored me up a little
all the conditions favorable for fast time.
be better for me to give in, for I would and groomed me well, and put me into
The Thursday’s programme was all
Mi. Elmer Osgoods Maine Prince colt only get kicks and blows if I did not: the market. On the day I was sold he
cleaned up Thursday night leaving two is a dandy.
races, tlie 2.24 pace and the 2.15 trot on
and that when they pulled a little to one rubbed my legs with liniment, and I ran
Mr. Melvin Goff lost his fine five year side, it meant to turn in that direction, very well. I was a fine-looking horse
the card for the closing day. Early Bird
old mare last week.
and if they pulled the other way it meant so a lady bought me. She said she
was drawn, a fact which took a great deal
wanted a stylish animal. I pulled her
Mr. Carl Stewart has bought Morse’s to turn in the other direction.
cf interest.out of the 2.15 trot, but it was
Well, I learned to go in harness after a phaeton for several years. She was
rumored that he was to be entered in the Wilkes, by Bayard Wilkes. lie was
$2000 2.15 trot at Rochester, X. Y., the formerly owned by Mr F. IT. Morse of while, and then I was harnessed to a very kind, and often gave me lumps of
doctor’s buggy and bad to go up-hill and sugar, carrots, and apples to eat. She
entries to which closed on Monday the X ew Gloucester.
down-dale
all day long. The doctor was always petted me, and even taught me
23d, and it was feared that he might be
Ilie largest two year old that we know
forced out of his class, if he started at of ever beiug raised in this town, is one not unkind to me, hut sometimes people to dance a little.
The children, though, were dreadful.
Old Orchard, and thus render himself owned by O. S. Higgins of East Gray. sent for him in a hurry, and then he
ineligible. The 2.24 pace was a straight Hie day Ire was two years of age lie would ride me so fast that I would foam They kicked me and lashed me and threw
heat affair, and was won by the Alcan was 10-2 hands and weighed eleven all over; but it was a pleasure to go for stones at me, when their mother was not
tara mare Allegro. In the 2.15 trot Jesse hundred. He is by Messenger Wilkes him, for lie would pat me on the neck near. Finally, I got so stiff that I could
and say “Never mind, my boy it is a life not go fast enough to suit them all.
Hanson won the two first heats, lower out of a Knox mare.
you are helping to save, and you shall One day in tryihg to go faster I fell and
ing his record in the second to 2.15
Air. Scott Knight of Windham drove
Then Golden brought up Caprice, and his pacer by Harry Glenarm a smart have plenty of oats by and by.” Ileal- sprained my ankle. After that I limped
captured the next three heats and race. clip over our track recently. It was ways kept his promise to me, just as if a little, and as there is no style about a
dagqD Ukchard, .July 20—Purse $500 for 2.24 said he made the quarter in3fit.< seconds I were a human being. Yes, lie was a limping horse, I was sold to a liackman,
kind master, and never beat me but who harnessed me to a rattling old cab.
Allegro, blk in by Alcantara, Wilson
1 1 1 and the half in 1.15.
Donne, cli h, Durland
i o q
once, and then lie thought that I deserved I was driven all day with almost nothing
Jed Davis, ch h. Wilson,
439
Mr. J. F. Hancock is the owner of a it, hut I did not. It happened in this way.
Rea, gr m, Abbott
o « 7
to eat, until my bones could be counted
Alcinta, b m, McCrea,
6 4 4 Redwood mare that is a good one. If
When the doctor went in to see a sick all over my body. Every body said to
Valley Chief Jr„ gr g, Riley
7 6 6
one doubts this let him ride fifteen lady he tied me to a post, and while he the liackman: “Drive fast, man or I
aed H., bg Edwards
g
Maria Theresa, b ni, Conley
5 di« miles after her and I’ll wager he will say
was there some children came and Tor will miss my train,” and seemed to think
Time, 2.19%, 2.16%, 2.hi%.
Jinr is on deck with a roadster and a mented me. They pricked my legs with that he could not going fast enough un
Same Day—Purse .$500 for 2.15 class, trottin
trotter. His two year old colt out of thorny branches and lashed me with less he was heating me. I could not
Caprice, b m by Kentucky Wilkes,
go very fast with my stiff knees and the
Golden
5 0 111 this mare by Geo. Moody Benton is a
little switches, until I got very angry limp, but the liackman expected it all the
Jesse Hanson, b g by Roger Hanson
Bowen
1 2 9 4 fine one.
and kicked one of them. My hoof broke same: I had to go on rainy days and on
Thetis, b m bv Mambrino Wilkes, O’Neil 2 5 3 0 2
Mr. Edward Frank is the owner of the boy’s arm and his mother complained hot ones, and life was a burden to me.
Guess, b g, Roberts
3 2 5 43
Georgia H., b in, Barberry
6 3 3 3jA girl who saw the liackman kicking
Charley C., gr g, Demarest
4 4 4 55 three promising young suckers. One to the doctor about me, and then, as I
Time, 2.17%, 2.15%. 2.14%, 2.14%, 2.16%.
by Gen. Mac, by Winthrop Pilot, that tell you,he whipped me. But I forgave him me with his heavy boots, reported him
There was a good attendance, much is seven weeks old. Two by a young that, for he thought that I deserved it. to the American Society for the Pre
vention of Cruelty to Animals, and he
better than at any previous meeting, and stallion by Sunnyside, dam a Goldbird. If 1 had only been able to tell him about was arrested and had to pay a fine, and
many ladies were present. As they were They are two and three weeks old re it, he WQuld not have punished me; but, that made him so angry that when he got
admitted free throughout this is partly spectively, and both strongly bear the you see, I was very young then, and even me to the old shanty lie called a stable,
lie would have beaten me unmercifully
accounted for. The track was fast, and Goldbird mark. They are about the old horses cannot talk to human beings. again if lie had not known that the
this and the June meeting were the first same size, and look as much alike as
Well, one day the doctor died. It was officers were constantly watching him.
Gne day I fell down in the street from
ever held at the track which were not two can. If they do not meet with any a sorry day for me, for the family decided
interfered with by rain.
misfortune they undoubtedly will be a that I must be sold. Then a lot of men sheer exhaustion. He beat me to make
me get up, but I simply could not do so.
fine pair.
came and measured me, and rode me, Then an officer of the Society for tlie
, The Fourth Annual Fair of the Gray and drove me, and looked into my mouth. 1 levention of Cruelty to Animals came
ENTRIES FOR FAIRFIELD RACES.
Park Association, Aug. 28th 29tli and Finally one said: “He is young and along and arrested tlie man, and took
30tli. apparently will be the most inter- sound, and almost a thoroughbred; I me away with him. Tlie Society has
kept me for several days and fed me
The following is the list of entries for esting of any ever held here. Mr. Chas
will buy him.”
well, but I belive that I am to be shot,
the races at Fairfield Trotting Park Thayer will have the track in superb
He did. Then be put me into training because I am *no longer of any use to
Wednesday and Thursday of this week
condition for fast racing. The prospect for the race-track, and I learned to run anyone, and no one wants to support me.
2.27 CLASS, Trot. PURSE $200
for a large field of horses is better than like the wind. I ratlier liked this life; Probably this is the best thing to do with
® B Wheelden, Bangor
a worn-out horse. I am told that it will
b g Elgin
WD Haley, South Gardiner,
g m Combine any previous year. The meeting occur- it was exciting, and when I won a race be done so quickly that it wont hurt
H E Haley, Monroe,
b h Tide Mark
G R Palmer, East Dover,
b m Lady Franklin ing tlie week after the Rigby Park races, aftei a hard run, the applause was sweet much—in fact, that I shall never know
L H Rider, Milo,
F. Seeger in Our
blk g C. M. P. and the week before the Maine State to my ears. Sometimes, however, my anything about it.
P B Gilman, Waterville,
An imal Friends.
b m Badoura Fair, affords the horsemen an opportun
Silver Lawn Stab !es. -Waterville,
br g Currier
F H Berry, Rockland,
ch g Dixmont ity of driving half way to Lewiston, and
C A Crockett, Rockland,
b g Arthur B
C H Neison, Waterville,
b m Amber giving their horses a race or two to keep
them in shape for that Fair, is very in
2.42 CLASS. PURSE $100.
A R Buck, Orland,
rn e- a
GhGSwJinpS?n’ Waterville,
b m Kit Van Cliff viting. The management of the Gray
G C Edwards, Fairfield.
br m Teazle Boona Paik certainly realize the importance of
jI" BaWhleVde'nABSSalbOr°’ b m Princess Nelson
keeping their grounds and buildings in
fine condition, as the public enjoy pat
ronizing an attractive and thriving ex
hibition. Those associations that make
5?soDn'BM»a„,,
a failure are negligent in keeping their
FOR THE DISEASE OF
track up to the standard.
Their sheds
are leaky, their buildings are unpainted
SECOND DAY.
and fences hanging and down. Any one
2.31 class. Purse $150.
wishing
catalogues of this fair can pro
Ralph Foster, Canton,
ch h Elsmere
A R Buck, Orland,
ALSO NEURASTHENIA AND THE TOBACCO HABITS,
rn h Ansel W cure them by addressing J. W. Stevens,
Withee & Reynolds, Winslow
blk g China Boy Secretary.
S Witham, Waterville,
g
m
Mollie
S
G R Palmer. East Dover.
b g Quiver
•
Chas. II. Doughty.
CURE:
L H Rider, Milo,

The Gold Cure Remedy Co.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
homk treatment

DRUNKENNESS!

blk g C. M. P.
b g Tough End
blk g Thompson
ch g Dixmont
cb g Thad Irish
b m Stella Rolfe
b g Arthur B
b g Cheerful Charley
b m Jessie Shaw
g m Jennie L
2.37 CLASS. l’UBSE $150.
WUhSM’, AV ,
bm Camille
Akocd & Reynolds, M mslow, blk g China Bov
Chas Simpson, Waterville,
b m Kit Van CUtr
Canibas Stables, Vassalboro,bm 1’rineessNelson
Andrew Rice, Oakland,
i,JLv„, n
H E Haley, Monroe,
b ,,
E W Hanks, Augusta,
” ,b J'L A*ark
Watson Blaisdell, Burnham
Ch
Ed Getchell, Winslow,
b in FannvwJ ard?<*
Robert Waite, Fairfield,
" *
7m ffi
C H Nelson, Watejville,
l>r m Lucy Nelson
C H Nelson, Waterville
b m Queen
J C Horn, Waterville,
b m Baby Girl
Linn A Buker, Hartland,
Thompson Bros., Canton,
F H Berry Rockland,
F H Berry, Rockland,
Ed Getchell, Winslow,
C A Crockett, Rockland,
P B Gilman, Waterville,
A H & W M Sliaw, Bath,
Lester Nye, Fairfield,

•A.

Be brave, patient and sunny. You
can be a power for good if you do. Try
to not become discouraged if things don’t
go right. Keep up your courage and tlie
liaidei circumstances force you down
the harder you must fight. The coward
never won a battle. ’Sometimes patience
alone will win and after many dark days
the sun shines and happy days come
again. But the best help of all is the
sunny disposition. Nothing so lightens
the burdens of mother or makes contented,
happy children as father’s cheerful ways
and smiling face.

POSITIVE

BY THE USE Ol< THE

Original Double Chloride of Gold Remedies.
being beyond
upon the martlie reach of all,
and is guarandition of the stomach and by CURING tlieTimu aqvT’I1, 11 restores the physical concon
ard’s vitals for liquor. The Rrnn/dl iJ
<l, stroys the craving of the drunkpacked) upon receipt of price
J
ent t0 any |)art of the United States (securely

Neiv England Agency, 180 TREMONT ST., Boston, Mass
David Lawrence m. D„
Major c Arthut Tappan
Medical Director.
Manager and 'rrea.urcr.
Correspondence Strictly Confidential

TURF,

FARM AND

to kill the goose by teaching any one or
the company to take the place. But now
the factory is established and a few are
raising cows to support it, it is to be
hoped that farmers generally within six
or eight miles will see in this their op
portunity to shift their farming enough
to get a regular income from milk and
at the same time be enriching their
farms by keeping dairy cows and grow
ing clover, cowpeas, soja beans and the
grasses, instead of doing so much culti
vating for cotton, corn and wheat. These
are all good, but less acreage on a high
er plane will yield more crop and cash
returns.

9

HOME.

THE SOURING OF MILK.
Recent Investigations Show That
Caused hy Bacteria.

It Is

teria are very sensitive to acid, while
others will endure a larger amount
without injury.
PAYING FOB BUTTER FAT BY TEST.

Farmers’ bulletin No. 9 of the Unit
ed States agricultural department con Co-operative Creamerlfc* In Minnesota Flal
This Method Profitable.
tains Professor Conn’s summary of tho
The creameries in Minnesota nearly
investigation of milk fermentation. Of
all divide the receipts upon the basis of
THE DAIRYMAID.
the plain souring of milk it is said:
fat furnished by each patron. Many are
The normal souring of milk has until now using the composite test. There is
As Artists and Forts Paint Iter and as Sue
quite recently been regarded as a char a quart jar kept in the receiving room
Really Is.
acteristic of milk itself, unassisted by for each patron. This is labeled with
You have doubtless seen the dairy
any outside influences. Today, howevei, the patron’s name or number, and about
maid of poetry
and high art.
there is such a uniformity of results on as much bicromate of potassium as you
The
painter’s
the part of all experimenters that it is could lay on a nickle is put in the jar.
imagination
no longer possible to question the fact In the morning when the milk arrives
soars upon its
that the souring of milk is a fermenta each patron pours his milk into the
Slimy Milk.
glorious pinions
A correspondent asks what is the tive process produced by organisms weigh can, it is weighed, and then a
and catches from reason that some cows give stringy milk which get into the milk after the milk sample is taken and put into his jar,
the empyrean a during three or four of the hottest ing is done.
and so on through the list of patrons.
dairymaid some months of the summer. In Norway and
After much investigation bearing up At the end of the week the contents of
thing liko our Sweden the people are fond of slimj on the subject had been carried on by each jar are tested, and the number of
first illustration. milk as an article of diet and have found Pasteur and others Lister, about 1873, pounds of milk brought by each patron
The poet’s eye in a method of producing slimy milk arti found in milk several forms of bacteria during the week is multiplied by the
fine frenzy roll ficially. There is no accounting for which at first he thought were all of per cent of fat found in his sample jar.
ing does the taste. These northern dairymen, hav one species, but afterward found to The product is the pounds of fat in his
same, and under ing a love for slimy milk, procure it by belong to independent species. It ap milk for the week. At the end of each
its inspiration he rubbing the interior of -milk vessels peared, moreover, that, while there is month the total amount of fat furnished
writes songs with a plant of the name of 1 inguicula one species of bacteria which produce by each patron is ascertained. Time is
about
“Five vulgaris, or by putting the stein of this the lactic acid accompanying the sour allowed until the 20th of the following
o’clock In the plant in the milk, or, more simpB, b> ing of milk, there are others which have month for returns to come for butter
poet’s dairymaid.
Morning”
and feeding the plant to the cows. There is different effects. The lactic organism, gold during the previous month. The
jelling the old story again. Cut our sec- a slimy fermentation of milk, which oc he determined, is common around the expense of operating the creamery is
jnd illustration comes down to hard pan casionally gives great trouble in dairies. dairy, but not common elsewhere in na then deducted from the gross receipts,
md shows the dairymaid of reality. Slimy milk has an important bearing ture, not even in the barn. He found and the remainder is prorated among
that sterilized milk, if exposed to the the patrons upon the basis of fat fur
This is the dairyupon the manufacture of Edam cheese
maid on whom
But elsewhere this fermentation is a air in different places, in his laboratory, nished by each. This method is simple
most of the world
troublesome one, since it destroys the in a barn or in the open air, or if inoc and entirely fair.
Minnesota dairymen have learned a
Iepends for its
milk for all ordinary uses. Such milk ulated with water, would ferment after
milk supply, the
will furnish no cream, it cannot be a time, but would not sour—in fact, the very valuable lesson in this dairy busi
□no who sings, it
churned and is ruined for drinking pur souring of milk was found to be rare ness, and that is it pays thqm to con
except in milk which had come directly duct the dairy business upon the co
is true, but the
poses in most parts of the United States
song he generally
Slimy milk is the product of micro from the dairy. This somewhat surpris operative plan. We have several coun
sings out is like
scopic organisms which get into the ing observation has been confirmed, and ties where all the creameries are carried
this: “Darn it
milk subsequent to the milking. Clean hence the conclusion is forced upon us on upon this plan, and so satisfactory
that the lactic organism is peculiar to has this been that many of the cream
all, Sukey, stan
liness is the remedy for this.
the dairy, but is not especially abun eries owned by individuals have either
over
there! ” $i
To Silo Dry Cornstalks.
dant elsewhere in nature. Careful ex been closed or reorganized on this plan.
Tho first dairy
Mrs. Adele M. Bragg, a practical perimenters now have no difficulty in This is accomplished in a very simple
maid was created
dairywoman of Viroqua, Wis., writes obtaining milk free from bacteria.
way. The farmers hold a meeting and
for poetry and
to Hoard’s Dairyman: I notice that
Later investigations have shown that ascertain the value of the creamery
pictures.
The
somo one asks about putting water on there are several kinds of bacteria which plant or what it will cost to erect and
second noblo
corn as it is run into the silo. On this may cause the souring of milk. It is equip a new one, and a joint note signed
dairymaid was
point I will give our own experience. doubtful, however, whether any two of by each patron is given for the amount
designed for ac- actual dairymaid
tual wear. We present him with assur Six years ago during the severe drought the organisms of this class act on milk needed. Such paper is eagerly cashed
ances of our distinguished considera of that year our corn was all dried up, in precisely the same way. It is prob by a bank, and the old creamery is pur
tion. The world could do without the and as Professor Henry had said that able that the decomposition of milk may chased or a new one erected as may seem
corn must not rattle that is put in the take place in a number of different advisable. A butter maker is hired and
other one. It could not do without him
silo we were in a quandary what to do. ways. While we are certain that the work begins. No one is required to ad
I said it must be wet, and accordingly fermentation of milk, commonly known vance a cent, but at the end of each
Look Out For Creamery Sharks.
When a silver tongued creamery we put four pailfuls of water to the load as souring, is caused by bacteria, we month 5 cents is withheld for each hun
gent comes to your neighborhood and on it. We never had finer ensilage, and have yet much to learn regarding the dred pounds of milk furnished by each
pants to put up for $5,000 an estab- we did not lose 100 pounds in all. Since details of the process.
patron, which forms a sinking fund,
These organisms ^tll get into the milk and in this way enough accumulates in
isliment that will make you all rich, then we have always pursued the same
lon’t listen to him for one moment. He plan whenever the corn was too dry to from external sources, such as the air, the course of a couple of years to pay
s a swindler who is trying to dispose ensilo safely, and always with like sue the hands of the milker, the hair or ud for the plant. When the creamery is
der of the cow, and especially from the paid for, each patron receives as much
if machinery at about twice what it is cess.
The way to do it is this: A person vessels into which the milk is drawn. It stock as he has contributed toward the
vorth. Whether you make a cent or
tarve to death he does not care a dried ihould stand in the silo as the corn is plain that the number present in the payment of the plant. After the distri
iornstalk. All he wants is to get his comes in from the cutter and with a milk will vary with the cleanliness used bution of the stock the holders there
jommission on the machinery he sel s. common garden sprinkler wet it down in the dairy and barn. If the udder of after receive the total amount due them,
Drum him out of your neighborhood, evenly, as I said, at the rate of about the cow be carefully cleaned and the but the patrons who are not stockhold
md if ho does not go ride him on a rail. four pails to the load or ton. This will milk be drawn into a glass tube which, ers continue to contribute 5 cents for
Lead what Professor F. E. Emery writes moisten tho dried leaves and prevent the by heating, has been made free from all each hundred pounds of milk taken to
;o Tho Rural New Yorker about some consequent mold. A certain per cent of living germs and which can be closed so the creamery. The moneys in the sink
if these croamery sharks who swindled moisture is needed to pack and heat as to keep from the milk all unfiltered ing fund are then used—first, for pay
air, it is easy to get milk so free from ing dividends on the stock; second, for
he people of Statesville, N. C.:
rightly.
Wo also put in corn that had been bacteria that it will remain unaffected the purchase of new apparatus and such
At this place some promoters estab
lished a plant for a butter and cheese frosted severely, and by wetting it could for two weeks, even though kept all the other supplies as the amount of money
factory two years ago. A $5,000 plant not tell any difference in its value when time in a warm oven.
in the fund will warrant. In many of
The number of bacteria present m our creameries this fund is sufficient to
In a farming community which lias pre fed out.
To those who are building silos 1 milk depends chiefly upon the length of supply all new apparatus needed and
viously not been engaged in dairying to
any extent might be expected to receive would say if the inside is lined with time the milk has been standing and also to pay a handsome dividend to the
discouragingly small supplies of milk. oak boards it will be rat proof. We upon the temperature. Estimates based stockholders. I know of creamery stock
upon milk under different conditions that readily brings double its face value.
This has been the case. The company have used ours five years. No rats or de
made a failure and turned the whole cay in it yet and no loss of ensilage. have shown them to be almost innumer Stock, however, can only be held by
plant over to one of tho largest stock Mix the water as well as everything able. In one instance a specimen of -persons who bring milk to the cream
holders, who is operating it with milk done on the farm with good common milk which had been standing for four ery. The total cost of manufacturing
from his own and a few other herds. In sense and a never failing desire to learn. days in a cold place was found to con butter in these concerns is about 2 cents
the meantime he is increasing his cows It is this spirit alone that has helped us tain about 10,000,000 of bacteria per per pound when the supply of milk is
as rapidly as possible by raising Jersey out here.
quart. The same milk was then allowed up to the full capacity of the creamery.
heifers from a very fine foundation
A dairyman who has his cows in sta to stand in a warm room for seven hours, __t. L. Halcker in Breeder’s Gazette.
stock
There are quite a number ot bles with screens at the windows to and during this time the bacteria in
daughters of Prince of Melrose III, a keep out flies in hot weather says that creased a hundredfold. So far as the
The very latest in London is to drive
grandson of Stoke Pogis III, in the herd, in one hour he can cut and haul green practical side of this discovery is con > cow from door to door and milk her
and these are very promising cows.
fodder enough to give 20 cows two cerned, it only makes more evident the while the customer waits. Are London
value of keeping milk as cool as possi milkmen so dishonest that this is the
In this particular caso some ot the feeds.
ble from the very outset, if we wish to only way their customers can be sure
stock was not taken. Some men stood
"When n cow’s milk is bitter, stringy avoid the troublesome growth of bacte the milk is both pure and fresh?
out and won their cases in court, so that
the actual cost of this plant was not or curdles quickly, it means that the ria. For a day or two the bacteria in
Professor W. H. Caldwell, who had
crease with great rapidity, then their charge of the Guernsey cows in the 90
very far from two-thirds of the figuie cow is feverish and out of health.
given above. It, was enough, however,
Milk from brewers’ grains that are multiplication is checked, and finally day test at the World’s fair has been
and it is believed that any one of three seething and foaming with sourness is they entirely cease to grow. This can elected secretary of the American Guern
or four dairy supply houses that could enough to kill anybody. If the brewers not, of course, be due to a lack of food, sey Cattle club. This is a worthy trib
be named could equal it for $700 to
grains were properly dried so that the for there is plenty of food in the milk ute to a young man. Secretary Caldwell
000 less than this cost.
fermentation could not continue, they at all times. It is rather to be attrib breeds Guernseys at Peterboro, N. H.
The main and most discouraging trou would not be unhealthful. But as it is uted to the accumulation of the products
A model butter maker says he use*
ble is trying to run a good plant with tho milk condenseries are quite right to of their action. Those growths which American salt and prefers it to any he
produce
an
acid
will
soon
be
checked
out sufficient milk to pay expenses. Hero refuse milk from cows fed on such
has seen. We are glad to note this.
the cost of an “expert butter maker”
by this, for bacteria cannot grow in an
For cheesemaking milk should
was estimated at $2 per day, and his grains.
acid medium. The amount of acid, howSend
your poor milkers and thin milkaerated
three timea
time was charged at $75 per month.
ever. will varv. for some species of
He would not for a lorn? time attemmt •irs to the butcher.
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small eaters and rapid fatters and will
SUMMER FOOD FOR LIVE STOCK.
come to maturity as early as any other
sheep in the world; because of their Do Not Attempt to Fatten Animals In Hot
Weather.
small size they produce just the joints
The secret of success with all live
that make the highest price in the mar
stock in summer is to keep them on a
ket.
Another reason why Southdowns cooling diet. This is not the season for
should be kept is that I am sure if you fattening, and the owner that attempts
could get your “upper ten” to taste a to force cow, steer, hog, sheep or chicken
Stylisli Carriage and Heavy Draft Teams In
good
mutton chop or joint of mutton into a fat condition during the hot
.
Most Demand.
such as we produce in England the de weather is running the risk of losing the
There <S something wrong in the mand for mutton would increase “by creature. It does not necessarily follow
breeding problems,' as farmers and breed leaps and bounds, ’ ’ for what keeps the from this that the animal must be kept
ers have not made the demand of the fashion for eating mutton at so low an at a standstill, for the old, oft repeated
horse markets a study and bred intelli ebb is no doubt the poor quality that saying is true that the animals must be
gently, but produced a class of horses butchers can get. Increase the quality kopt growing from the time they are
that do not fill the requirements of our and trade will certainly follow. And, born till they are led to the slaughter
markets.
lastly, because rams and ram lambs of house. This is true, but there is a dif
There are but two classes of horses that this breed are by far the best sheep for ference between growing and growing
it will pay to breed to fill a public want. producing cross bred mutton from fat. All of the young animals should
First, the light harness horse and, second, sheep whose pedigrees are not record-, d be growing rapidly this summer, but
the heavy draft, with all the size and or to use on various other breeds for mak growing in size, bulk, strength, bone
quality that the market demands—that ing better mutton sheep for the butcher. and sinew and not in fat. Too many
is, a draft horse that weighs from 1,500 to —Address of W. W. Chapman.
breeders do not place sufficient emphasis
1,800 pounds, is blocky made, not leggy,
upon the distinction between these
short back, uphoaded, heavy bone, with
HORSE SUNSHADE.
terms.
good action, the more quality, finish and
Hogs fed on corn right through hot
knee action the better. Bays, browns, Why Should Not Horae Parasols I3e Manu weather will be very apt to develop hog
factured and Sold?
blacks and grays are all good colors.
It was not the Bible, but that other cholera. The diet is too heating and fat
This class of horses are very scarce in
tening for their systems in summer.
the market, and there never was the authority which so many good people Poultry fed on grain, corn and chopped
sometimes
mistake
for
the
Bible—the
time that they would bring more money
ancient New England almanac—which meat daily and given little else will
than at present.
lay on such quantities of fat that they
Judging from the present outlook, said, “A merciful man is merciful to will quickly succumb to the effects of
his
beast.
’
’
That
being
tho
case,
the
the^will for many years to come grow
the heat. There is little danger of the
in value, as it is a well known fact that merciful man will in hot weather pro sheep and cows suffering in this way,
farmers and breeders of the heavy draft vide a shade for his horse’s head when for they are turned generally in the
horses throughout the whole country the hot sun pours down upon it.
A genius sends to The Rural New- grass fields and are compelled to pick
have been changing the breeding of the
up their living in this way. And, when
heavy draft to lighter horses and in Yorker a homemade sunshade for a you come to think of it, how very few
horse’s
head
that
is
hard
to
beak
It
conmany cases have sold their heavy draft
summer diseases either the sheep or
mares and replaced them with lighter
■ cows have! They are rarely sick, and it
ones and turned their attention to breed
is seldom one loses either in hot weather.
ing trotters, and not having the right
Their diseases come chiefly in winter,
kind of breeding stock this change will
when they are exposed to inclement and
prove a failure. Where there have been
severe weather. Now, is not this large
three or four draft colts raised in pre
ly due to their cooling diet of green
vious years there is not more than one or
grass, leaves and vegetables? This keeps
two at the present time, and as there is
their blood cool and healthful, and their
already a larger demand for the heaviest
systems are not clogged up with undi
draft animals than the supply this class
gested food.
must necessarily get less plentiful and
The summer diet for all of the farm
higher for a long time to come, until
stock should be such as to make the ani
farmers shall realize flie great mistake
mals grow and thrive well, but not to
they have made and place themselves in
fatten them. Tho green grass, roots and
line with the demands of our markets.
vegetables are full of nutritious sub
Therefore our advice to farmers and
stances that will make the animals
breeders of horses is to turn their whole
grow rapidly, and when a little grain
attention to breeding the highest type of
ll< )KSE SUNSHADE.
is added to their daily ration they will
light harness horse or the heaviest draft gists merely of an old straw hat with lay on muscle and bone as well. Our
of highest quality that can possibly be holes cut in it for the animal’s ears to grass diet cools and purifies the blood,
produced.—Spirit of the Turf.
pass through. The hat after it is put on and it cleanses the system so that
is tied by strings around tho throat as stronger and healthier food can be di
Why He Likes Soath<Iowng.
securely as a girl’s sunbonuet. It serves gested with ease. A little grain should
Because they of all sheep will produce as useful a purpose too. If meantime a consequently be gr en in the summer
more meat at less cost from a given area wet sponge were "kept inside the hat, it to make bone and muscle, but the chief
than any other breed of sheep, for you would save a valuable animal from sun diet with the hogs and chickens should
can keep 30 of these Southdowns where stroke now and then.
be green truck.
There should be shades for farm and
only 20 of the larger breeds can be kept
Horses can stand this diet, too, al
on the same food and area. They are draft horses’ heads manufactured and though those engaged in hard work
small in size, but great in value. They sold. There are somo few such, but need more grain than grass. Neverthe
are big sheep in little room. They are none that we ever saw exactly fills the less our farm horses would be better off
sheep that produce the greatest weight bill. _ A brim wide enough to partly if they had a chance to eat more green
where the best points are, for many of shield the eyes should be added. At any truck and fodder in the summer. There
you may not be aware of tho fact that rate, try the old straw hat plan.
is no better green fodder for a change
the hind quarters of Southdowns are
than green cornstalks, and these should
They Know Their Friends.
always one to two pounds heavier than
be planted every two weeks in the
Instinctively the animal kingdom fiolds, so that a steady diet of them can
the fore quarters. This is a merit pecul
iar to them. They are producers of seems to know who its friends are. I be had right through the hot weather
fine wool of the best quality, and al have seen fowls fly upon tho shoulders and well along in the autumn. The
though the weight of the fleece is not of their masters or mistresses in perfect first season’s growth of most of. the
so much as of some other breeds, taken confidence of kind treatment. I have stock is very important, and it will be
as a whole, the figures would show a seen these same birds at the approach of mado almost perfect if the animals are
farmer received in cash more profit from some strangers flee in wild excitement fed plenty of green food, with a small
the produce of 50 Southdowns than from to the remotest parts of the yard, while portion of meal, bran or grains.—E. P.
any other breed, if an account of the other strangers apparently have no t-, r- Smith in American Cultivator.
cost of food and attendance were prop ror for them. I once knew of a very fa
Hilly F,
mous dog who would instinctively pick
erly kept.
Trotting
powers
are not confined t<
out
those
who
had
a
soft
spot
in
their
I prefer them because of their haruiness, freedom from disease and their hearts for such as ho. At times when one family of the equine tribe. Billy
ability to live and thrive in extremes of he was tin center of attraction, with F is the Iowa gelding whose sire is un
heat and cold, for they are to be found hundreds of people paying him their re known, and whoso dam is a Shetland
all over the world. On their native spects, he would receive them v/ith a pony mare. He started in nine races
downs they have great extremes of cli constant wagging of tail and seemingly last year and won four, with a piece
mate to endure, from the heat of sum a broad smile all over his noble face as of the money in all the others. Irre
mer to the almost arctic cold of winter, tin y patted him and took his paw in spective of the blood that is so conspicu
and their fine, thick wool and-close their hand. But now and then an omi ous by its absence in his pedigree, he is
fleece is most essential to their well be nous growl would indicate that among a race horse of first caliber, and at In
ing, with which, being impervious to ei so many admirers he detected some v» bo dependence last October he forced Mis:;
ther wet or snow, they are able to put were there from idle curiosity rathei Cleveland out a third heat in 2:17^,
up with the greatest hardships, cold and than any love they had for a dog. The and Don M. Donnan writes that the
wet, without any ill effects to their whole brute kingdom knows its friends, Shetland pony may show the way- to the
bodily health or to the quality of their and unless you are one of those friend: wiro in Chicago's first trotting derby.__
wool. Thus not only do you by keep leave the poor brutes alone.—Fanciers' Field and Farm.
ing a flock of Southdowns keep a shoojl Review.
Mr. Russell Bailey of Lexington, Ky.,
of the most valuable mutton breed, but
Never allow stock of any kind to be lately sold 20 saddle and harness horses
you keep one whose wool is of the-finest frightened or violently oxeited.
It is for an average of over $400 apiece.
and best quality and is not affected by the worst thing that can bo done to
Steel troughs and tanks fw holding
the weather in the manner It affects them, except to half feed them.
feed and water for livestock are coining
other breeds.
Now plant roots and plenty of them into uso and are very popular where
I prefer them because they will thrive
to give variety to the feed of your stock they have been tried. Some foundry and
and live as well where other sheep
next fall and winter. Remember the machine companies make a specialty of
Would almost starve; because they are sheep especially.
the manufacture of these vessels.

MID-SUMMER
MEETING.
Union Trotting Park,
Pittsfield.
AVGUST

$1700

1,

2,

3,

IN PUHSES-

FIKST DAY AUGUST 1, WEDNESDAY
2.30 Class.
trotters........................................................... l’urse $200
2.30 Class.
Trotters.....................................................
purse ©150
Pacers eligible 2.38 class admitted.
SECOND DAY, AUGUST 2, THURSDAY.
2.24 Class.
11 otters aud Pacers.................... Purse $250
3-Minute Class.
Trotters and Pacers.....................................Purse $150
THIRD DAY, AUGUST 3, FRIDAY.
2.2.8 Class.
Trotters, Guy C, eligible..........................Purse $200
2.33 Class.
Trotters...........................................................Purse $150
Pacers eligible 2.35 class admitted.
Diana barred.
FOURTH DAY, ANGUST 4, S YTURDAY
,,
.2.17 Class.
Troters..............................................................Purse $250
2.30 Class.
Pacers, Trotters admittt d.........................Purse $‘>00
2.40 Class.
Trotters........................................................... pursc $150

A Good Band Of Music Will be in at
tendance.
Refreshments of all kinds will be on

sale at the Park. F. A. JONES
Newport, Caterer.
A Game of Ball by good clubs will be
played one or more days during the
meeting. G.E. KIMBALL, manager
of this department.
Admission to Park, 50c. I.akies and
< arriages Free. Grand Stand 15c.
Reserved Seats 25c.

The M. C. R. R. and S. & IYI. R.
will sell tickets at one fare
round trip.
Horsemen should refnetnber that this
is considered the

BEST HALF-MILE TRACK IN MAINE.

WALTER G. MORRILL,
Proprietor.

HORSEMEN
ATTENTION!
HATS AND MEN'S FURISHINGS
STRAW IIATS FOR EVERYBODY.
DRIVING AND YACHTING CABS.

E.

&

W.

COLLARS

AND

CUFFS

are the best. Wo have all the leading
styles. New designs in Neckwear.
1'he latest in Washable ties.
VERY

ATTRACTIVE.

Umbrellas, Gloves, Neglige tinting
White and Colored Shirts, White Shirts
to Measure and Warranted to Fit, Night
Shirts 50 cents and Upwards, Men’s
Underwear at Low Brices, Gloves for
Driving and Street ’ Use. Don’t Forget
the Blaec and Number.

THOMPSON,
Number 7 Monument Square
POHTLANTZD, IVE/NTISJjE-

READERS!
------o—o------

Horsemen, Gunners, Fisher
men and Farmers, Give us a
Call, or Order by Mail. We
can Please you.

CENTER
& McDowell,
Dealers in

FINE FOOTWEAR.
539 Ccngrecc Street,

ii

Turf,

farm and

ii

home.

THE HIGH BRED TROTTING STALLION

THE LAWSON AND THE MERRYCONEAG

H ARBIHGER 1899i;v A lmont by Alaxander’s Abdallah by R)Sdvk’s 1 iainbletonhin 10.
1st. dam Omega by Rysdyk’s Hambleton-

South HarpsweH, Me.
o
These i><ular sun mer liousi s
wil! be open to gues's June lltli.
h ■ Lawson lias Kb etrie Bells,

‘

“ '

ian io.
2nd. dam dm dam’s side; Dairy Maid by Seel
ey’s American Star.
2d. dam (on sire’s, side) Sally Anderson by
Mambrino chief..
Od. dam (on sire’s side) Kate by Alexander’s
Pilot dr.
It will be seen at a glance that II aubixc.er
abuudniitlv inherits the richest of trotting
blood ancestry, that, which stays until the race
is tin’shed. II ahbincki; will make the season of
P". 4 a! my stable 011 Alain Street, l’ltlslield, Maim1
ai the low pr ee of $25 to warrant a livi g foal.
I’a-.'U’.cni a: firs: s< rvice. mares to pastnre 75 cts.
v. cek. Sodiie 'nav and grain ($2.00) per week.
All a. eici nts at -lie risk of owners of mares.

hot and cob 1 sea w ater baths and
all modern improvements; ac
commodations f o' 15a priests.
'illy Mi'nycDli ug. a very pheas
ant and comfortab e 'notch slam's
near ihe steamboat landing and
has acc.nnmodations for 75guests.
Best facilities for boating, bath
ing. shore am! deep s -a tishinp..
Special ditincr parties can he
accommodated al'ier June fii>!

11 A ItUIXi; Elt’S 1.1ST.

llall’e
Sever b 11

2.3.2%

Prince Harbinger
Dana

2.1 ■'

Van llehiio

2.34%

Molly Bauii
Past rada
2.2,0 1 Candle
Silver Kam
2.31
Carlod a
2.51

2.30
2.36%
2.37
2.as %
2A3

!.:;8 % Ned II. (2 <rs.)
(I KANDSONS,

Casco Ho’d Go Propristors,

Piiisi.eld March 28, lsn-l.

HarpsweH, Me.

THE

“breed to a producer.

IP .1. BK.M’KK'rr ITopr.Ctor

IMPERIAL,
OLD ORCHARD

3296.

2.3.8

2.25 (’avwood

Wvmau

BKACH, MAINE

2.25 1-2.

Bay horse, uo marks, foaled 1883. stands 15-3 hands, weight 1100 lbs.

1894 SPECIAL REDUCED RATES FOR SEASON OF 1894 ONLY.

1894

At ten years of age sire of 7 in 2.30 list all trotters, viz: Vega, 2.18% ; Vollery, 2.21 %;
Marvellous (4 years ) 2.23; Lord Brino (2 years), 2.32)7, (3 years) 2.26%, (4 years) "'.tho,it li tnd mg,
2 25% • Matcliwood, 2.27; Zerbrino (3 years), winner of $800, colt stakes at Breeders Meeting, tb.w,
Caprivi, 2.28; Ezra T., 2.30; Cromwood, John R. Wood, Woodbelle and other winners of various
colt stakes in N. 11. during past few years.
Sired by Nutwood, the greatest living sire, with 118 in the 2.30 list, also a sire of of 01 producing
sons and daughters. Miss Russell, the dam of Nutwood, is the greatest living brood mare, with 301
descendants in the 2.30 list.
Woodbrino’s 1st dam, Malaga, by Woodford Mambrino, 2 .21% ; 2d dam Maud, dam of King dim
2.2017 and of Attorney, sire of dam of Alix, 2.07%, by Alexander s Abdallah, sire of Goldsmith Maid,
2.17. 4th dam by Robert Bruce; 5th dam by Muckle John, by Sir Archy; 6th dam by Trumpetor, /til
dam by Stamboul.
Fee for season of 1804 only #75, with the usual return privileges or money refunded at our option.
The best of care taken of all mares sent to farm. Settlements made before mares are removed.
Keeping in pasture, $1.25 per week; in stable $2.50 per week. Mares $80. Colts under three years old
$00, per. year. Address
KIVKRSIDK STOCK FARM, Newmarket Junction, N. H.
On B. & M. It. It., half way between Boston and Portland. Send for catalogue of Young stock for sale„
T. D. MARSH, Manager.
C. W. WHITCOM B, 47 Devonshire St., Room 9, Boston, Mass,

SZEYNSOISr

2.20 1-4

Of excellent, uniform quality. Guaranteed to be
extracted from the pure fruit. Unequalled from
any point of view. Housekeepers are many who declare them best. 1 ry them in your own
cooking. Obtainable at any grocers.

OZF'BDDPEID

TVEYNBY

3rd-

D. H. SWAN, Proprietor.

1894 FAIRVIEW FARM. 1894

Rd fcal
FLAVORING EXTRACTS

1894.

Terms, TWO DOLLARS A DAY. ■*

STALLIONS FOR SERVICE.
ALL - SO 9609.

2.29 1-4
2.31
2.22

2.22)7 By Blackkwood,
2.17% By Geo. Wilkes,

Sire Blackwood, Jr.,
Dam, So So,

REDWOOD,

1485.

Sire of Grover Cleveland, 2.18%, Scipio,
do, 2.26%, Orville, 2.27)7, IRosewood, 2.25%, Lamout, 2.10, Grace,
2.26
Laiiv Redwood. 2.27. Sin- Belmont, sire of 49
40 in 2,30 list.
Oaiu Bland nut, <liun of six producing sons
sous and grand dam of Bayard
Ba
Wilkes, 2.13)a, and Dioble,~.0J/£.

MAHLON.
ORANGE
>1

Race record 2.1s',. Pr.vutely tiymd in
In race 2.14 %,.
>s. Je.L-r.~oii.
Je.fer.~on.
Dam Blanche Jeiferso.I. 2.23. By Tun.-,.

Sin2.23.
Sire Alcantara,
A lea

VON - ALL - SO,

A

2.20‘,

Sire All-So,

ALL “ SO, JR.,
We wish to announce that we have succeeded in obtaining as chemist in our laboratory the
celebrated French chemist Ivan F. Baer, who care
fully devotes himself to the supervision of all our
manufacturing, and we can promise our patrons the
very choicest flavors, obtained direct from the fruits.

BY MAIL, PREPAID.

By Von Arnim, 2.10%.

2.20%

15148.

Dam .Minn.e R. Record 2.10 trotting 2.16%. pacing

SERVICE FEE
RKIHT'KD IX ACCORDANCE WITH I’liiiSENT F1NANC1 VL CONDITIONS OF TIIE COUNTRY

A I J.-SO................................ ............................... .#50
!O
REDWOOD.......................................................
For Further 1 arth-idars. inquire ot

31 A I! LON................................................................#50
VON-ALI.-SO......................................................... 25

T. POOLER a SON, Proprietors,

Red Jexl Remedy Go.
Rockland,

A 75-CENT KNIFE FOR 50

1 3577.

l>am Bell-Von-Arnim.

Sire All-So,

Sire of 60 in 2.30 list.

MAINE.

SKOWHEGAN,

Cts TO THE HORSE OWNERS OF MAINE.

Gentlemen—I liava iust removed to No. 8 Silver Street, where I should he pleased to meet, all
former patrons and the public in general, you will find in my
md
sleected line, of Harnessess, Blankets, Robes. Monue Dusters,
Icp’ V: ,t C
vm,.*
Dandv Brushes, Curry Combs all variety’s Bandages, Muzzles ajul Horse Remedies ol all kinds,
O. Kane, Cynthiane, and Morgan Horse Boots and all horse furnishings also irunks, Bags and
DwTert’s Oil and Rubber

7

Clotiring.

Now is the time to buy Harnesses, look at our

$25

FULL

TRACK

-

HARNESES

No. 1 Dak Leather all hand made.

$25

FARM

DOUBLE

Our

HARNESS

No 1 Oak Leather all hand made. We ship goods, to all points in tlie state at our own ex
pense ’ Carriage Trim mi ng and Harness Repairing neatly and promptly attended td.

T’ho above cut is a perfect representation, exact size, of a most valuable
pocket companion that is warranted to be just as represented; sells for 75 cents in
nil fetail stores. Sent on receipt of 50 cents, by mail, postpaid.
Address all
orders t<)
TURF, FARM ANI) HOME, Waterville, Me.

•

c.

H.

NO. 8 SILVER STREET,

ATIGrUK
WATERVILLE, MAINE.

12
I

TURF,

nb Oh

e

FARM

S E D ••■■•■W«»fc»««»««es»»«H«B8SBBSaS3X3-a2S2C3BSBS»5a«allMMM«iliS;

A Girl’s Dress.
A pretty dress for a girl of 12 is made
in plain material of any color desired
and trimmed with velvet. It has a bell
skirt, with crossway trimmings edged

y

I E AD ING

JAY-EYE-SEE 2-10

HOR5EMEN

-

---------- ---

,

A x

vmu >

a, 1«XI gV

AND HOME.

-I3UI1CI1

of two years standing, from a 3 year old fillv with three applications of
y’“

QUINN’S OINTMENT i

Pnnol'Ani-t^Uniform.
I lni-U.Ki.v;/ COMFORT, Constant
^ECONOMY In Uses^seofA^nagement^
!'/ COMFORT

It is the best preparation I have ever used or heard 5
of. I heartily recommend it to all Horsemen.” ;
We have hundreds of such testimonials.

jirakk.

■

Price, SI.50 per bottle. Ask your druggist for it. If he
does not keep it, send us 2oc. stamps or silver, for trial box.

\

H I :AT IMG
0P HOMES
<s>6
HEALTH J he Most Important.

RICHMOND

W. B. EDDY & CO., Whitehall, N. Y.

HOT WATER
ARE WORTH—
INVESTIGATING
Rlhmond Stove @o.,cMorwigh Gonn

J. B. SMITH & CO.,
MAIN STREET,

LEWISTON,

Cures
Cancerous
Humor

FOR GIRL OF TWELVE,

And all Blood, Stomach,
Liver, and Kidney
Troubles.
Sold Everywhere.
CLOVER MEDICINE CO.,
Augusta, Me.

1894

The Clover Medicine Co., Augusta, Me.:
I, Mr. James E. Cunningham, am happy
to speak a good word for Clover Bitters
and Clover Ointment. I have been, con
fined to the house for several weeks during
the winter; my appetite failed, and I was
very much reduced in strength, my leg was
swollen so badly from the effects of can
cerous humors that it was wit.li difficulty
that I could walk at all. I chanced to see
Clover Remedies advertised,and concluded
to give them a trial. After taking less than
two bottles, I feel like a new man, my ap
petite is good, and the swelling is all gone
from my leg, and I can now walk quite
well. Your Clover Bitters and Clover
Ointment are indeed very valuable reme
dies.
J. e. Cunningham,

March 28, 1894,

Bucksport, Me.

NELSON 1894

“Sunnyside

B'a.rm.

Stallions’

Represent three families, the NELSON family by

NELSON

2.09, AND

FOUR

FAST SONS.

The DICTATOR family, which to-day leads, by

ALCYONE ;

Things Piano Pupils Ought to Do,

WILKES 8571 bv

With three producing dams, two of which are in the great brood mare list.

For further information send for Catalogue.

_C. H. NELSON, PROPRIETOR, WATERVILLE, ME.
STOP RUM DRINKING AND YOU WILL STOP RUM SELLING.

THE

FITTZ CURE.

A Helping Hand Held Out to Save Men From the Power of Rum

It IS n vegetable product, made from
clarified cotton seed oil—as bright
pure and golden as the Southern sun
shine in which it grew.
From this clean and appetizing
source conies the new food-product,
Cottolene, which is fast revolutionizing
■ the art of cooking, and with which, in
• healthfulness, flavor, adaptability and
i economy, no other shortening or cook
ing fat can compare.

[Mifflin

Maderosfu

IT COSTS LESS THAN RUM.
C-om©, Ret I_Js Reason Togetiner.
sultation and correspondence strictly private and confidential

THE FITTZ CURE COMPANY OF MAINE.
IJSL CORPORATED,

R°°m 4. 457 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Office hours from 9 a. m. to 12, 2 to 0 and 7.30 to 9 p m
dooo AGENT8

Wantkd.

cables A. HERBERT, General Manage,,

BIRCH GROVE FARM

H. E. HALEY, Monroe, Maine.

TARRATINE by WILKES,

LOOK AT THEIR PRODUCE.

MAINE.

Standard Stallions For 1894.
with velvet. The bodice is crossed, and
has the new epaulets of the same ma o E GG^STELLATION, sire of Patrol
terial as the dress, bordered with velvet. 2.144, Glenarm 2.23)^, Junior 2.2714,
There is a pointed velvet yoke, with col lahoinet 2.27 J2? Illusion 2.24, Independlar, the belt and deep cuffs to above the
Serins $15 by the season or
elbow being also of velvet. Silk may be $25 to insure.
2. TIDEMARK, by Vitor Von Bis
substituted for the velvet.
mark dam by Twilight by IlanibletonA Japanese llooin.
lan 10. $15 and $25.
GAME BIRD> bY JaY Bird by Geo.
Huge Japanese umbrellas are service
able for many things, but one seen re " likes dam byllonest Allen. $10 and $20.
4. CHOICE BIRD, by Eagle Bird 2.21
cently is so peculiarly striking as to de
serve especial comment. As described in by .Jay Bird by Geo. Wilkes. First dam,
V alor, daughter of the King, son of
The Decorator and Furnisher, it hangs George Wilkes; $25 to insure,
from a hook in the ceiling of a small
o. LANCING, by Electrotype son of
room in an artist’s home and forms the Electioneer, dam Macbeth (dam of Lakeentire ceiling. Beneath it is the tea ta wood Prince 2.13>2,) by Woodford Mamble and all its paraphernalia, together bnno.$10 and $20.
6. PLEIADES,by Constellation dam by
with a bamboo settee and five chairs, all
set upon a Japanese rug. The tea service Emperor William 2.27}<. $15 and 10.
these horses are all bred in the purple.
is of fine Japanese ware, and the tea it
self comes from Japan. The entire room Best of all they are good indivduals and
stand this season at hard times prices.
is complete, and one feels on entering Special attention is called to Constellation
that it is a veritable bit of the land of the premier of the stud. His specialty is
chrysanthemums.
the getting of extreme speed out of com
mon bied mares.
mere are housewives who prefer to
oil a hard, smooth surface, as it keeps For Description and Extended Pedigree Address
in good order longer than a floor that
is painted or stained. Take crude oil
and dilute it with one-eighth turpen
tine. Mix thoroughly and spread it over
HOUSE WANTED.
the floor with a broad, strong brush. If
I want a good 1100 horse for a carryall. Must
oiled in the evening, the floor will be In,?aD,earantie’
with «ood knee action,
and smooth, clean and fearless. Name price and
thoroughly dry by morninsr.
E '"''

Dictatcrhief 2.211-4, ahd His Sons.
The WILKES family, by
RED HAWK 2.28, by RED WILKES, at Pine Grove Farm, Hallowell;

-

To sell on the merits of the genuine.
To sell by substitution ; or by decep
tion, To sell to the injury of t! e
genuine, to the dissatisfaction of t’e
consumer, to the detriment of the
dealer, to the loss of all concerned.
If you wish the best food and tbe
(best health, you should insist tli it
1 your cooking be done with genuine
Cottolene. Refuse all counterfeits.
Sold la 3 and 5 pound paila w
Made only by

The N. K. Fairbank
Company,
CHICAGO,
Me# State Street,

Portland,

Me.

Always count aloud on a now piect
and on the hard places until they art
well learned.
Always play your lesson over as soor
as possible after leaving your teacher,
calling to mind all of his suggestions
and directions.
Always do your practice first and the
common things that you would like tc
do afterward.
Always feel the rhythm as well as
count aloud.
Always find the phrase endings and
play connectedly within the phraso.
Always crescendo as you play toward
the climax of a phrase.
Always make evident the climax of a
phraso by a sufficient accent.
Alv ays make the rhythm apparent by
good accenting.
ays find out and make manifest
the contents of every passage.
Always practice at regular hours and
allow nothing to prevent you but sick
ness and absence.
Alw ays insist upon having your piano
kept in good tune and order.
Always have your music room suffi
ciently warm.
Always have your lessons well learned
will like to meet your teacher
at the lesson hour.
Always play when asked and do it
without urging.
Always have some of your best pieces
tvell in hand, so yon can do yourself
and teacher full justice when asked to
Always have a good light on your
music page when reading music.
Aly aj s play accurately, and your ad
vancement will be rapid and correot
*

TURF,

FARM

ANIDROSIS,
URITY
ROMOTES
HYSICAL
OWER.

AND HOME.

In Ordering an Outfit
It should be remembered that the cost
of return express charges will be saved
by enclosing check with order.

Ill No Case
Will the price of family outfits he less
than $30.00, except to the authorized
agents entitled to commissions.

BELL ODOMETER.
Price Mailed $5 00

S.m.4 for

This Practice

u v«.«-

“A Sure Thing”
is our Hoof, Hair, Tail and Mane Grower
—a positive cure for horses that rub their manes
and tails, or have bad hoot's; it stops the itching at
once and immediately grows new hair where the old
has rubbed off. Grows ,A NEW HOOP! on a
liorse in a short time. Price $1.00 per box postpaid
with full directions. Address

DR. VALERIUS & CO.,

Medal Brand
Ready-Roofing,
Fire Proof.

For those in quest of a humane, lucrative
work, to investigate the prospects now
offered by this greatest of all medical
methods.

DAVIS, STEBBINS & CO
CQSTON
N E. A ousts

CELEBRATED

The Time Has Come

Attached to the axle of a carnage
A
the distance, and l ings a tiny hel ■ a.x ■>.
mile ; neat,ornamental, accurate.

a

THE

Watertown, Wis.

Offers opportunities to humane workers
heretofore unknown, as it requires no
drumming after the people watch its
If a person is stricken down to death efficiency in clearing the human organism
suddenly, why should it he said that he of all obstructive elements which form a Makes the cheapest, best, and most economical r
root in the world. Anyone can put it on.
died from heart disease or failure ?
basis for every distressing symtom.
Is there ever a death without failure of
For particulars, samples, etc., address
that organ ?
Can a pure blooded body manifest any
of the disease symtoms ?
While the pores are excreting poisdnous C. M.RICE PAPER CO.,
When the organism is clogged with elements by sweat, thus giving double
PORTLAND, ME.
poisonous, irritable, effete'matter, and a force to this fuming method.
sudden cold is taken, who can tell what
H. H. CHOATE D. V. S.
symtom will follow ?
Supposing a hundred persons are alike So common today should open our eyes
charged with their own wastes, do you to this method of helping the blood clear
believe that all will manifest identical of obstructive rubbish for easy circula
symtoms ?
(Graduate of the American Veterinary College,
tion.
University of the State of New York.)
Are the pores for excretion and the
capillaries for absorption ?
Treats all domestic animals, Castration
If stagnation induces chills and nervous
prostration, what can he plainer than Ulcers will surely starve to death when of Bidegling and ruptured stallions a
5
electrical heat and vital power is depend we disinfect the organism of the poison specialty.
ous secretions which feed them.
ent upon active circulation?
Hospital and dispensary 06 Park St.,
If it is the vitiated condition of the
Telephone 147-2.
Lewiston, Maine.
blood and tissues which cause so much
misery, why use the word disease in the Wisely made so by nature, can only be
plurai?
continued as attractive electrical ma
I. C. MATTATALL D. V. S.
Is it the quantity and quality, or the chines as we hold up the friction induced
ASSISTANT.
rapid circulation of the blood which pro by natural circulation.
vides the organism with vital power and
warmth?
If poisonous secretions come to the skin May be transformed to a beautiful rose
Pat. April 11, 1893 and Jan. 30 1891.
-for exit, but produce distressing errup- pink by this method of clearing the skin
tions, instead, can it cured without blood and restoring the circulation.
renovation ?
If we secrete our own wastes faster
than we excretW them, have we any right
Offers an income not to be found in any
to hope for a healthy existence ?
When these wastes become tainted and other business, even with several hun
sour, so as to produce painful contrac dred fold more money invested, and the
tions of nerves and muscles, how can income increases as the people learn of
permanent cure be possible, short of con its true effieacy in restoring eletrical
power and warmth.
stitutional renovation ?
When the skin is healthy, the work of
the lungs is easy. Why should we allow
gluey substance to obstruct it ?
And sales of family outfits upon the most
When the fluids are so loaded as to de liberal terms ever offered to men and wo
feat the work of the kidneys, can it be men for business.
possible to cure the dropsy which fol
lows by any process of tapping ?
Made of canvas and galvanized iron. Two Bags,
inside the other, with space between them for
If the arteries stand extended when The perspiring body, the net work of one
eight quarts of oats, which drop through into the
empty, don’t it show that veinous circu veins (cappi'llaries) quickly breathe into basin, gradually filling it about one inch, directly
lation is ordained to keep up vital power circulation the vitalizing elements of this under the horses mouth. The basin is oblong in
shape, with a screen in the forward end where the
and warmth ?
oats never come in contact. While the horse is
great humane invention.
eating, his nose is at the screen, through which he
Is it possible for nature to raise us from
breathes as freely as though he had no bag on.
paralysis, while the system is charged
Four quarts of oats slowly fed where the horse gets
with such obstructive accumulations ?
them all is of more value than six quarts gormandiz
ed and wasted on the street—This bag positively
The
perspiring
body
is
protected
against
If cancers develop from humor in the
cures the habit of throwing the head—Don’t lose
taking
cold
as
the
blood
is
attracted
to
system, is it possible to 'cure it short of
sight of this fact.
the skin, which is kept in a warm pink
One-tenth of the oats fed from the old bag and
blood disinfection ?
buckets are lost—Why not use our bag and save
glow.
If catarrh, like salt rheum,is from these
them.
Look along the street where the horses are fedby
vitiated conditions, how absurd to under
the old methods of feeding, is it either Justice or
take a cure, short of constitutional reno
economy ?
vation ?
Remember that the network of nerves Use this Perfect and Humane Method, it
will pay you to do so.
If in old age nature's work, by obstruc which come to the unhealthy skin are ex
tive matter is defeated, what treatment tending their revolutionary dispatches IT COSTS NOTHING IF NOT AS REPRE
SENTED.
so efficient as to keep up the warm circu through the entire nervous system to the
Try one sample and he convinced.
defeat of restful sleep.
lation ?
Every dealer who has ever sold Feed Bags should
send for samples and prices.
Is it possible to provide artificial color
for the complexion to equal the warm,
ARLINGTON FEED BAG GO.,
pink glow of a pure blooded body ?
15 GORNHILL, Room 3, BOSTON, MASS.
Becomes a sensation of the past under
If there is any offensive odor cast off,in this vitalizing treatment, which restores
free perspiration, would you dare pretend circulation and soothes nervous excite
that the system is in a healthy condition ? ment.
If sleep is out of the question, is it not
positive proof that the nervous system is
irritated by some unhealthy obstruction?
But daily work availeth much with a
If by Anidrosis fuming and bathing stagnant, paralized organism, so over
the system is disinfected and blood vital
ized, can there be further demands from loaded with effete matter as to defeat
nature’s work.
nature ?

Capillaries Absorb This Vapor
The Heart Failures

AGENTS $75 A week
using or selling PRACTICAL
PLATING DYNAMO .Themodcrn method, used iu all factories
to plate new goods. Plates gold,
silver, nickel, etc , on watches,
j ewelry, table-ware, bicycles and
all metal goods ; fine outfits for
agents; different sizes; always
ready; no battery; no toy; no
experience; no limit to plating
needed; a great money makpr.

____

W. P. HARRISON & CO, Clerk No. 15, Columbus, Ohio.

You can’t cut out
a BOG SPAVIN or THOROUGHPIN, but

ABSORBINE off, and you work
the horse same time. Does not blister or
remove the hair. Will tell you more if
you write. Of regular dealers or sent
direct. $2.00. W. P. YOUNG, P. D. F.,
Meriden, Ct.

WINDSOR

HOTEL,

F. W. DURGIN, Proprietor.
Steam heated Sleeping Rooms,
ELECTRIC LIGHTS,
R^TES

ELECTRIC

BELLS.

„ ,(;lerTks i ? Harlow Street,
. Moody S
Bangor, Maine.

a.

b

FREE CARRIAGES
Run to and from

all

Trains and

Boats.

VETERINARIAN.

Boils, Cancers, Tumors and

'

Our Magnetic Bodies

Yellow, Dingy Faces

Bean’s Perfection Feed Bag.

The Sale of Family Outfits

Territory Assigned for Practice
By Fuming and Bathing

By the Anidrosis Liniment
If You Cannot Sleep

The Best
SEWING
MACHINE

OCK’

BS

MAD E

WE OR
deale
can sell
you machines cheaper than you can
get elsewhere. The NEW HOME Is
our best, but we make cheaper kinds,
such as the CLIMAX, IDEAL and
other High Arm Fulf Nickel Plated
Sewing Machines for $15.00 and up.
Call on our agent or write ns. We
want your trade, and if prices, terms
and square dealing will win, we will
have it. We challenge the world to
produce a BETTER $50.00 Sewing
Machine for $50.00, or a better $20.
Sewing Machine for $20.00 than you
can buy from us, or our Agents.

THE HEW HOME SEWING MACHINE CO.

Ob-Anob, Mass. Boston, Mass. 28 Union Square, N. Y,
Ohicaoo, Iu,. St. Louis, Mo. Dallas. Tkxas.

San F&anoisoo, Cal. Atlanta, Ga.

PER prjUTI’ER

a.ynum, net. 1.

I LII ULll I investors. Guar
against loss.

W. HODMAN W N3L0W,
Established and doing business in these same offices
since Feb. 1, 1877. For 16 consecutive years dividends
have been paid at the rate ot 12 per cent per annum.
No defaults nor delays; no losses to clients. Dc
posits received at anv uiiui.

Numbness of Limbs
Faith Not Required,

IF IN QUEST OF BUSINESS,
In which the niani/estions of gratitude
from patrons cheers your heart in this
humane work, while tlie income is am
ple, you can never find another such an
opportunity.

Requires No Fitting Up.
Unlike all other methods, no plumb
ing or extra furnishings are required in
rooms selected for this treatment, as a
warm room and one gallon of warm water
is ample.for the sponge bath before lini
ment is applied to the skin.

A Blessed Organism

TIME THAT HORSE!

Is no myth to be corrected by faith or
I have a full line of Horse Timers in
sleight-of-hand, but by this disinfecting, Solid Gold, Gold Filled, Silver and
blood stirring treatment, all irritable,
poisonous elements of disease must give Nickel eases, from $6.50 to $150.00.
Every
watch warranted accurate.
way to nature.

Horse Timers repaired.

DR. S. F. CONANT,
SKOWHEGAN,

ME.

Mention The Tube Farm & Home.

McRENNEY, The Jeweler,
459 CONGRESS St.,

MONUMENT SQUARE.
Pobtlabd Maine.

L 5* 4

■* X

14

TURF,

FARM AND

HOME.

GRAND HORSE FAIR.

THE

HORSE’S GREATEST FRIEND.
—SPELTERINE—
(TRADEMARK.)

HOOF STUFFING.

(U

-----------------

Rigby Park.

A MEDICATED ROCK.

® 20.000

COOLS OUT THE FOOT, SOFTENS THE FROG QUICKLY
HEALS ALL SORENESS FROM CORNS AND BRUISES, AND
MAKES AN EXCELLENT POULTICE.

111 STAKES, PURSES, SPECIALS ARD PREMIUMS.

15 LBS. $1.00.
25 LBS. $1.50.
50 LBS. $2.75.
100 LBS. $5.00.
200 LBS. $9.00.
RECOMMENDED BY ALL VETINERY SURGEONS.

REGULATION MILE TRACK,

TRANCE FIVE PER CENT, EASY PAYMENTS,

For Sale by all Dealers in Horse Outfits.
F. W.

HUNTINGTON,

FAST AND SAFE, GOOD STABLES, EN-

FAIR TREATMENT.

D. V. S.,

The Entries Ensure Large Field of Horses in all Races,

12 GREEN ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Tenney's ImprovedStallionShield.

0?

Read what MONROE

SALISBURY manager, and John Kelley, driver of

the world’s champion trotting stallion, DIRECTUM 2.0514, have to say of

TENNEY’S

IMPROVED STALLION

SHIELD.

August 21 to 25,1894.

New York, August 31, 1893.
Jfr. D. G. Tenney—
■ Dear Sir: The Shield we ordered from you to he used on Directum
------PROGRAM
received. We are perfectly satisfied, and know it is the best shield we have ever
used, in our long experience. We take great pleasure in recommending the same
to any one wanting a perfect Stallion Shield.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 21.
M. Salisbury,
2.2G
Class
Trotting
#
J. Kelley.
No. 9, 2.25 Stake
_
Pacing
No. 2, Stake, Foals 1892 and
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.
Goods delivered by express, C. O. D.
under,
Trotting
Special events

In Japan trimming,

$6.00

In Nickel trimming,

$7.00

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE TENNEY SHIELD.

Tenney Shield Co., Manufacturers,

OF RACES.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22.

2.17Class
_
No. 7, 3.40 Stakes
No. G, 3 m, Stakes,
No. 1, Stake, Foals 1893
Special events

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23.

.
-

Trotting
Trotting
Trdtting
Trotting

FRIDAY, AUGUST 24.

2.13 Class
_
.
.
Pacing 2.21 Class
.
.
.
_
Trotting
No. 10, 2.40 Stakes
Pacing No. 4, Stake, Foals 1890 and
No. 3, Stake, Foals 1892 and
under
Trotting
under
Trotting No. 5, 2.30 Stake'
- Trotting
Special events
Special events.
SATURDAY AUGUST 25.

2.14 Class
2.20 Class

Factories:—NEWBURYPORT, MASS.

CLEVELAND BAY STALLION,

Scampston Electricity
Importer GEO. E. BROWN, Aurora, III.

To those desiring to breed mares to a good Cleveland Bay Stallion I offer the service of i
horse, SCAMPSTON ELECTRICITY, with the fullest confidence. In size, color, symmetry
r°rm>.action, speed, endurance, intelligence and docility, he ranks with the very best of bis n
and shows his high lineage. He is a beautiful bay, perfectly sound and kind. He is 15-3 hai
and weighs 1200 lbs.
SCAMPSTON ELECTRICITY will stand at the farm of his owner, on Western Aven
two miles out of the city.
nwimuAvou

from theTcars^'ree'

TO

-W-A.TtTt^ZsTT3

Add^5®*4®1118 W

°W“er’8 risk’

$25.00.
Mare9 tek<jn tO and

FRANK P. BECK, Augusta, Me.
23^*

.

Trotting I 2.34 Class
.
.
Pacing I N. 8, 2.18 Stake, Stallions

.
-

Trotting
Trotting

Standard Bred trotting stock, non standard Bred Trotting Stock, Pure bred
P rencli coach stock, part bred coach, Cleveland Bays, Hackneys.

For Pedigree, see circular which will be mailed upon application.

For stallions

brood mares, colts, fillies and geldings, Gentlemen Drivers, matched pairs, etc.,

English Register No. 1893L
American Register No. 842.
open to all.
Foaled May, 1889.
Imported 1890.
Height 15-3 hands.
Weighs 1200 pounds.
Color, bright bay with black points.

TZEZFtTvTS,

_

Premium Prizes in Gash for all (’lasses and ages.

THE IMPORTED THOROUGHBRED

Breeder, J. SCRATH, Grosmont, Yorkshire, Eng.

.

Entries for premiums close July 30.

The usual Weather Clause, right to change order of program, is reserved.

JP.A.3RK was constructed by Mr. Seth Griffin, the noted track
builder and is pronounced by him the

Fastest and Safest Regulation Track in the World.
For entry blanks and information, address
GEORGE BURNHAM, Jr.. President.

II. F. FARNHAM, Iresurfii,

J, p, BARRETT, Secretary,

P. O. Box 827

Portland, Maine

*

TURF,
Eemwood

FARM AND

FOR

Size, Beauty, Style, Disposition and Road Qualities.
S^toldSTT LO

Season 1894:.

681 F.C.H.S.B. of America.
trotting

IvlER,

P. O. Address, J. S/SANBORN, Lewiston Junction, Me.,

(GEMARE _
TERMS : Service Fee $50.00, to warrant, for use of . LOTHAIRE
( CAPTAIN

Special Premiums

--------- OFFERED BY ---------

J. S. Sanborn

at the

BREED

Earm

My Imported French Coach Stallions (out of the most noted
families in France) will make the season at
EnMWOOC PARM, POHRAAKTID,

15

HOME.

This Fine Imported French COACH STALLION
will make the season of 1894 at Bay View Farm, Freeport, Maine
one-lialf mile from railroad station.
SAINT LO stands about 10 bauds liigli, weighs nearly 1200 pounds, is perfect
ly sound, very stylish, a great roadster, and lias a perfect disposition. Color, bright
bay with black points. For pedigree, see folder which will be mailed on application.
I also have the three year old I V A1U
sired by the imported French Coach
stallion
JLJLwJLlj Horse Franconi 180.
Your inspection and patronage st licited.
TERMS:—SAINT LO, $30, LEON,

MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL FAIR.

For the best foal of 1893 sired by Gemare, Lotliaire or Captain $25.00, provided biue ribbon is
won at the coining Maine State Fair, season of 1894.
For best foals of 1894 shown at tbe Maine State Fair sired by Gemare,.Lotnaireor Captain,
two or more to enter, $30.00; tbe first $15.00, second $10.00 and third $5.00.—$15.00 additional to the
winner of the bine ribbon.
The same liberal premium as above will be ottered for foals of 1895.
It will pav von to breed to these stallions. Remember that colts by these stallions won first
honors in direct competition with the trotting stock of Maine at the last State Tair. Iso fetionger
nil supei
superiority is necessary. Breed your mares where men. is insured m tne
evidence of individual
aug 3 94
colts.

$1O.

FREEPORT, MAINE.

GEORGE A. FOGG

SACO VALLEY STUD.

CEBOLLA i 10510.
3 YEAR OLD RECORD 2.29 34. RACE RECORD 2.26 1-2.

Sire of 4 in 2.30 list at 10 years of age.
The Fastest Trotting Son of the Great Alcantara, 2.23.
Dam, Flaxy, in the Great Brood Mare List, by Kentucky Clay.
Terms, $1 00 Cash, with the usual return privilege.

Son of Stranger, by Gen. Washington, out of Goldsmith Maid 2.14. First
Dam Catawba by .Jay Gould 2.21 1-2, by Hambletonian 10. Second dam, Western
Girl by Bellfounder 63. Third dam, Fanny, by Wild Harry.
Cebolla was foaled in 1888 at the Fashion Stud Farm Kentucky, and is a solid
bay, weighs 1050 lbs. and stands 16 bands high. lie is pure gaited, has a kind dis
position, and bis record is no measure of bis speed, lie will be campaigned for alyw
record this season. He is tbe best bred stallion in tbe state at so low a fee.
Stranger bis sire at 12 years old lias 18 in 2.30 list, and 5 in tbe 2.20 list.

Service Fee Only $35.

Needham’s Whipple 2, 2.272 KJXWIott
Young Flora Hill, by Chieftain 721, sire of 4 in 2.39 list.
$50 cash, with usual return privilege.

COUDERT 23694.

Limited to five approved mares, at

■-k

- _____ Sire, Midas, fsire or the game trotting mare Aliss Edith, 2.19, and
| J Y N A l¥l I I E. 3 others in 2.30), by Onward, 2.25b , out. of Caclutca (dam of Catclitty
2.18 h,), by Almont. Dam, Cyclone, by Stockbridge Chief Jr., sonj of Magic, by American
Clay 34. Terms, #35.
For further information, address,

MUSTER HILL FARM, Hew Braintree, Mass.

This Stallion is a full brother to Cebolla, 2.25 1-2. Sired by Stranger 3030.
Dam Catawba by Jay Gould 2.21 1-2, bred in Kentucky by Fashion Stud Farm.
Foaled in 1892, color bay. This is a very fast colt, large of bis age, and of fine
finish, and extra gaited, and will take a low record. AVe have placed his Service at
$25. Limited to 15 approved mares. Season for stallions closes June 1st.
Fashionably bred colts and fillies for sale at reasonable prices. For catalogue
and information, address

E. C. LUQUES, Biddeford, Maine.

Or GEORGE A. IJTCIIMBU). 53 State Street, Boston, Mass.
COLDDUST,

Morgan

Stallion

GOLDEN CROSS 14773.

66 DHN 1DD.AL

Race Record 8.89

Limited to 30;Approved Mares.

COLDDUST,

Morgan Stallion

ROAD HORSE.”

“The handsomest, gamiest family of Roadsters, and as regards style, endurance and
beauty they have certainly no equals.”
. ■
Sired by Indicator 1243, record at 19 years of age. 2.2314 (sire of Bred G. 2.30, Ottawa Maid, tria,
as a two year old 2.30, Inverness, as a two year old 3.00), by Golddust 150 (sire of Lucille Golddust
■> 10*4 Fleet v Golddust, 2.20, Indicator, 2.23*4, Rolla Golddust, 2.25, etc.,) by Vermont Morgan, out of

Volunteer
By Robert Smith son of Hambletonian 10; dam Volunteer Maid 2.27 by V
55, son of Hambletonian 10. Dam of Robert Smith by Eaton Ilorse 122.
ed to tbe a
BROADWAY is a bay stallion 15-3 and weighs 1150. He is inbret
J. 1O7O3, by Ited Wilkes 1749, out of Sally B. (dam of Toinette,
Hambletonian family which is the acknowledged source of speed Inbreeding has 2.30, BTilcreum, trial 2.25, bveurgus, 2.25, an.i tbe grandam of Early Bird, 2.1534).

old. Broadway when taken in hand was fat and bad not been worked tor speed.
In liis first race be took a record of 2.32%. The succeeding Saturday lie trotted to
a record of 2.30 winning both races and at Dover the next Tuesday on a poor half
mile track made bis record of 2.29%, making three races in one week. He is now
in good condition and will be trotted this season when be should lower bis record
to 2.25 or better.
.
He is a trotter, a sire of speed and also of early speed.
One of bis colts
has bel<l tbe Maine yearling half mile record and there are others which will be
entered in stakes and purses this season.
.
-.
Hambletonian is the sire of 40 in the list and his daughters have produced
98 as given by Wallace. As pacers having a mark of 2.25 or better only are admit
ted it is probable that bis producing (laughters are cut dowu somewhat. Volun
teer got St. .Julian 2.11% and 31 others and bis daughters have produced 55 per
formers such as Brava 2.14’J, Ilomestake 2.14%, Ripple2.17%, and that great sire
Sidney (an inbred Hambletonian) and sire of five yearlings in tbe list; three two
year olds; Faustino 2.14% and six other three year olds in 2.30 or better, and a
total of 50 performers in the list, a showing far ahead of any other twelve year old
sire; all of which shows tbe potency of tbe Hambletonian blood and inbreeding to
that line.
_
, _
__.

Terms $2o toy ttoe Season
with return privilege if mare does not prove in foal.

H. L. WILLIAM, Manager.

F. W. HILL, Proprietor, Exeter, Maine.

SOIZEZLsTTIZE^IC!

HORSE FOOT LEVELLER.

2d dam DoIIv bv Lexuvtoa Golddust 4205 (sire of Sir Roger, 2.23*4, grandsire of Black Diamond
2 1914, and grand-dam of Florida 2.14*4),by Golddust, out of Eugenia, by Lexington.
3d dam, Capolin, by Jehu Morgan (sire of dam of Flcety Golddust, 2.20), by Black Hawk 142, out
of a daughter of Gilford Morgan.
.
4th dam by Gano (m-e of dam of Lady Thorn, 2.18*4. and sire of the dam of Mambrino Patchen,
the broodmare sire of the world), by American Bjdipse.
5th dam by Aratus, by Director, by Sir Archv.
(itb dam by Blackburn’s Whip by imported Whip.
7th dam by Kennedy’s Diomed, by imported Diomed, out of an imported thoroughbred mare.
Many o‘f the great performers are richly bred in Golddust lines as Johnston 2.00*4, Gold Ring,
2.1214, Gossip Jr. 2.13*4, fudianapolis Boy, 2.13*4, John W. 2.1334, Nelly W. 2,1414, Rosalind Wilkes,
"1414, Clara D. 2.14 *4, Sprague Golddust, 2.15 *4, [nearly all to high wheels] and hundreds of others
better than 2.30. To the Morgans, through other families, may he traced a great percentage of our
best trotting an 1 roal horses- It is not oulv in speed that the Golddust branch excels; with that essen
tial element they combine great beautv and wondrous road powers, together with endurance derived
from both Morgan and thoroughbred blood coming through Lexington, Boston, Glencoe, Vandal, Grey
Eagle Buzzard, Whip, Barefoot, Trustee, Gano, etc., in thoroughbred lines.
(iolden Cross 11773 is a g ilde.u chestnut, tii'4 hauls, and weighs over 1200 pounds; foaled in 1889
lie has tiv beautv of the Golddusts, is strong, nervy, game and prompt in action, is perfectly gaited, of
kind an 1 gentle disposition an 1 has every indication of extreme speed, and is now a gram! road horse.
His first colts are coming yearlings, There is a growing interest in the Golddusts, as was seen at the
Exposition m Chicago, where thev received a large percentage of the awards. We shall be pleased to
send a full description with pedigree and records to all who will favor us with their names, whether
they propose breeding or not, and visitors are always welcome.
K(>e. for the season of 18’Jt, a few approved mares will be bred for $35, with the usual return
privilege. Golddust Stock for i
EDWARD S. PAYSON &CO,. Lexington, Mass,
Grassland Stock Farm.

fHE

FALMOUTH

ELECTRIC CARS
pass the house -

DIRECTIONS.

Draw a string or wire around the hoof just below the
hair; double the string and place the end in the center
of the frog at heel; fun It around to center of foot in front
and make a mark. The center of the frog is the center of
the foot behind. The mark in front is the center in front,
provided you have measured right. Place ihe level No. 1.
on the foot, with No. 2 in center of the frog. Screw the set
screw No. 3 into the mark on the center of the foot in
front. If the foot is level it will allow like cut “A.” If not
like “li." Atthe same time it gives, you the angle of the
foot with Nos. 4 and 5.

Price, $0.00.
For Sale, Wholesale and Retail,

By HOOD & REYNOLDS, 178 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
p. 8.

— The long rod to which set screw No, 8 is connected also gives length of toe
ip inches,

HOUSE-

(EUROPEAN FLAN.)

for all parts of OSF
the city.

ROOMS
75c., $1.00, and
$2.00 per day.
First class Cafe
and Dining Rooms

Horsemen will lintl this the best pl.ice in Boston to make tlieii he.ltltjuiliteis,
as it is situated on the corner ot Causeway and Nashua streets, directly opposite
Eowell depot, and only a few steps from the Union station.

C. F. CLARK & SON

West End Hotel,

PROPRIETORS.
Railroad Square,
Opp. Union Station,
PORTLAND, M5»

K. AT. CASTN^R, proprietor
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ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

FARM

HOW TO KEEP ROADS.
Perfect Drainage an Important Factor In
Preserving Highways.

TO BUILD ROADS WITHOUT MONEY.
The Cost to Fall Equally Upon the Users,
the County and the State,

In an address delivered before the
Bouthern immigration and industrial
congress Roy Stone of the United
8tates department of agriculture urged
the importance of good roads as a neces
sity to prosperous farming. His remarks
apply with force to all sections * the
country. He said in part: The main
question is, How can a people having no
surplus capital build good roadsr^ ’or
an answer, we must go where they have
done it successfully and study the
methods adopted. We c^i certainly fol
low these methods; possibly we may
improve upon them. First, we must
study all the economics possible in con
struction; second, we must find out all
the parties to be benefited and see that
each bears his proper share of the cost,
whether or not he belongs to the imme
diate locality or even to the present
generation of men; third, we must look
into the local questions of road materials
and transportation, and into all the
latest improvements in road implements
and machinery.
But who is to do all this? And what
brings us to the first practical step in
general road improvement? Namely,
that every state should have a perma
nent commission composed of citizens of
the highest character to undertake this
investigation and recommend the neces
sary measure to the legislature, to watch
the workings of those measures when
adopted and to secure any possible im
provement in them.
Taking it for granted, however, that
the best wisdom of the state will shape
its legislation for road improvement,
and that science and skill, ingenuity and
business talent will all combine to pro
duce the best results at the least outlay,
we must come to actual figures of cost
and definite plans for financing before
the final answer to our question can be
given.
One serious hindrance to the extend
ed building of hard roads has been the
costliness of some of those built and
the general overestimate of the cost nec
essary. An expense of $5,000 per mile
is beyond the possible means of most
country districts, but our inquiries have
developed many cases "where good stone
roads are being built for one-fourth of
that sum. The stone roads of Canandaiga, N. Y., cost only $900 per mile'.
They are not wide roads, but are heav
ily stoned, and they are so good that
when I was there, in the midst of a
January thaw, the farmers living on
them were hauling two tons of hay on
a two horse wagon, while the neighbor
ing dirt roads w’ere practically impass
able.
Wide roads are not required in an or
dinary farming section. A single track
of stone, with an earth track alongside,
is in many respects better.
Without going into details I judge
that such a road can be built on the
average in the southern states, with
paid labor, for $4 per rod. Supposing
the road to be built with such labor and
financed upon the state aid plan adopt
ed in New Jersey, as modified in an act
lately passed by the assembly of New
York, the cost would fall equally upon
the benefit district, the county and the
state, the benefit district including the
habitual users of the road and estimated
to extend an average of one mile on
each side of it. The lands of the users
would be assesta d in proportion to their
benefits for one third of the cost, pay
able in 10 annual installments, with in
terest, beginning one year after the com
pletion of the road, tho county mean
while advancing the money, and having
authority to issue short bonds for this
purpose and long ones for its own share.
The cost would be $1 for each acre of
the benefit districts, and Ihe user’s onethird, spread over 10 years, would be
less than 4 cents per acre yearly, includ
ing interest. The county would recoup
itself largely by the saving in cost of
road repairs, and the state by the in
crease in Taxable values.
Reforms Move Slowly.

The use of broader wheel tires should
be enforced by law. It sometimes seems
is though the most urgent reforms move
slowest,—Haverhill (Mass.) Bulletin.

All experience joins with common
sense in repeating to us that the only
essential condition of a good road
(granting a practical grade) is drainage,
underdrainage and surface drainage,
writes Colonel D. W. McClung in Good
Roads. The surface material is of sec
ondary importance. If kept dry, our
common clay makes an ideal road.
Above every other consideration is the
roadbed itself. It should be under
drained so that the water cannot accu
mulate or remain underneath. Tlie in
equalities of the surface, depressions and
mud holes are usually caused by water
softening the roadbed. In the spring
the frost heaves and disintegrates tho
road, because the earth below has been
saturated with water. With thorough
underdrainage frost would not disturb
the road. There should be sufficient
crown to the road to carry the water at
once to tho ditches. The tiles for un-

A MODERN VENICE.

derdrainage may be laid below the bot
tom of the ditches, with intakes at prop
er distances and a. free discharge at tho
first natural water course. In this way
roads will bo thoroughly drained, and
the water will run off without washing
tho road sides.
With a properly constructed bed a
good and durable road is assured. Even
if no road metal is used, the road will
bo excellent during nine months of the
year and passable at all times.
But a road to be good at all times
must have ajtovcring of metal of some
kind. In this part of the work the same
object ought (o be kept in view—name
ly, to get rid of the water, to keep tho
road dry. Broken stone, gravel and
similar material are not necessary for a
wearing surface. The clay beneath will
sustain any load put on it if it can be.
kept dry. The only intelligent purpose
of using roarl metal is to put a roof over
the road. This requires a slope to dis
charge the water directly, and a close,
compact covering to prevent water from
sinking into 'he earth.
It is not at all necessary to use a
great thickness of road metal. Thou
sands of miles of the best country roads
lasting indefinitely have been made
with but three, four and five inches of
macadam. But the foundation was
properly constructed, smooth, compact
and well drained.
Indeed the road is the belter for a
lighter coating of road metal, because
it will then retain some of the elasticity
of the underlying clay, so desirable for
horses and vehicles.
If proper attention were given to the
drainage and construction of roadbed,
ranch less metal would be required, and
very little expense for repairs would be
required. < fur roads would be smooth,
durable and elastic. The work of each
year would remain until the country,
by yearly additions, would have abol
ished bad roads.
ROADWAYS OF CHINA.
Tlie Celestials Make No Attempt to Facili
tate I.and Conmiunicatl ii.

While there are no good roads in China
nowadays, tin re arc one or two interest
ing relics of what were, in and for their
day. most excellent roads. The first em
peror of tlie Mings, some time during
his reign of from 1368 to 1 399, made a
road from the bank of the Yangtze, op
posite Nankin, to his birthplace in Anhoui. The levels were carefully grad
ed and the road carried across river
valleys on well built arched viaducts. It
remains today simply a remarkable
specimen of early engineering. The
road from Peking to Tunclia, built
by .the emperors of the Yuan dynasty,
away back in the dim ages, “remains
as iKyatjt effort of inutility. ” rIt, was
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aveci witn great; diocks 'oi granite,
MASSACHUSETTS HIGHWAY8.
averaging 50 to 80 feet of surface each,
The State Will Improve Existing Roads
all closely jointed. Today it is worn
Rather Than Build New Ones.
into ruts a foot deep and is almost im
Tlie
object of the Massachusetts high
passable. With the exception of these
two roads, no attempt of any note has way commission is to improve existing
roads rather than to build new ones.
been made to facilitate land communi
cation throughout the empire. The stone It will not change tho locations of
Still there
bridges at Fukien and elsewhere, often roads if it can help it.
aro
some
cases
where
the
roads
through
instanced as remarkable, are notably only
as instances of the ability the Ohinc. o villages pass over veary heavy grades.
display in moving huge masses of stone In somo of these cases the grades can he
by manual labor. For practical pur reduced by keeping to tho present lines,
poses they ary of little use and “as but in others the only feasible Way to
feats of engineering are contemptible.” go about the improvements is to make
Students of the art of making good the lines pass around instead of over tho
roads do not appear to have much to -hills, allowing the villages to connect
with these new highways by means of
learn from China.—New York Sun.
short lateral roads. In Goshen, for ex
Tlie Unthinking Public.
ample, the new road would be 500 feet
On many questions of public improve shorter than tho old, and tho grade
ment there is a general indifference. would he 4ty feet instead of from 9 to
Men who do not think aud men who do 11 in 100.
The highway act provides that the
not care appear to he of the opinion that
such matters can have no personal in counties shall survey and grade the
terest for them. It is odd that they feel roads that are to become state high
so. It is odd that even the most frivolous ways, after which the commission will
do not perceive that the prosperity of a construct the surface and ketfp tho roads
community affects every member in it. in repair for the state. Several towns
p-ood roads mean increased wealth to havo expressed their willingness to take
this county. It means increased pleas this expense off the hands of the coun
ure. It means that the farmer with prod ty, being quite satisfied to pay for the
uce can reach the city in half the time grading, if the state will do the rest.
ho now spends and therefore at half the The cost of grading, in fact, is not
cost. It means better health for farmer great.
The highway commission believes
and for beast. It means, in short, that
treat thing, a conservation of energy.— that the people of tho state generally
favor a fixed appropriation every year
Omaha World-Herald.
for expenditure upon the contemplated
A Careful Observer.
state roads. In this way work would
Hungry Higgins—These here gravel be done where it is most needed, and
in the end there would be a continuous
toads is mighty tough on shoes.
Weary Watkins—Yes, that’s so, hut system of good roads in all parts of the
Where there is good roads the people has stato. Tlie amount that tho commission
tnoney, and where people has money wants is $500,000 a year, so that in 20
they ain’t so many dogs.—Indianapolis years it could build tho 2,000 miles of
road which it deems necessary at $5,000
Journal.
a mile.
New York’s Governor to tlie Farmers.
However, the commission is doing no
We have the best railroads in the hustling for money. It prefers to let
country. Why should we not boast of tho people press the matter with the
the best roads to market? I don’t know legislature rather than do it itself.
that I can give you much light on the
There seems to be little doubt that
matter. I have tried to do so in one or tho highway commission is a popular
two messages. I have granted hearings institution. Tho essence of its popular
on hills, and it seemed to me that there ity was explained by ono of tho com
were enough hills in the last legislature missioners thus: If tho towns were told
to make good roads throughout the to build tlieir roads in such and such a
Btate.
way and pay for them out of their own
Tho more I study tho subject the bet pockets, they would say: “Go to the
ter I am satisfied that wo are raising deuce. We will build our roads as we
enough money for' good roads now. see fit.” But being told, “Do such and
From statistics gathered from tho coun such, and the state will foot tho bills,”
ty clerks I h-arned that wo spend an they reply, “That’s a good scheme, and
nually 2,700,000 days’ work on the wo’re with you. ”—Boston Herald.
roads outside of tho villages and cities.
GOOD ROADS RELIGION.
Much of the labor appears to be sunk in
tho mud. Tlie more I figure on the mat The Problem of Easy Transportation Has
ter the stronger has become my conclu
Awakened Public Interest.
sion that the v,'ay to make good roads is
The first need of civilized man is e
to compel the man who is assessed his habitation. Tho second is a road. Man
poll tax to work it out honestly.
cannot obtain the necessities of life nor
When you are assessed, put in a good, indulge his gregarious instincts without
heavy day’s work, and let your highway roads. And recently this fact has be
commissioners and patlimasters work come so impressed upon a people who
together. Then you will have good roads have long suffered from poor roads, and
before you know it. Exercise your in who are forever meeting in ono "way or
genuity in the work, and year after year another the problem of rapid and easy
your roads will grow better. We have transportation, that good roads have be
laws enough on the statute hooks now, come a sort of religion, which every
aud there is no reason why this state body preaches, and of which every one
should not he first in the matter of good has a different view.
roads, as it is the first in other things.
But in America, when every one be
•—Governor Flower.
gins to talk about a thing, it means
that that thing is destined to emerge
Hopeful Signs of Road Activity.
from a theory into a fact. In short, we
The agitation of the subject of good are going to have good roads. The men
roads is Causing many communities to who ride wheels say so, and the farmers
take active steps in securing the benefits who market their produce say so, and
to he derived from their construction. economists say so, and engineers are
From the Atlantic to the Rocky moun agreed. The decision must now be made
tains this good work is receiving more as to the most economical expedient and
attention than at any former period in sensible way to construct them. Mean
the history of the country, and when the while public opinion will havo an op
public is thoroughly awakened to its portunity to grow, to formulate and to
importance an era of improvement will declare itself.
Ana public opinion nas no business
begin, which, from the rapid develop
ment that will follow, will be thorough to lie dormant on a subject which so
ly American in its character, as no na directly affects the welfare of every
tion undertakes such measures of im person in the eountiv. Good roads are
portance with the same enthusiastic de ono of the fundamental factors in the
prosperity of a community. If you can
termination. —Exchange.
get to a place over one road in half tho
time it took you to go over another
Road 1’bilOBopby.
Because there is mud in our streets, a road, it is evident which road you
Surplus of mud, is no reason why we would choose. You would save half
your time. And time is money. Your
i mould throw it at each other.
money making capacity would therefore
Times arc' hard with the farmer in be increased by two. And if your road
proportion as tlie roads are. soft.
cost but one-fourtli as much to build
Hard roads tend to make e asy money.
and oue-fourt h as much to maintain
The most precious stones are thoso your burden of taxation would be less
Suitable for good road buildine.
in proportion to the benefits received.—>
Omaha World-Herald,
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GRANDEST NERVE REMEDY KNOWN.
Only Medicine in the world having Bank Check with every Bottle.
In cased? failure you can cash the check anywhere.

WHO SHOULD USE VI-TAL-IZED NERVE
AND BLOOD TONIC?

Brain Workers,
Business Men,

Such as ministers, lawyers, students and
other professional men.

Teachers,
Clerks
Factory Girls

Who are annoyed by the cares and perplexi
ties of the schoolroom.

Such as merchants, manufacturers, con
tractors, and bankers who are harassed by
the conditions of trade or fluctuations of
securities.

Whose confinement is sapping away their
vitality.
Who are losing the bloom from their cheeks
by long hours of labor and monotonous
work.

Housewives

Whose household duties and family cares
draw heavily on the vitality of the nervous
system.

Mechanics

Whose severe manual labor draws heavily
on the muscular system.

THIS IS YOUR
GUARANTEE
A Negotiable Bank Check Like this Wrapped
Around Every Bottle.
This engraving is a fac-simile of the draft which is endorsed
with every bottle of Vi-tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic.
When issued with a bottle and properly certified, it can he
deposited In any bank and is good for one dollar in any part of
the world,
This is the only medicine on earth backed bv bankable paper,
and guaranteed to relieve and cure nervous diseases, d yspepsia,
indigestion, constipation, insomnia, and exhausted energy.
Why suffer, when we place in youi right hand a medicine
which we claim will cure you; in your left hand a draft for one
dollar, which is as good as gold, if relief is not given.
Why not try it ? for it cannot possibly do you harm, as it is
purely vegetable.

BLOOD DISEASES

DISEASES OF THE NERVES,

SUCH AS

SUCH AS

Nervous Diseases, Trembling, Blues, Despondency,
Exhausted Vitality, Hysteria, Nervous Debility.
Take from one half to one tablespoonful of Vi-tal-ized Nerve
and Blood Tonic before meals.and on retiring. As most nervous
diseases are attended with a torpid action of the liver and
bowels, it is absolutely necessary that a teaspoonful or more of
the Lax-ive be taken at night. Do not take any other laxative,
as this works in perfect harmony with the Tonic. Continue this
treatment until a cure is affected.
UflQnt Dalnifatinn

This can ,je relieved by taking one or two

Moult raipildllull teaspoonfuls of the Vit-tal-ized Nerve and

General Lassitude, Humors, Pimples, Ulcers, Sal
Rheum, Boils, etc.
Take one desertspoonful of Vi-tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic
three times a day with an occasional dose of Lax-ive.
Dhniimotipm and Take one half to one tablespoonful of Vi
Tlllolllllttllolll dull tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic three times

Neuralgia

81 day togetl,er wi1h 1he Tea pills-

STOMACH TROUBLES,
SUCH AS

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Heart-burn, Sour and Acid
Stomach.

Blood Tonic three times a day.

Sleeplessness
Asthma

Take Vi-tal-ized Nerve and Blood Tonic in desertspoouful
immediately after meals. If there is any constipation,
Is a nervous affection, which can be cured doses
take
a teaspoonful of Lax-ive every night, liat light food, and
by taking a table-spoonful of tne Vi-tal-ized be careful
not to overload the stomach. Avoid fat meats and
Nerve and Blood Tonic night and morning highly seasoned
food. Continue this treatment and a perman
ent
cure
will
be the result.
Is purely a nervous affection, which can be
Take two or three teaspoonfuls of Vi-talgreatly relieved by taking the Vi-tal-ized T occ of Rnnntito
Nerve and Blood Tonic before meals and on LUoo ul nppulilO ized and Nerve Tonic immediately before
meals.
retiring.

VI-TAL-IZED
$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$
'$$$$$$$$$
I$$$$$$$$$
1 $$
$s
I 55 vk $$
1 $$ r 5 J 55
$$
$$
$$$$$$$$?
$$£$$$$£$
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NERVE
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TONIC.
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d&edue bccewcdand g account Gjf
Scales Medical Company,)
Westbrook, Me.
)
.....................................................................

EVERY BOTTLE IS BACKED BY A DRAFT LIKE THE AB'~',C

AMERICA’S
GREATEST HORSEMEN
AND DRIVER’S USE
Vi-tal-ized Nerve Tonic constantly. It gives them a
clear head and makes them feel buoyant and con
fident, No matter how badly you feel at night,
it will make you feel like a new man in the
morning.
It completely dispels that Nervous an<l Trembling feeling peculiar to
Horsemen.
Sold by all druggists at $1 a pint, or 0 pints for $5.—We
will ship direct to you on receipt price. Express prepaid.

SCATES

MEDICAL COMPANY, WESTBROOK, ME.

Nature’s true cathar
tic, prepared from ripe
fruits. Easy to take, cer
tain to act, never gripes.
Peculiarly adapted to
ladies and children.
All druggists. 50c., $1.09. Infant size, 15c.

Scutes Med. Co., WestbrOok, Ale*
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TELEMAQUE
F. C. H. S. OF AM, NO. 515.

The Great French Coach

Road Stallion.

and

Foaled May 21, 1882, Imported 1885.
COLOR CHERRY BAY, STAR IN FOREHEAD, LEFT SIDE OF NOSTRIL MEASLY.

Bred by Alderic Duchenim, of Carquebut Department of La Manche, France.
Got by the Government Stallion Telemaque 10,756,
TELEMAQUE, By Noville, out of a daughter of Affidavit; he
JAVELOT, by Gladiator, out of Rliinoplastic, by Royal Oak, be by Catton,
out of Smolenski mare.

NOVILLE,

Dam Kapirat,

by Kapirat, out of a daughter of Lionceau.

by Javelot out of

Dahlia, by Caravan.

GLADIATOR, by Partisan, out of Pauline, by Moses,
PARTISAN, by Lucholl, he by Old Lucholl.

by Ipsilanty, out of Therence, by Turk.

IPSILANTY, by the Norfolk Phenomenon, out of a daughter of Sylvio, he by Trance, out of Hebe, by Rubens.
NORFOLK PHENOMENON, by old Phenomenon.
KAPIRAT, by Voltaire, out of a daughter of The Juggler, he by Wamba, out of Pan technetlieca by Master Henry; Voltaire by Imperieux, out of a daughter of Pilot,
he by Octavius (throughbred); Imperieux by Young Rattler, out of a daughter of Volontaire, he by Eclipse (thoroughbred); Young Rattler by Rattler, out of the
Snap Mare. Lionceau, by Sylvio, out of a daughter of Xerxes, he by Young Rattler, out of a daughter of Young Highflyer, he by Highflyer out of a daughter of
Young Docteur, he by Docteur, out of a daughter of Mignon, he by Glorieux (thoroughbred). Telemaque is one the best and most fashionably bred coach and road
stallions in this country; has fine knee action and perfect disposition; is very handsome; in fact a model horse. His get closely resemble him in looks and dispostion.
Season of 1894 commences April 25, and closes August 25.
Telemaque will serve a limited number of mares at White Oak Hill Farms, Poland, Maine.
TERMS $25 with usual return privileges. Mares from a distance cared for at reasonable rates. All accidents at owners’s risk. Persons desiring the service of
Telemaque should make early application to

ALEXANDER McGREGOR

Manager,............................... POLAND, MAINE.

Mention TURF, FARM AND HOME when Writing.

To Maine State Fair Exhibitors.

THE WILLOWS,
KYLTYLzriisra-'roisr

The Auburn Stove Foundry Company
will make their usual fine exhibition at
the Maine State Fair, to be held at Lew
iston, Sept. 4—7. They make this offer
to their friends.
They will give one of their best Royal
Falmouth Ranges to the person who
has in their possession a Royal Range
that has been used the longest and is in
the best state of presevation.
Here is a Royal chance to renew your
old range, for if you have had a FAL
MOUTH you want no other.

P"

We expect to get returns from ranges which have been used ever since we be
gan to manufacture them 15 years ago and to find them in good repair to-day.

AUBURN STOVE FOUNDRY COMPANY,
-A-TTBTTK.3ST,

IsZC-A-IKTE.

C\/CDV COAT tliat wears an iron shoe should
LVLnT lUvl also wear one of RIPLEY’S
EXTENSIBLE HOOF iEXPANDERS.
They
prevent and cure contraction, the cause of seveneighths of the diseases of the horse’s foot. Corns,
the most common one, it is a needless cruelty to al
low a moment when a cure is so easy. Do not wait
until your horse is dead lame, his feet pain him long
before he goes lame, he shifts and breaks and paces
and does a dozen other mean things when you speed
him, because the severe concussion hurts. Don’t
load him down with iron forward to increase and
elevate his stride, it is only putting off the evil day;
or blame the poor horse, he cannot go natural any
more than you can when you have a tight shoe pinch_____
«
. ,
. J,nSa c.?,nl °? V>Ur f2°h Get the «EXTENSIBEE”Same«foot after five
Contracted foot’ of that will make him fold up right by relieving the
.
sensitive lamina of the lateral pressure of the wall.months use of Ripleys
horse with sup-^he effect is magical. You can then bang him along
..
posed N'aviculara11 y°u niaY an(1 Y°u cannot hurt him. Endorsed by*'xtensiDle lloot JLX_
the best horsemen in the country, because it is thepailder. HORSE GOJouit Disease,
most effectual, humane and common sense method
of expansion that ingenuity can invent or sciencel NG PER FECTLY
DEAD LAME. advocate. Lasts a long time. Every pair warranted.
Easily adjusted. The great desideratum.
SOUND.

AN EXPANDER THAT FITS ANY FOOT.
Full directions in every box.

Send by mail on receipt of price, of $2.00.

Address

J. G. RIPLEY, 183 Medford Street RostoiijMass., Charlestown Dist
Horseshoers and Veterinary Surgeons wanted as agents. Liberal Terms. Discount to the trade.
Mention this paper.

.

JULIAN

HOTEL,

R. W. UNDERWOOD, Proprietor.
Cor Middle and Plum streets,
Portland,
zmzylijstk.

Tbe best arranged Hotel in the city,
next block to Post Office, U. S. Court
Room and Masonic Hall. Rooms lighted
by electricity and heated by steam. Ev
ery comfort that can be found at any
first-class hotel can be found at the St.
Julian.
Horse cars pass the doors for all sta
tions,steamboat landings and all points of
interest. Single lodgings, 50c., 75c., and
$1.00. Rooms $1.00 a day and upwards.
The only Dining Hall in the city on
tbe Underwood Plan.
Telephone Connection.

LAWN TENNIS,
FISHING,

ARCHERY,
RIFLEE RANGE.

TRAP SHOOTING,
BOATING.

EY O. GAY, Proprietor.

J. R. SHEDD 2.19 1-4.
Sire’s Family.

Dam’s Family.

Sire, RED WILKES, 2.40:
Dam, BELLE ERICSSON:
Sire of 88 in the 2.30 list, including 20 in the
By Ericsson, son of Mambrino Chief, 11;
2.20 list;
Sire of 12 producing sons, including the sire of Second Dam by VAN DAI., son of Imp.
Florida, 2.18%.
Glencoe;
Sire of 9 producing dams, including dam of
Evangeline, 2.11%;
Third Dam by PILOT, Jr., Sire of dams of
36 in the list, including Jay-Eye-See, 2.06%,
Red Wilkes, by George Wilkes.
Maud S., 2.08%, Electricity, 2.17%.
GEORGE WILKES, 2.22.
ERRICSSON,
2.30 1-2:
Sire of 78 in the list. Sire of 74 producing sons
including the sire of Martha Wilkes, 208, and
Sire of 6 in the 2.30 list. Sire of the dams of
Moquette, 2.10.
Moquette, 2.10, Bellman, 2.17%, and ten
Sire of the dams of 50 in the list including
others in the list. A son of Ericsson sired
Manager, 2.09%, and Delmarch, 2.11%.
the dam of Belle Vara, 2.08%.

J. R. SHEDD is the sire of of Woodshed four-year-old record, 2.13%. Shedd’s colts are noted
for speed and beauty. In his turf career he showed himself to be a race horse of the best quality. He
has a two-mile wagon record of 5.14, made at four years of age. His disposition is perfect, and a child
can go around him with safety. Shedd was foaled in 1882, is a beautiful bay in color, stands 15-2 and
is well built.

Service Fee, $100, with usual Return Privilege.

L. J. Sturtevant.

R. M. Sturtevant.

UNION MARKET. BOSTON

The
McFADDEN
for ONE DOLLAR.

UNION SQ., SOMERVILLE

PEDIGREE

BOOK

’is

sold

IQ

TURF, FARM AND HOME.

FOR

KILL all BUGS
FAST. 'Over one acre in one
hour. Easy to use. Only one
pound Paris Green to acre. No
plaster or water used.
400
vbushels potatoes to acre. How
to do it; BOOK FREE. Will
Spay you to write.

gThe Hotchkiss & Tuttle Co.,
Wallingford, Conn.

Frank H. Preston,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in

Harness

Of All

Kinds,

LIGHT CARRIAGE AND

Track Harness, Horse Boots,
--------- AND ---------

TRACK

SUPPLIES

MADE

SPECIALTIES.

DENNETT BUILDING,
MAIN STREET.

- SPRINGVALE, ME.

HORSEMEN.
When you go to South Paris, Maine, stop at
the FARIS HOUSE, nearly opposite the Depot.
You will find good accommodations, good
rooms, and a good table and the rates are low.
Bath rooms with hot or cold water and a tree
carriage to all parts of the village. Don’t for
get the place. PARIS HOUSE, South Pans,
Maine. “Opposite Depot.” L. W. JACKSON,
Proprietor.

W. E. MCLEAN,
LIVERY STABLE.

to

SALE.

YETERI LL-TABlIJVET.

OCEAN WILKES 17107.
BY

BOURBON

WILKES,

Sire of Coastman, 2.08%, Charleston, 2.12%, Abdallah Wilkes, 2.14, Forest
Wilkes, 2.15, and 39 others in 2.30 list.
„
z .
, o . C) on urnDam MISS WILKES, 2.29%, by Kaiser, 2.28%, sire of 3 in 2..>0 list.
Second dam Nonpareil, trial to wagon, 2.31%, and dam of live with records
or
Wilkes, out of Favorite, a great dam of producing
sires, ^^^^^nkes^ut of Fair Lady, dam of Kaiser 2.28%, L’Empereur
2,25 and Noblesse (4) 2.31 by Dictator 113.

Treats Domestic Animals Surgically as well
as Medically.

OFFICE SHANNON HOUSE,
Bath,

August 11
ARE A

TRUESiELIXlR

is an infallible remedy for all kinds of Worms in Children or Adults.
11 cures all Children’s Diseases and. for adults in cases of Constipation,
Biliousness;Loss"of Appetite, Jaundice, Dizziness, Headaches,Torpid
Liver, etc., it has no equal. It is, in fact, a general Family Medicine.
In use43 years. A greater favorite now than ever. Purely vef?®t*lble
and harmless: Price 35 cents, at all druggists, or of the Proprietors,

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., AUBURN, Me.

We make the Treatment of Tape-worms a specialty.

Write for Pamphlet.

2.42 CLASS 2.37 CLASS -

- $1OO

2.33 CLASS 2.28 CLASS -

- $1OO
- $100

Entries close August 1st
TRADE M/ iS.

—

Dr. CHAS. R. WOOD,

Headquarters for Turf Goods! Successor to THE LATE Dr. TOBT. WOOD
SPECIALIST
In Surgery, Dentistry, Foot and
Leg Lameness,
Twenty-five years’ experience in the treatment
of diseases of domestic animals. Refersdo all well
known horsemen in New England. Dr. Wood
makes a specialty of the castration of stallions and
redgelings. Also performs a special operation for
spavins, which cures 90 percent, of all cases.

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.
J. K. MARTIN, PROP.
PORTLAND
- - - ME.

ALSO PROPRIETOR OF

I Wood’s Famous Specific Remedy the Stable
Requisite for Colic and Distemper
in Horses.

THEY NEITHER* CUT OR BURN.

Boiler Handle,

WM C. LEAVITT, Manufacturer,
Norway, Me.

PARIS BOY 2 391-.4
Bav horse; 16 hands high, and weighs 1000 lbs.
Foaled in May, 1893, bred by Samual Patterson,
Paris, Ky.

Sire, Bourbon Wilkes

- $1OO

Open to Trotters and Pacers.

CENTRALLY LOCATED.

1 dam HULDA

th

L. P. HAWKINS, Portland, Me.

Revere House,

Improved

Maine.

TZHE
Races at Exeter!

Also Fleetfoot by Portland Pilot, sire of Winthrop Pilot 2,29%, out of 1 atchen Maid grandam of Stamboul 2.07%, a great speed producer for her age.
Well
bred colts and fillies on hand and for sale.

FALMOUTH HOTEL

Leavitt

-

The get of Ocean Wilkes are good

CANTON, MAINE.

The

-

Veterinary Editor American Horse Breeder,

Single and Double Teams at Reason
able Rates. Teams Furnished to Convey
Parties to all Surrounding Towns.
Stable Next

CHESTER KIRK, D. V. S.

2345

The great number of valuable horses that die
annually, suddenly, from that dreadful disease
i colic, and tlie almost helplessness of their owner!
to check the rapid progress of the disease has m
duced Dr. Wood to prepare a remedy, which f’nm
his extensive practice he lias found to he, in n< srly
i every case treated, infallible, and at the sam< time
which can be quickly and easily administered.
This cure does not deteriorate with age. lor a
long period it has been used extensively by leading
New England horsemen, and has been their maul
reliance on all occasions. Such prominent men as
George G. Hall, George AV. Bixby, James Golden,
James R. Wood, Waldo Pierce, F. 11. Foster, F . R.
The season has now arrived for the bell to ring to call the horses up Sargent, Thomas McLaughlin, J. H. Richardson,
Bob Stuart, James G. Tarr, I. E. Currier, John S
for tlie word, and we want the turfmen of the state to know that we are i Blanchard,
J. II. Taylor, are loud in its praise. Dr.
on deck with the only complete line of TURF GOODS to be found in Wood has made it Ills study with great success, to
so
condense
the active principles of this remedy
Maine. Others have a few kinds and sizes. We have them all.
that they are now consolidated into a very small
Call and see us and get prices and examine goods.
compass, enabling it to he administered easily and
act quickly, which is vital in checking the rapid
strides of the disease. By the prompt administra
tion of this remedy the disease will very seldom
take the form of enteritis (inflammation of the
bowels), which is so frequently the follower of
LEWISTON, MAINE.
colic. The lives of several valuable horses which
Gray Horse in Show Window.
have recently died might have been saved had tms
remedy been given them at the first appearance of
the trouble. Chronic scouring also yields to this
medicine. Chills, fever, and pneumonia, also gar
get in cows. Full directions accompany each bot
tle, containing four ounces. Price $1 per bottle.
Liberal discount to the trade. Sent by mail pos»
paid. Address
C. R. WOOD,
JAS. W. FITZGERALD, Patentee, Maysville, Ky.
Veterinary Surgeon,
P. O. Box 193.
300 Wilder St., Lowell, Mass.

CHARLES

SIGN—Big

W.

COVELL, 213 Main St.,

by hXFEBl
Son of Tom Hal, founder
of the great family of
pacers
2 dam Amanda by Waxik
Son Ed. Hawkins by Sor
Dam of Sectst, 2.20%
rel Tom, by Shawman’s
Tom Hal.
3 dam Fanny Shuff by Bob Henry
By Sir Henry, throughThe Lightest, Cleanest, Best Fitting and an
Dam Tucker 2.19.
bred
Absolute Cure and Preventive ol Self-Abuse.
4 dam Manda by Downing’s Gray Messenger
Bourbon Wilkes 2345 by George Wilkes (519)
24os" toVsi)0produced 8teii the 2.30 list; proPRICE $5.00.
b'y daighter’s’I.
—’
duced by ‘liters
daughters
by Alexander’s Abdadl dam Favorite
Weight Only 12 Oz.
i
lah (15)
, „ . ,
2.35/4
Sire of Goldsmith Maid
Dam of Favorite
Belmont
with
49
in
the
Having been for throe
Wilkes 2.24%-19 in
list, produced by daugh
2.30 list, from 2.09 to
years on the market, the i
ters 55; sire of Almont 37
2.30; sire of Emin
in the 2.30 list, produced
best proof of its excellence
ence 2.18%; Westby daughters 69; Bel
is its constantly increasing
wood, sire of Valen
mont
tlie
sire
of
Nut
|
tine, 2.17%.
sale.
wood 118 in the 2.30 list,
produced by daughters
56.
2 dam Lizzie Peebles by Wagner
It is made or
Dam of Jim Munroe
The celebrated 4 mile
sire of Munroe Cliief
race horse, througlibred.
best material,
2.18%; Joe Downing,
sire of Abe Downing
Fits Perfectly,
2.20% the sire of Pat
Downing 2.13%, etc.
An examination of bis pedigree will show
Is easily adjusted,
that be is rich in the best and most prepotent
blood. His sire Bourbon Wilkes, and tlie sue ot
Light on the Loins,
his dam, tlie great Hal Family,and
second
and third dams being
tion 1 He
backed up with thoroughbred foun J^n. He
Easily kept Clean.
ran confidently be relied upon as a great speeu
producer. PA RIS BOY is a model ol strength and
endurance He lias a clean smooth bead, promi
preventive and
ana cure.
cure. We guarantee entire
Cannot injure the horse. It is the only perfect preventive
nent eye?great courage, heavy <4,cst short we
satisfaction, or mon^y Vetended: We" also make HOfiSE BOOTS of the Highest Class. Send for
connected back, clean fiat legs, g<»‘3, ‘
tail, and beautiful carriage. W ill make tdiosc.t circulars and
1111 testimonials.
WJf'UIlR’HKHO.
son of 1894 at Williams 1 lace. Smith Ians,
Maine. Terms $25 to warrant a teal. yoGNG

THE KENTUCKY STALLION SHIELD

KEITH-SCHROEDER CO., Maysville, Ky.

G

DO YOU SUFFER FROM PILES?
IF SO

SO-”

when you can he quickly and permanently cur
edhy using the German PileCure. This remedy is
warranted to cure the most obstinate case in
any form without pain, and without the use ot
knife or caustics. Do not suffer longer hut try a
hottie and he cured. For sale by all druggists
or sent on receipt of price, small size -5 cts
large size 50 cts. Write for circulars and testimonials. Address,

GEO. H. JONES, Druggist,
Oxford, MaineProprietor and Manufacturer.

Cony House
AUGUSTA, MAINE.

CENTRALLY

LOCATED.

Electric Bells, Electric-Lights.

J. P. Randall, Proprietor.

20

TUEE, FARM AMD

I

WEED’S
INIMENT!
WEED’S
LINIMENT!
FOR MAN OR BEAST.

T

HOME.

KEATING!
THE NANCY HANKS AMONG BICYCLES.

DR. J. B. HUGHES,

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,
4961-2 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Where he can be consulted privately, and With
the utmost confidence by the afflicted at all hours
daily, from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Ladies or gentlemen requiring medical advice
or treatment, arising from any private cause,
would do well to banish all diffidence and make
an early application to Dr. Hughes.
The Doctor’s long and successful practice in this
city together with the marvellous cures are un
questionable guarantees of his skill and ability.

NO HOUSE OR STABLE SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT.
Bicycle Clubs, Base Ball Nines, Polo Clubs, Cricket
Clubs, Rowing Clubs, Sparrers, Wrestlers, Run
ners and Foot Ball Clubs, all should use it.

TO THE LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies
who need a medical advisor, to call at his rooms,
which they will find arranged for their especial
The lightest, fastest, most durable and easiest accommodations.
running Bicycle ever built. It takes all prizes
Dr. H’s Electric Renovating Medicines are un
whenever entering a race and outsells everything
Headache toothache, cuts, burns, bruises, sprains, chapped hands corns, bunions, lame back, sore in the shape of a Bicycle. Weight 20 and 27 lbs. rivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulat
ing
all Female Irregularities- Their action is
throat, contracted cords, etc., all yield to its magic power. As a
If you want the agency for such a Bicycle ap specific and certain of producing relief in a short
ply at once to
time.
LaDIES will find it invaluable in all cases of
after all other remedies have been
c ausland obstructions
tried in vain. It ispurely vegetable, containing
zfAS Congress Staree-fc,
nothing in the least injurious to the health, and
FOR TROTTING HORSES
be taken with perfect safety at all times.
It has no equal. 1 quart of the Liniment, one quart of Witch Hazel, and 3 quarts water, makes 5 PORTLAND,
- MAINE. may
Sent to any part of the country, with mail
quarts of the best wash in use. IT NEVER BLISTERS.
directions,
by addressing
fflUs^Agents for Maine.
DR. HUGHES,
For Curb, Sprained Ankles, Scratches, Sprains, Wind Galls, Sores,
496j£ Congress Street,
Ringbone, Thrush, etc., there is nothing like it.
Portland.
Nearly opposite Preble House.
Write for testimonials or information. PRICES, .25, .50 and $1 per Bottle; $5 per Gal.
Sent prepaid to any address on receipt of price. Liberal discount to agents and dealers.

RHEUMATISM,

NEURALGIA, STIFF

Leg jlmd Sody

JOINTS,

W

ash

H. W. M C

I.C. LIBBY,

Managed by TWEED LINIMENT CO., Chelsea, Mass.

BANKER AND BROKER,

Leading Turfmen when in Waterville
stop at
MASONIC BLOCK,
Local and Traveling Salesmen to handle our
WANTED

hardy CANADIAN-GROWN NURSERY STOCK.
We guarantee satisfaction to representatives and
customers. Largest growers of high-grade stock.
Over 700 acres under cultivation. No substitu
tion in orders. Exclusive territory and liberal
terms to whole or part time ageuts. Write us.
STONE "& WELLINGTON,
J. W. Bkai.l, Manager.
Montreal, Que.

THE CITY HOTEL,

W. M. SHAW PROPRIETOR.

ALWAYS CARRY IT WITH YOU

39 6m

WHEN TRAVELING AUGUST

MEETING

----- AT THE-----

For a change of diet often causes

AUGUSTA PARK ASSOCIATION

Cholera Morbus.

AUGUST 15, 16 AND 17.
PURSES,

When in Boston recently I liad a very
severe attack of Cholera Morbus, in the
night, which caused me terrible distress.
Fortunately, I had a Bottle of Brown’s
Instant Relief, as I never travel without
it. Friends prepared some for me, which
relieved the pain, and three doses so far
cured me that I came home on the morn
ing train.
E. M. THAYER.
South Paris, Oct., 1887.

—

—

$1700.

First Day—Wednesday, August 15.

2.20 Class, Trotting,.................Purse, $300
2.45 Class, Trotting,................
“
200
Second Day—Thursday, August 16.

2.27 Class, Trotting,............... Purse, $3.00
2.34 Class, Trotting and Pacing “
200
Third Day—Friday, August 17.

2.17 Class, Trotting and Pacing,
Purse,....................................................$300
2.24 Class, Trotting and Pacing,
CARRIAGE WANTED.
Purse,................................................... 300
I want a Second-hand Top Carriage, practi
3.00 Class, Trotting and Pacing,
cally as good as new. Ptice must be low.
“ P.” Turf, Fabji and Home,
Purse,................. '................................. 100
Waterville, Me

National Trotting: Association Rules.
AU open events, to be mile heats, best 3 in 5 to
harness.
Right reserved to change order of any day’s
programme.
Five to enter four to start, in all races.
Entries Close Tuesday, July 31, 1894.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary

IONEY TO LOAN fcsss»,»:sa
>r«, at <5 pur cent, interest. No payments of any kind
aired until application for a loan has been granted.
CURIT Y REQUIRED. Realestate,houses, stores, stocks,
jewelry, household goods, furniture, merchandise,
set, cattle, live stock,farming implements,and machinery
.11 kinds, or any otherproperty, real orpersonal, of value;
t note, endorsed by person worth amount of money bor
ed, will ba accepted as securitr. Don't hesitate to write
i ask for a Loan. Address, MUTUAL SAVINGS AND
AjLCO-M Tenth and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

—This is the most complete book for
the record of stallion service evei' placed
before the breeders. It is a complete
record of services, with blank spaces for
the pedigree of mares, also for the stallion in use, name of the breeder, date of
foaling, color and description of foalwith an index attached to each book.
Each book contains 100 pages, is substan,
tially bound, and is sent postpaid to any
address for $2, or will be sent free to
any one sending four subscribers to the
Turf, at $1 each. The book can also be
used for any kind of pedigreed stock.

CARRIAGE REPOSITORY.

R. E. ATWOOD, Treasurer,
Waterville Trust and. Safe Deposit Co.

HEADQUARTERS FOR HORSEMEN.

Stallion Service Record.

BRADLEY & SMALL,

WATERYILLE, ME.

New, Neat, Commodious Reading and
State of Maine Industrial and Munici
Wholesale and retail dealers in Car
Billiard rooms.
pal stocks and bonds a specialty.
riages, Sleighs, Harnesses, Robes, Blan
E. G. HAMILTON, Proprietor,
Six per cent, gold bearing bonds, now kets, Whips and all other outfits for car
WATERYILLE, ME. for sale if applied for soon.
riage, horse and stable use.
Corresponence in regard to all classes
Agents for
of loans and security will have prompt
attention.
Address,
ANDREWS HOUSE,

SOUTH PARIS MAINE.

I

-

Every Driver His Own Tinier
vv oqu s insulator Attachment for secui
fastening watch on rein or rein holder, so as
time your horse when in a race or outexercisi
Every driver of colts or trotters should have c
so as to tell what speed you have.
Please to state when ordering if your wa
starts by pressing on the stem or the side mt
ment on side.
I Sent by mail and registered on recipe of pr
$1.00. Or with a horse timer, solid coin nic
open face watch, stem wind, has start, stop :
*1 fly back movement all working from the st<
Registers minutes, seconds and quarter secor
and is the standard Horse Timer. Jerome P
movement. Sent complet on receipt of $7
latent applied for. Address all orders to
E. E. Wood, Holliston, Mass.

Hoover s Stallion Service Record.

The most complete book for record
ing stallion service ever placed before
breeders. Not a pocket edition.
No
more disputing sires. No more mixing
of dams where this book is used. There
is space for entering 100' mares, giving
their full breeding, description, dates of
service, dates of foaling, with a page for
tabulating pedigree of stallion in use,
etc., etc., with index complete, size
10x7|£. Each book is handsomely and
substantially bound. Can be used for
any kind of pedigreed stock.
Price
$2.00.
FREE to any one sending four subscribers
to the Turf, Farm and Home.

D.C.COOLEDGE,
Livery and Feed Stable
Single and double teams at reasonable rates
Parties conveyed to surrounding towns. Com
mercial Travelers will find this a good place t<
Greceive first-class teams at low rates. Onlyl i
few steps from the depot at North Jay, Me
Give me a call. D. C. COOLEDGE, Prop.

Interesting

to

Men

Having been restored to P<
feet Health and Sound Manhoc
I will inform those who Suffer
I did from the effects ol youth!
folly and Ignorance, of the mea
by which I was saved. X answer
advertisements of cures f<
Weakness, Losses, \fnrly Decs
etc., at considerable expense b
all were unsatisfactory. Foiii
my cure here at home and ai
person may know It FREE (
C H A R O E by addressing wl
Stamp,
Wm. Millkk,
Box 44, Monoton, N. B

Horses at Auction
I wish to call the attention of horsemen to the
fact that I am the first man to open a stable
for tbe weekly sale of Horses at auction in
tbe State of Maine, and have conducted it suc3uccessfully for two years without interruption.
I

HANDLE ALL CLASSES,

J. R. HILL HARNESS CO’S
CELEBRATED CONCORD HARNESS
Sulkies, Harness, Bits, Blankets, Ban
dages, Boots, Weights and all other re
quisites for track use

A SPECIALTY.
Second Hand Carriages at Low Prices.

33 & 35 PREBLE STREET,
P. R. BRADLEY,
GEO. A. SMALL.

Workers, Gentlemen’s Drivers & Trotters.

(T

I guarantee every horse sold to be just as rep
resented ; if not, return him and get your money,
If you .have a horse for sale, write me a de
scription of him, or call and see me.

Auction Sales Every Saturday,
AT 10.30 A. M., AT

Windsor House Stables,
BANGOR, MAINE.
C. W. MORSE, Proprietor and Auctioneer

A J. CARLL & CO.
SALE, BOARDING AND BAITING STABLE.
Eastern

and

Western Horses con
For Sale or Ex

stantly on hand
change.

isro. Y YAT JYT'ISTT street
Front ol Boston & Maine Depot, Saco, Me

F. L. STEVENS, V. S.
VETERIN

jARIjANT

Two years practice in the hospital of the N. Y
college of veterinary Surgeons.]
All domesticated animals skillfully treate<
and charges reasonable.
The ecrasseur used in castration with thi
most happy results.
Special attention to diseases of the teeth am
eye.
Communication by mail or wire will receiv
prompt attention.

NOTICE!

Office 70 Main St.,
Farmington, Maine

S. J. MURRAY, being un
able

to

secure horses

The Broadway :: : •
• : :: Central Hotel

for his weekly Sale, for

New York, under the new managem
of Mr. Haynes, has achieved a p
nomenal success. Its central and c
venient location, its excellent table a
reasonable charges are great attractio
while the hotel itself, with its great p
lors and grand staircases, large, a
rooms and great halls is always cool a
inviting. The cable cars to and from
points are undoubtedly a great c
venience to visitors. Mr. Ilaynes pri
an elegant map of New’ York, which
given gratis to visitors. Writefor it.

sell privately every Fri

an indefinite period, will
day at 10.30,

Horses,
Carriages,
Harnesses,
Buggies, etc.

OUR BOOK BULLETIN.
The New England Live-Stock Insurance Co.
INSURES HORSES AGAINST DEATH BY

Disease
Seventy-two death claims
paid from May 15 to June 30,

or

Accident.

■ $10,000
$125,000

Insurance written during the
same period at the rate of

—

JL

Million

sl

Year I

Ntarly all horse owners insure their animals against loss by fire, but there is 23 times greater
risk from colic alone than from fire, and 50 times greater risk from all other causes combined.
The cost of insuring them in this Company is. proportionately, the cheapest ot all insurances.
Two and one-h.lf cents a day will insure a horse for $100 and furnish veterinary service as well.
This Company was chartered in Massachusetts Apr.l 12, 1888, and authorized to do bnslness in
the State of Maine by special act of the Legislature of that State early in 1891.
Veterinaiians and horsemen are invited to send us their addresses.
AGENTS WANTED in all parts of Maine.
For particulars and full Circulars of instruction address the Home OHic‘>:—

A Chance For Our Subscribers to Ob
tain Valuable Books Cheap.
A PARTIAL LIST OF OUR LIBRARY.
■■

. ,

' - ' ■

’

All Books Sent Post Paid on Receipt of
Price Named.

120 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Hon. J. A. HARWOOD, President.
Hon. JOHN HASKELL BUTLER, Treasurer.
LEONARD TILLINGHAST, Sec. and Gen. Manager

Used by the Boston Fire and Police Departments.
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Used by the Boston Fire and Police Departments.
FOR SALE BY ALL RETAIL HARNESS DEALERS,
WHOLESALE AGENTS IN MAINE:

The JAMES BAILEY CO., Portland.
WOOD & WALKER, Auburn.

Asbury’s Horse and Stock Regulator and
Inflammation Killer.

EXCELSIOR LUMBER LOG BOOK AND RAPID RECKONER.

Scantling and Plank Meas
ure, Cubic Contents o. Square and Round Timber, Cubic Contents of Round Timber when Squared,
Logs Reduced to Inch B <ard Mea-ure, Standard Contents of Logs, Wood Measure in Load and Pile,
Cost of Wood, Cost of Lumber, Weight of Grains per Bushel, Contents of Graneries, Bins etc., Ca
pacity of Cisterns, Weight of Seasoned Lumber per 1,000 feet, Weight of Solids per Cub'c loot,
Liquors per gallon. Wood per Cord, Length of Na Is and Number in a pound, and other Valuable
Tables, besides Miscellaneous and useful Information, e'c., containing 200 pages. Boards, (loth
Back. Price with I URF, FARM & HOME One Year................................................................ #I.<W
nivniTT io on x furTC A T OUE’DUFDP, New edition. Extra I ine Binding. A complete Ir<a
KAnUALL 0 f KALllvnL unLFnbfijJ tiseon the Breeding, Management and Diseases of
Sheep. By Henry S. Randall, LL.D., author of “Slice p Husbandry in the South,” “Fine Wool Sheep
Husbandry,” etc., etc. Very fully illustrated. Extra cloth binding, 8vo. Price with 1 TKF,
FARM & HOME One Y» ar............................................................................................... •*........................tffU.OO

TriiTTO) nninmi/HT
nniirmnv DIW
LbWIS
PRAC riCrlL POULTRY
BOOK.

A work 0,1 the Breeds, Breeding, Rearing and
General Management .of Poultry, with full instruc"
tious for Cnponiz ng. Over 100 engravings, 8vo. Extra cloth binding.
FAK.M X HOME One Year.......... .............................................................................................. •«..........
ttatit mn IIHMfP
NYU TDAD Containing full instructions for hunting the buffalo, moose,
1 AlW 1KAP. elk, deer antelope, bear, fox, grouse, quail, geese, ducks,
woodchucks, snipe, etc., etc. Tells you all about steel traps; How to make home-made traps, and
how to trap the bear, wolf, wolverine, fox, lynx, badger, otter, beaver, fisher, martin, mink, etc.Birds of prev; Poisoning carnivorous animals; with full directions for preparing pelts firtnat et.
etc. B .1. II. Batty. Illustrated, Clo. Price with TUltF, FARM & HOME One Year.. .#1.7a

1’rice with Tl KIs

HOW TO HUN

WILLARD’S PRACTICAL BUTTER BOOK

tories and Farm Dairies, including the Selec
tion Feeding and Management of Stock for Butter Dairying, with plans for Dairy Rooms and
Creameries, Dairy Fixture®, Utensils, etc. 50 Illustrations. Price with TUK1, ’’
mur

nniTCUiTTlPO

MN win NT

lHb

Lrunbllll i li 0

IilArlUAlj cal guide to all branches of the trade. This book is designed

A complete work for the American gunsmith, being a practi-

to furnish such information as shall be of the most use in tlie actual every-day work of the shop,
and for such demands or emergencies as are liable to challenge the knowledge or skill of the work
man. A handsome volume of nearly 400 large pages, with numerous engravings, diagrams and
plates. Cloth. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year............................
............!#2.OO
________
T'MTr.TT uunnirnnu New edition. Over 200 illustrations. A
complete Treatise on Dairy Farms and
Farming; Dairy Stock and Stock Feeding; Milk, Its Management and Manufacture into Butter
and Cheese; History and Mode of Organization of Butter an I Cheese Factories; Dairy utensils, ete.
550 pages, large octavo, cloth. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year.....................#2.50

WILLARDS PRACTICAL DAIRY HUSBANDRY,
mriT NADPO

FMATTPU

A practical Treatise, showing how a very small farm may be made to

1 EM ALKbd hrlUUlin, support a very large fam.ly, with full and minute instructions as to

the best mode of Cultivating tlie Smaller Emits, sueli as Strawberries, Raspberries, Blackberries,
It is the most wonderful remedy for what etc. Also, what capital is needed. Cloth. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year #1.50
it. will do and cure that ever has been produced.
iiriiTiTiT An mun ninnow
Farm and Barnyard.—Embrac ng the CultivaInflammation of any kind cannot exist when
of Vegetables, Fruit, Flowers, all Field
applied. Warranted to cure IIorse-Ail, Pink
Eye. Worms. Ep'zoot;c. Stoppage or colic. Crops Detials of Fare. Work, and Rearing Domest ic Animals. New and Revised edition. One
Sprains, ITcer®, Old Sore®, Saddle Boils, volume. Colli. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year............................................. #1.75
Scratches, Fresh Cuts, Burns, and Fevers.
.
,,
.
Buildings. Designs and Plans of Hot Beds
com pus,
Houses, Hot and Uo'd Graper es, Green Houses. Conservatories, Orchard Houses, etc., with the
var ous’modes of Vent bating and Heating. Cloth. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One
Year..............................................................................................................................................................................*15°
F. A. PLAISTED & SON, Sole Agents,
j n
tt
188 lb s;gns and Plans "f low-price! Cottages
Office 13 Oornliill,
Boston, Mass.
Farm House® and Out-Buildings. 12tno, fully
Gforge C. Goodwin & Co ,
illustrated, (’loth. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year........................................ #1.50
Wholesale Dnvgists,
General Agents.
_
,
n
A 4 R 'I P g
and Fences.--Designs and Plans of Stables, Farm Barns,
30 and 38 Hanover St., Boston.
vUt-bUIlCHUgS Out-Buildings, Gates, Gateways, Fences, Stable Fittings
Asm ry Remedy Co :
Bangor, Me., Sept. 2. 1893.
and Furniture, fully descr.'bed with nearly 209 illustrations. Royat quarto, extra cloth binding.
Gents —My horse trotted in a race here fair week and had won one heat when he cut himself Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year................................................................................ #3.00
scoring, so bad that the race was postponed until next (lav. and one package of your Remedy took
lT .
, n
,
and Joine r. A complete work, covering tlie whole science
the soreness and lameness out <>f him, so lie went on the track next day and won the other t"\\o
,,f Carpentry, Roofing, Joinery, Framing, etc. Fully ex
heats and race in 2.21, and I sincerely recommend vonr Ilemedv to all horse men.
T. B. MoALOON, Owner of Horse Charlie Danforth.
plained rnd illustrate ! bv large Scale Diagrams, in two colors. Royal quarto, extra cloth bindiiig.
Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year...................................................................................#3.50
TURF PUBLISHING CO., Waterville, Me., General Agents for .Maine.
n , ,
it
Or ginal plans and des’gns, and full directions for Designing, Building, Heating, Furnish ng, and Form of Contract and specifications.
j|_
Clo h. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year..................................................................#1.75
.
« ,,
,T
Howto build Dwelling®, Barns. Stables and < mt-buildMachines for THRESHING* CLEANING
JuCfjUeS
ngS of all kinds. L'O Deigns and Pans. vcr.' full and
Grain, and SAWINGI W«O»with Circular
kapb and si cs;.
f<*77
__ L_.
and Cross-Cut Drag feaws*
eompb t> . Clo li. Price with TURF, FARM & HOME One Year...........................................#1.75
Uii.-< i upulous persons are ceuii- VtFILf
Highest award
terliiliug %. ilcox. Compoi.ixi
T„
,
ti
n i
t
i a .
(.
Hoises. 70 I)-signs and Plans, and numerous exTnn*v Vills, ihe genuine are put op In
metal boxes with registered trade mark of
bounv-y amples-dt e Fr men Roof, with a complete set of
Shield, acceptno worthless nostrum. Insistou
Si e-ificatlons, II uis on Budd net, and Ksiay* oi ilea'iog and Vt n'Fation. lJnio. fully illus ratetL
thegenuine,atall Druggists. Send 4 cents for
( 1 util. Price with TUBE, FARM & II ME One Year.....................................................................
Woman’s Safe Guard and receive them
by mail. Wilcox Specific Co. l'Uila.Pn.
(
2
150 De®igns and Plans, with descriptions i f ihe manner of
constructing Balloon Frames. Extia cloth binding, illus-.
Acknowledged'-----------tinted. Price with 4 I ItF. F 'RM AN I * ll'-.MK One leur................................................................. #1.7,»
as the IIESST, considering Easy Draft, Dura
bility, Quantity and Quality of work. 50-page
m
T'rs new work conta ns ou y sin li original and selected recitat ons as
"“"TSKV*”- A.W.ORAY’S SONS,
have been approved, and in m ny c-i-es tested and received the sanc
Patentees and Soue Manufacturers,
tion of the most prominent elocutionists in til s country and Europe. The selections are the
P. O. Box 86.
MIDDLETOWN SPRINGS, Vfc
work of writers wlvse repu at ons are world-wide. Apart from the original pieces in the work
VETER IM -AIRI AN.
there are many raie and curious selections which cannot be found in any other pnblicaVou. A
Treats domestic animals surgically as
perusal of its contents w ill prove that (lie compiler lias taken great pains to winnow the wheat from,
A orcaahobby? k the chair and insert compositions which will give public or amateur readers peculiar oppor
I
sell
newspaper
clippings
of
all
kinds,
upon
well as medically.
all subjects, and for all purposes. Send stamp tunities for the exhibiting of their talents and also afford a fund of amusing and interesting read
for circular. 25 articles regarding horses, $1; ing for leisure hours. Tlie pn] u ar re< i’ations: “Lasca,” “The Chariot Race” from Ben Hur,
25 humorous sketches, $1; 25 love stories or “A Ti xi mi Iti'JiAN e,” The Face Urcx j ite Floor,” 1\issing Cep’s Bace,” and many other
OFFICE, ELM HOUSE STABLE,
stories of adventure, $1; 1,000 humorous para- New and famous pieces aie incorporated in this elegant work. Extra cloth; top gilt.
raphs, $1. Address Q. II. Richmond, L, Box 5, TURF, FARM
HOME One Year.......................... ................................................................................ ,,.-$1.50

JACQUES MANUAL OF THE GARDEN, tjon
Woodward s Graperies and Horticultural

propagating Houses, Forcing

The Asbury Remedy Co.,

WOOdWardS Cottages and 18.1111 Houses,

Hamey S Barns,

Monckton S National Carpenter

HORSE POWERS

Wneeler S Rural home,

Manual Oi tfle House.

World’s
Fair,

CHICAGO.

Woodward S Suoiiroan aid

Woodward’s Country honies.

The lUXedO Reciter,

H. S. USHER, D. V. S.

HAVE YOU

Auburn,

-

’

Maine

S orthiield, Vt

Price $vith

TURF, FARM AND HOME.
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RIGBY
PARK
SMALLER IN SIZE.

IMPROVED IN MAKE
TURF,

FARM & HOME
Price $2.00

WATCH.

This watch is made on the
lever principal, the movements
being the same as that in other
American watches so popular
at present. The watch com
bines in a small
movemenet
all the advantages of a firstclass chronometor. It has the
best movements, with spring
in a barrel, steel pinion, clean,
full train, and is an A1 time
keeper.
It is guaranteed for
one year.
The pictures

EASTERN CIRCUIT MEETING.
REGULATION
MILE TRACK.
FAST AND SAFE.
GOOD STABLES.

I iv ZPvtrses

ENTRANCE 5 per ct.
5 per c. Additional
from Winners.
I FAIR TREATMENT.

herewith print

ed are three-fourths the actual
size of the watch.
It is just
about the size of an ordinary pocket time-piece.
A
nice nickle chain, with a neat charm, goes with each
watch.
This watch is just what thousands
of boys all over the country have
been aching to possess.
It is just
such a watch as a working-man has
been wishingto take to the factory,
to the shop, to the mill, or to any
place where a valuable time-piece
is liable to suffer from wear or ex
posure.
It is just such a watch as

Horses shipped direct to and from Rigby Park, l>. & M. It. II.
Passenger stat ion .300 feet from Grand Stand, II. & M. II. Il

the farmer has been needing to take
to the fields. It is handy to hangby
the bedside, to have in the kitchen
or elsewhere when an inexpensive
time-keeper is needed.
It is sent to
TURF, FARM &
HOME
subscribers

JULY 24 TO 27, 1894.
for the price
THE

EvTAAUNTE MILE TEA.CK A.SSOCIA-TIOH
t
*
Announce the following Purses, to close Monday, July 16, to he contested

named.

PRICE

£°nruse>

ONLY $2.00.

over the celebrated Rigby Park Track, July 24th, 25th, 26th & 27th.

JUuirf, Farm & Home,
WATERVIUUE,

SEASOKT

OF

ZMZYKIJXTZEU

1894.

16718-5^^1^10 JS36718

Sired by Warden, record 2.29'7, brother to Viking 2.19’4, and Waterloo 2.1914, son of Belmont
and Waterwitch.
Dam by Almont Eclipse 7795, son of Almont 33; second dam Deceiptful 2.34 ‘7, by son of Old
Drew.
WAR1CK is a laage, handsome colt, with substance and finish; stands 16 hands high; bay,
no white. Foaled April, 1891. His gait is pure, easy and rapid, and gives every indication of
being fast.
He will serve a limited number of approved mares at the low fee of Si 5 to insure.
Will stand at the stable of

Dr. J. C. CALDWELL, BUCKFiELD, ME.
Write for circulars giving full description and tabulated pedigree.

THE

BEST

TIME

For the Last Five Years to Breed Horses.
' ’

WHY ?

Because comparatively few has been bred for two or three seasons.
Because hundreds of culls have been disposed of and their breeders have
learned a lesson.
Because good ones are selling now, in a time of business depression at fair prices.
Because you can get the service of tested sires at a low price.
JUST

TOOK I

MESSENGER WILKES, 2.23,
.
.
.
. ' .
.
$50.00
(Sire of live in tlie list.)
WARRENER, (brother to Sunol 2.08*4)
....
$50.0C
(Sire of two yearlings that have gone miles in 2.40.)
ROCKEFELLER, 2.29’.< (Limited)........................................ $50.00
(Sire of Granieta (4) Leola (3) 2.31)4.)

At Maple Grove Farm, B. F, & F. H. BRIGGS, Auburn, Maine.

TUESDAY, JULY 24.
2.24
2.10
2.30
2.30

Class—Trotting................Purse
Class—Pacing........................
“
Class—Trotting.....................
“
Class—Pacing........................
“

$000
000
000
000

THURSDAY JULY 26.
Free for All, Pacing......
2.19 Class—Pacing.............
2.27 Class—Trotting...........
2.24 Class—Pacing.............

It
tt
tt

GOO
GOO
GOO

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25.
FRIDAY, JULY 27.
2.13 Class—Pacing....................... Purse $(500 2.15 Class—Trotting........... • • l’urse $1500'
tt
2.19 Class—Trotting.....................
“ 000 2.27 Class—Pacing.............
GOO
tt
GOO
2.40 Class—Trotting.....................
“ (500 I 2.21 Class—Trotting...........

OCPNTJDITIOJSrSEive per cent, to enter and start; live per cent, additional from winners.
National Trotting Association Rules to govern.
Division of money 50, 25, 15, 10 per cent. Five to enter and four to start to
fill. All class races to be mile heats, three in live to harness.
Horses distancing the lield, or any part thereof, entitled to first money only.
The Association reserves the right to change the order of this Programme as
may be necessary, and to declare any or all races off on account of bad weather or
any other unavoidable cause, by refunding entrance money.
All horses in above purses, intending to start, must he declared to start with
the Secretary by (5 o’clock 1’. M., of the day pieceeding the race; if not "‘declared
in’ by the date and hour above indicated, they will he struck out and ineligible to
start in the race.
Horses will be called at 1.30 and started at 2 o’clock sharp.

Remember Entries Close July 16th, 1894, at 11 o’clock P. M.
All entries addressed to the Secretary, and must be accompanied with 5 per cent,
of purse.
GEORGE BURNHAM, JR., President.
H. F. FARNHAM, Treasurer.
_ -

.

p.<>.

xx , riI I I "T"

EASTERN CIRCUIT,

J. F. BARRETT, Secretary,
110x827.
Portland, Maine.
MYSTIC PARK, July IO, II, 12, 13. DI.D
juiy 17, i«, is, 20. kigby

orchard,

PARK, July 24, 25, 20, 27. FRANKLIN PARK, July 31. August 1,2,3,
near each other. Only two shipments for four nieetings,

♦

Four tracks

>

TURF, FARM
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AND HOME,

BUTTERCUP,

JAYBIRD,
A PRODUCER OF

Bace Record of 2.28

32 IN THE 2.30 LIST,

AT LEXINGTON, KY

-------- INCULDING--------

BRED BY

ALLERTON, 2.09%
JAY llAWKES, 2.14%

A. J. ALEXANDER,

EARLY BIRD, 2.15%
ETC.
GEORGE WILKES,
79 performers,
among which are Alcy
one, Red Wilkes, etc.
Grandsire of over 1000
Including M a r t h a
Wilkes, 2.08 Magrurette,
2.10 Ralph Wilkes, 2.13
etc.
sire of

OF

WOODBUHKFARM, KY.

LADY FRANK,
By
Mambrino
2.28%.

BELMONT,

Star,

TOPSEY,

sire of 50 performers, by St. Elmo 2.30.
among which are Nut
wood, Viking,etc.
In the great brood
Grandsire of 400 per mare list, dam of Ecru
formers, including Ari 2.27%, etc.
on 2.10
Manager 2,09%
and Bell Vara 2.08%.

In (he Great Brood
Mare List dam of Early
Dawn, 2.21 '4, etc.

JAY

12495

12495

This riclily-bred grandson of GEO. WILKES by one of his greatest producing
At the beginning of this season (1894), sixteen horses had attained trottingrec
sons, JAY BIRD, was born in March, 1887; is a rich mahogany bay, with left hind ords better than 2.10. JAYBEL is closely related by registered pedigree to each
coronet white. lie stands 1(5 hands high and weighs 1100 pounds.
one of the sixteen horses comprising this list. «
JAYBEL will make the season of 1894 at Farmington, Maine.

For terms, etc., address

C. A. PARTRIDCE, V. S., Farmincton, Maine.

STANDARD BRED WILKES STALLION,
SENNETT 19630.

PRESERVE & RESTORE YOUR HORSES’ FEET
BY USING

Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid.

Bay colt, foaled 1891, 15% hands, 1050 lbs. Bred by Wilkes Lodge, Lexington, Ky., by Z. E
Simmons. Sired by Sentinel Wilkes 2499.
1st dam, Lady Dunton, by George Wilkes 510, 2.22.
2nd dam, Josie, 2.30%, by Night Hawk 514, 2.36.
3rd dam, by Vermont Hero 141, 2.35. ,

SENTINEL WILKES,

If Your
Horse Is
Worth Keeping,
He Is Worth
Keeping
Well.

2499,

You Can

was by George Wilkes, 519, whose sons have sired the cream of all the trotters in the country.
--------ALSO---------

not Keep

BENJAMIN F.

Him Wei
Without

TRIAL, 2,25, TO HIGH WHEEL SULKY.

Proper

Trotting bred Pacer, golden chestnut, no white, 15% high, 1100 lbs. Foaled in 1883, sound, the
best of style, got by Gen. Withers, he by Almont, dam Heloise record 2.38, trial 2.27, she by Geu.
Sherman,'he by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, the Procter Horse, her dam by Cloudman, he by Hiram Drew.

Remedies.

Both will stand at $25 to Warrant a foal at 1G1 State Street, BANGOR, ME-

B.

ADAMS.

The best known Remedies for the
Animal Kingdom are those pre
pared and sold by the

ARLINGTON.
Dam by REDWOOD,
Son of Belmont.

I
I

Son of ALLECTUS,
By Alcantara.

SERVICE FEE $25.00.
Usual return

Cash or approved note at time of service.

privileges.

ARLINGTON STABLE,
177 PINE STREET,.................................................. BANGOR, MAINE.
Address A. P. CHICK, BANGOR, MAINE.

Abdallah 15.

Mambrino Chief

holesale
I r

r

/Harness Leather,^
G>4opse Clothing
and 5'Ie

a.

lx’*

“g.
Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid,
For growing and softening the hoof. Saves
soaking and packing; keeps the feet in better
condition with less time and labor than any
other method. It is at the head of all horse
foot remedies for contracted or sore feet. Sure
cure for Thrush, Foot Rot, Quarter Cracks,
Scratches, etc.

M.” FOGG
REMEDY CO.,
Bangor, Me.

l%TIiY THEM.

,

TO HORSE OWNERS AND DRIVERS.
Horses shod to correct all defects in gait, etc.
Lame horses a specialty. All diseases of the
feet treated. Will go to any part of the state.
No Cuke, No Pay.
To the Mecca Liniment Co.,
Malden, Mass.
1 Give Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid a Trial.
Gentlemen:—One week ago today a pair of
young horses broke away from me while unhitch
H trial of this liquid will convince any fair- ing them, and run into a barbed wire fence, and
minded person that it is the one thing above all taking post and all, cut them terribly. The next
others best qualified to take the place of nature, morning one of them could hardly get out of the
for the following reasons: It makes the foot stall. I put Mecca Liniment right on and have
soft but tough; it draws out all the fever and used it freely ever since. The wounds are practi
soreness; it promotes a rapid growth and gives cally healed already, so that today I drove both
it that dark, healthy appearance seen only in horses as usual. For man and beast Mecca Lin
sound, healthy feet. In a short time after it is iment is the best in the world. Please send me
applied you can drive your horse through dust a dozen bottles by express right off.
and it will not stick to the hoof, proving beyond
.
Yours truly,
a doubt that the Liquid has penetrated into the
(Signed) AUSTIN BECKWITH.
foot where it acts as an oil to grease and lubri New Hertford, Conn., Dec. 15,1893.
cate the joints, tendons, cords, etc., that center
in the foot.
i It pkkvekts as well as cures all ailments of
WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD
, the feet. Use it and your horses’ feet will al
To produce a liniment that will cure Wounds
ways be in good condition.
Sores, Scratches, Swellings, Spavins, Curbs
Put up in Pint Cans—PRICE 5Oc.
Wind Puffs, etc., etc., equal to

THE MECCA LINIMENT.

PREPARED BY

THE MECCA LINIMENT.

Strople’s Horse Foot Liquid Company,

Price 50 cents a bottle or $1.00 for three
bottles.

AGENTS WANTED.

Sent by express prepaid to any address on re
ceipt of price as above. Address,
MECCA LINIMENT CO.,

For particulars addres?

CHAS. li, STROPLE, Farrier, Manager

French, corner Hancock St., Bangor Maine. Jill 194

M>ldep, Mass.

f
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TURF,

FARM AND

THE CIRCUS IS THE THING AFTER ALL.”

SALE AND CHANGE COLUMN.

TIIE Gl EAT, THIS

GKXTIXK,

THIS

ORIGINAL

America’s Oldest, Largest, Greatest and Best Exhibition.

WANTED.

J. T. McCADDON & JAMES ANDERSON,............. Lessees

and

Managers.

A Gentleman’s Driver, Fille or Mare preferred
must he sound, kind, not afraid of objects, froin
lour to eight years old, from 15-1 to 16 hands
high, well broken, good walker, good roader, able
to show a mile in 3 min., or better. Any one
having an animal of this description for sale,
describing ninutely its color and all the points
which go to make up a good horse, stating price.
It the above conditions suit I will call and see.
Address ISAIAH L. HORTON. West Dighton,

T1IK BIG CITY snOWS WILK EXHIBIT AT

WATERVILLE,

FOR SAKE.
BLACK COCKER SPANIEL PUPS for sale.
Inquire of
P. O. BOX 98, Winterport, Me.
FOR SAKE.

A CONGRESS OF CHAMPION CELEBRITIES

All the Cream of Urn Ana™j»I I'm World okimmo loir and served in the Eeast of the Marvellous,
tu.qut, 2sew, Kxcitiutr, Novel, and Best Perl orinanecs-ever seen
m Jins or Any Other Country, all in

THE PEERLESS ADAM 4-PAW CIRCUS.
Tbe Jungles and Fore- ts of -the I t oncost Parts of (he Fart li have yielded (heir Strangest Rarest
and AA ildest Beasts, that they may he seen in

WANTED.

THE MATCHLESS ADAM 4-PAW MENAGERIE.

Situations secured in the West for Druggists
Book-keepers, Clerks, Stenographers, Trmellingmen and all kinds of si illeil ami profesMimal
lielp. Enclose one dollar for mv method. J. T.
WILSON, P. o, Box 27 Minneapolis, Minn.

The One Great Sensational Equestrian Feature of the Age!

KTrrie.

PONY TEAM

And her Cha.'mpioii.Trio of Equestrian World-Break, ng Record Makers.

EE11 XEMAKHJ ZEt
CLEARING

A

BAR

Champion High Juinpin;
Pony of the World.
.

7

FEET

4 1-2

His Official Record is

INCHES

HIGH.

EVERGREEN
Shows Under the Saddle Twelve
Distinct Gaits.

Ihe Justly "World-famous Adam 4-I’aw

HERD OF PERFORMING AND DANCING ELEPHANTS!
Trained Animals ot aB kinds that do Everything but Tdk The io. t i>; i,,,.. »i ’ ,,
,,
the Best Acrobats, the Best AerialistsI tL K Contortioufs’s the i- It r’J’ C H<?St (I’ynin:,s,s’
Tumblers, ilm Best Equilibrists, t u> Best wTes le^s the Ills
’he Best
•
and y mest Collect ion of Annuals ever seen in a Alenagerie t h<- ( hoicest s, i
.BarS®st
everything , ha. Capra, can Secure, that E^SCan Suggest?
fail A.hise .yeall to be s.-en H! this Crowning Klfort to make these the
( leahc.'t, the 1 uiest, and ihe Be>t Shows, and prove

A

FIT CAP FOS THE

HONORED SHEAF

OF THIRTY

YEARS.

In serving the Public with the Newest, Brightest, and the Finest of Everything
th.it goes to mal-c up the favorite shows of the people.
"
AS FREE AS STTJSTSTillSrJB,
130 3STOT MISS

SZEZEIJSTCSr

IT.

THE SUPERB FREE STREET PARADE
It will be the longest .and mo t magnificent pageant that has evOr passed throm-h the sir. ... ol your city.

It will move prom., tly a, 1 • \. m , am! will be well won!, traveling

nuts to SaJl.

10,000 SUPERB SEATS.

-A.TDTVETSSIOISr,

2000 OPERA CHAIR RESERVED SEATS.

under i) years of age, 25

CENTS.

CENTS.

Coupon numbered, actually reserved seal tickets at a slight advance,

%

I have for sale a sale a six year old gelding
standing hi hands ami weigh 1150 lhs. Color
bun k wdh star in forehead and otie while ant le
behind. He was sired by Alectus he
Alcan
tara 2.23 dam by Harlow Colt he by Page’s Ham
bleton on son of Edward Everett, this horse is all
sound and right a capital roadster and will l»e
sohl at a bargain.
Address K A. SMITH
Rangeley, Me.

bv

.

AVATED I.A I)Y SDLICPI OIL

WANTED.

,1hr!.aryvl",li *iX|,c,.,SC8 frw’" 'ts,r’- Permanent
u
ao delivering or collecting
BROWN
isitOb. Co. Nurseryman. Rocln ster. N. V.

Salesman; salary from start, permanent place.
Brown Bros. Co., Nurserymen, Rochester, N. Y.

A GOOD OPENING.

I OK SA LL.

50

FOR SAKE.

1 OR SAKE.

\V ell lived l’ercheron Stallion, we'glis 1600 lb«.:
k'lid worker and good stock horse. Address
P. Sil EIIM A N, care Ti 1:1 , Faum and Home,
Waterville, Me. •

You can n<*t be disappointed in it.

NOt^ive^la^n§,e'sam7nHr’"’ ^P’USe
the sho"’s’ tbe sa",e Pe’formances are
given, arm the same pin es ot mUiiiss on charged m all cities ami towns alike.

FOR SAKE.
Seven year old mare sired by Albrino, sirs of
Iona S. 2.17%, Fauntleroy 2.26%, dam S. T. 112 by
Matchless. This mare is a stone gray, stands
15-1% hands, weighs 900 lbs, is all sound,'.upheaded and a stylish and fast road mare Stan
Snow quarters in forty seconds, and with training
will be fast. AVill sell so that most anyone *can
For Terlns Etc., address C.I H.
NEWTON, Dixfield, Me.

FOR SAI F,
A line Pony team for sale, consisting of a pair
ol ponies, set of ruble r 'rimmed harnesses, open
I'.uggy all in fine con,I tion. This team is suit D.Vi’; !”'i wanta ,ni' e ramilv mare for a driver or
able lor gentlemen or ladies diiving. Sold at a lot breed ng. I have one that is six \ear« old
bargain. H. W. KNOW I,KK. Crowleys Me. J*. Stands 15-3, strong and weighs 11(H) lbs. Color
black no white, sound and safe for a ladv to
O. So- Lewiston, Me.
drive and learle-s of all objects. S>red by Lord
FOR s A I E.
Nelson dam by Ironblcsome. AVill sell this mare
at a bargain. Address HENRY TIBBETTS
1 have a five-year-old geld mg s red bv a grand Rangeley, Me.
son of Flying Eaton, color black, stands 1.5-2
hands, weighs 1000 lbs., that is a first class road
FDR SAKE.
ster and is all safe and sound and a disposition
that is perfect. A child can haml'e him. I have
A first class gentlemens driver, a four year old
no use for him andwouldlikc toeorrespond with
gehhng siands 16 hands and weighs 11(H) lbs.
some one who wants a good family horse.
I le is a hanilsome hay all sound and perfectly
Address Byron Stephens,
-afe for a ladv to di i e. He is good ganed anil
____________
Kingfie'd. Ale.
m a trainers hands would be fast, can simw a
FOR SAKE.
•'.(H) clip now wiihout litt ng. Sired bv Alectus
.-m o Ah anlara 2.23, mid his dam hv 'Tom Lang
A matched pair of black maj-es coinin'* eight ('’p'-Outii Vrn ,.r‘:V f"n
i.-.»b.rK address
I. It. I ( X) n I A ( Mil Rnm-Olev. Me
and nine respectively. They stand 15-2 1m mis
weigh 1050 lhs., are all safe and sound an,! can
road 10 miles.an hour. One was siredby S. not
edr sake.
ing Star, dam by Carrahassett, the otherbv Bhn k
Pharo, dam by Harry Knox. AVill sellthem at a
Boy p
16% handsbargain.
Address AV. C. Curtis
h.„b. neighs 11;,0 Ills, s red by Vassalboro Boy
Kingfield, Me.
■ am In I equawket so-, of Gideon. This t orse is
tern a ss ol a 1 objects and can road easily 1() miles
FOR SAKE.
an hour All sound and kind and as gmul n gents
Do you want a matched pair of gentlemens drivel- as can lie found in i Ixford < ountv. AVill he
drivers, it so I have something that fills the bill. \v j>aVa n mv'’ F,,r V,r 1,er l'articularsaddress
One is a six year old gelding by Vassalboro Boy w .
iakbOa, F ryeburg. Maine.
dam by Gen. Lyons, the other is eight years old
a.K, , lnva Messenger and Morgan. They stand
16-1 hands, weighs 1100 lbs. each, color a handsome bay, black points; are all sound and kind,
and the oldest one can show better than a 2 50
Lad.es and gentlemen make from *3 00 to #4 oo
clip without handling, and if trained would be
uuh i/ioaTI s?,e Vlem or wrile to STEPHEN per day folding amt address ng circulars "ami
corresponding tor me at t eir t omes. Perman
CILLRI.ES, North Fryeburg, Me.
ent position. For reply send self addressed
stamped envelope to
J. AV. KELLER
FOR SALE.
Author of “Hounds ami Hares?’'1 ,a"ka’ Ini1I have for sale a matched pair of mares color
hay, each stand 15 1 hands, weighs 900 lhs. they
ate all sound and kind and extra fine drivers anti SOUTH I’ARIS SALE
AND
LIVERY
roadsters. I hey are full sisters four and live
STABLE.
years old, sired by Ben V. dam by son of Dan
New
Stable
directly
opposite
Depot.
iel Boone. Second dam by by Jack Shepard.
1 make a specialty of tir»t ,
.. .
Also a gray pacing mare stands 15-1 hands, Dr.vers, Eaniilv horses am( i rollers T Til \ Vf p'
weighs 92;> il»s. sired by Gen Garfield dam hv Proprietor. “I have for s. p.
hestnut Geldings 5and 6 a.• r- old stand lA3haml8
Daniel Lambert, this mare is good gaited anil (we.glis
12(H) lhs, can trot fi II imle .n ? 50 al-o two
\\ itn a little handling; could pace in in 2.30 or pair
of Lay mares goo.l siye adapted to l ad es”
”et„t,er'1 1',H' *11 rther particulars address, GEO.
ami
tam.lv
use young and
.ml amt , an mad leu
E. larbox, Harrisson Maine or YOUNG BROS. m..e- an hour
on their cart ,,,e. | ofTer gm”, bar
South paris Maine, where the mares can he seen.
-alas III these horses,
Lor part molars, price etc
FOR SA I.E.
J______ A;>dress. T. THA Yl B
f„ri- Main. '

Marantette.

The Champion High Jumping Horse of lhe World.

WANTED.
CANVASSERS. AVe offer a splendid opportu
nity for active, energetic men to make money.
No experience. Samples Furnished.
WEBSTER PORTRAIT CO., Auburn. N. Y.

A spe< dy, undeveloped Bay Gelding that <•
ye®1, old Welding color black, two white
stands 16 hands and weighs 1070 pounds, sired by feet behind, stands strong 16 hands, was got bv
Mach, Hi the sire of G.psy M, 2,13
dam by Tom Gen. ( uster, out of a Morgan mare, he is a first
!. atcheii. 1 his horse is young, all sound and safe class roadster, fearless of all objects, and will he
aIEii*
1i 11'
‘h’ve and can show a 2.40clipeas.iy. sold at a bargain. Address F. R. HASTINGS.
Will t.e so!.I at a bargain. Gor particulars ail- Andover, Maine.
dress II. 1... COLE, Bryant’s Pond, Me
FOR SA1.E.
FOR SALE.
I have for sale at my stable in Andover a five
. The 6-year-old cln-stnut gelding Gloster year old gray mare that stands 15-3 strong
stands 16 hands high, weighs i050, sired by AI- V eighes 980 lhs, sired by Robert Bonner and out
hrino. Dam Oxford Lily by Young Bonner, s->n !,
?'c«'ci.g. r mare that has paced a mile in
of Robert Bonner. This horse has lots of speed 2.20, i hi.s mare is all sound, is apacerand a pood
and is all sound and right. The owner is sickle gaited one, and will surelv he fast. For parand is going to California for his health and this U-‘"V',r.S,..aiV.1.r.e?8
CBEGG, Andover, Me.
horse must be sold. If you want speed or a gen AA . ADELBEB I EASTMAN owner, Mexico. Me.
eral driver cheap here is y°ur chance, Address
C. R. BAR1LE1 r, Lockes Mills, Me.
FOR SAI.E.
roil SAKE.
I have for sale four j>romising young horses
A first-class gentleman’s driver and family well I,red and ol much indivdual merit. Two of
ls a chestnut gelding, stands 15-1, weigh- Diem are out of the dam of Fred AVilkes
J10 lbs, was sired by young Fearnaught, h-: by I hey are 15-2 and weigh 1000 poumls. They are
I’earnauglit Jr., dam S. T. IL, a Morgan. 'flu's bay ami very attractive in action.
Prices
horse is perfectly safe for any lady to' drive and reasonable. AV. 11. JUNES, China, Me.
can road all day, is sound and all right and will
he schl cheap. Address A. B. BRYANT. Lockes
FOR SAKE.
Mills, Me.

Saturday, Aug. 11
A WORLD OF NOVELTIES

FOR SAKE.

Four year old mare sired by Col. West sire of
All advertisements appropriately coming Westland 2.29% dam by Hinds Hanibletonian a
grandson of Gideon, sire of Gretchen the dam
under this heading will be inserted, five ot Nelson 2.09 etc. This mare is bay good size and
lines three times for 50 cents, if cash accom good gaited. Also a two year old filly sired by
Black Rolfe son of Young Rolfe 2.21% sire of
panies the advertisement..
Nelson 2.09, etc. This filly is good size, color
black and all sound and right, also have a five
FOR SALE.
o, PIare l,y McKenney’s Knox, dam bv
I hil Sheridan son of Old Knox, she stands 15
A handsome well bred Chestnut Gelding, hands, weighs 965 lbs., color black all sound
eight years old in June, sound and smooth, 15-2 kind and good roader. For particulars etc.
hands, about 1090 pounds weight. Good gaited. address, C. f. AVARDAVELL, Oxford, Me.
I ure trotting action, level headed and safe for a
woman to drive. Has fieen worked on the Brock*
WANTED.
ton J? air Grounds Track for a few weeks and I
will show mile or miles under 2.35 on half mile
A reliable man to act as city agent for the best
track. This promising horse is ordered sold bv
Write for
his owner for no fault. Address A. JOHNSON, slot machine novelty ever made.
particulars. The Anthony Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Brockton, Muss.

P°SIT1VELY the 31 st ANNUAL TOUR OF 4QQZ

*VU a

HOME.

A very handsome five-year old Chestnut’geld
ing with white mane anil tail. Stands 16 hands
weighing 1100 lbs., round built He is perfectly
sound snd kind, and a nite driver, sate fora lady
AV rite for particulars. J. S. RICH ARDS Bel
fast, Maine,

An expert horse slioer wants to lure a young
man as an assistant. Wants either a first-class
workman or one with a little attention will
make such a one. None but a reliable and steady
man need apply. It is a rare opening for a good
mechanic who wants a chance to make his mark
in the world. Address SHOER, Tube, Farm &
Home, Waterville, Maine,

